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CANTANDO LA MADRE PATRIA:  

MEXICAN MUSICAL HERITAGE IN TUCSON, 1939-1983 
 

ABSTRACT 

The maintenance, performance, and practice of Mexican music formed part of a resistance effort against 

cultural, political, economic, gendered, and geographic marginalization throughout the course of the 

twentieth century in Tucson, Arizona. This project defines iconic, popular Mexican music as música 

cósmica, a term inspired by José Velasco’s raza cósmica, and which refers to the music’s role as a 

unifying cultural expression for individuals of Mexican descent in Tucson and other diaspora 

communities. This project draws from new and archived interviews, newspapers, recorded performances, 

radio programs, and other ephemera of Tucson’s musical past to outline how la música cósmica formed 

part of an organic cultural expression of the people of the U.S. southwest, one that informed and was 

informed by the corpus being developed and promoted out of Mexico City. The process of maintaining la 

música cósmica in Tucson as a source of collective identity and resistance involved a deep commitment to 

maintaining musical places, spaces, and talents in the face of political, social, and geographic 

marginalization, including the physical destruction of Mexican homes and businesses in the name of 

urban renewal. Community leaders and music teachers viewed the teaching of música cósmica to Tucson 

youth as part of a social justice educational revolution, yet to teach the music they first had to overcome 

the internalization of anti-Mexican sentiment that viewed Mexican cultural expressions as inferior and 

overtly feminine. They reclaimed pride in this marginalized identity, the feminized fatherland or madre 

patria, through reframing the interpretation of the music as a cultural expression requiring precision, 

excellence, and that held monetary value. Music teachers employed a commitment to excellence and an 

insistence on paid performances to transform the perception of the music from that of an expression of 

inferior culture to one worthy of pride, respect, and admiration. Tucsonans approached the teaching and 

performing of la música cósmica with a profound sense of duty, one that inspired heroic acts of dedication 

and united Tucsonans of Mexican descent in spite of otherwise deep and painful divisions over political 

ideologies, popular tastes, skin color, personal experience, and the process of social change.  The deep 

scar left by urban renewal, neighborhood demolition, and family relocation left many bitter divisions 

among members of Tucson’s community of Mexican descent.  Nonetheless, la música cósmica continued 

to play a unifying role, and Tucsonans came together across these differences to ensure its survival, and to 

ensure their own cultural survival in the city´s public narrative as a result.  By the 1980s, Tucson boasted 

numerous youth mariachi programs and hosted the first annual International Mariachi Conference, 

converting a city that continued to struggle with its collective identity into a global center for the teaching 

and performing of Mexican music. 
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Chapter 1: Lalo’s Guitar 

 

Stories are what make a location into a place. 

-John Warnock1 

 

Music makes celebrations a little more exciting,  

grief a little easier to bear, worship a little more beautiful. 

-Jim Griffith2 

 

On a dark, pre-dawn morning in the early 1940s, a thief swept down a barrio street and 

lifted a guitar from the back of a green Chevy Coupe.3 The guitar belonged to Eduardo “Lalo” 

Guerrero, who had gone to a friend’s house to spend time with his band members and friends 

after playing a late-night gig. Guerrero and the three other members of his band had loaded 

themselves and their instruments into the back of their friend Fernando “Zipper” Zepeda’s car, 

then left their gear in the vehicle for the rest of the evening. Any attempts to track down the 

guitar or the thief came up empty. The guitar was never seen again by Guerrero, the members of 

Los Carlistas, or anyone else who would have recognized it. Less than a year later, a generation 

of Tucson’s young men reported to the draft and joined World War II. Zipper Zepeda found 

himself far from Tucson, awaiting orders from his commander on a hillside above Lingayen Gulf 

in the Philippines. The war was just ending, but the soldiers laboring deep in the still unstable 

zone had no sense of that. In the midst of the tension, a young private saw Zepeda’s name on his 

uniform and approached him. “Are you Zipper Zepeda from Tucson?” the private asked. “Yes,” 

replied Zepeda, “Why do you ask?” “I have been looking for you,” the private said, “I know who 

stole Lalo Guerrero’s guitar!”  

                                                           
1 John Warnock, “Tucson: A Place-making,” Journal of the Southwest, 58:3, Autumn 2016, 361-616. P. 361.  
2 James Griffith, Hecho a Mano: The Traditional Arts of Tucson’s Mexican American Community, (The University of 

Arizona Press, Tucson: 2000), 71. 
3 Author interview with Fernando “Nando” Zepeda, April 1, 2014, Tucson, Arizona. 
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The end of this story has been lost to memory, but its importance does not lie in 

identifying the thief or the informer, nor in confirming its veracity. Its importance lies in the 

values placed on the people, items, and events in the story; the immediate sense of shared 

memory and community that surrounded the two men on the Philippine hillside; and how the 

story continued to create a sense of shared memory for those who have told the story and 

laughed about it since. Guerrero’s friends and admirers in Tucson chuckle at the thought of the 

hometown hero’s guitar going missing, only to be discussed in such a chance encounter, in such 

a precarious location, half the world away. The story suggests that Guerrero’s fans in Tucson 

knew and cherished him first, such that by 1940 at least one person admired him enough to steal 

his guitar. In truth, Guerrero’s fame as a pioneering Chicano artist had not yet taken root in 1940. 

He had demonstrated his musical talent and popularity as a performer. He had traveled to and 

from Los Angeles to pursue music, recorded several songs, and had made a brief background 

appearance with Los Carlistas in a Gene Autry movie. The Tucson Chamber of Commerce had 

already sponsored Los Carlistas’ performance in the 1939 World’s Fair, and the group had 

broadcast on Major Bowe’s National Radio Hour while in New York. Nonetheless, Guerrero had 

not yet written his Pachuco boogies, did not yet own his California nightclub, and had not yet 

become the Father of Chicano music. If Zepeda’s story is true, tells us that the people living in 

the communities for which Guerrero played in his youth, the houses and venues that served 

Tucson’s Mexican and multiethnic barrios, already understood and cherished the importance of 

his music before he began producing the work that made him a legend. If the story is not true, it 

tells us that its storytellers wish it were. Lalo Guerrero eventually reached legendary status of 

national and international importance, and through this story, his Tucson friends and admirers 
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tell us with a touch of humor and irony that they understood his legendary importance before it 

ever emerged.  

This anecdote forms part of a number of stories woven by and about music by members 

of Tucson’s Mexican community. Tucsonans, naturally, enjoy a broad variety of musical tastes 

that reflect personal preferences and exposure to different styles and genres. This study explores 

a specific type of music that has held a particular place among the community studied here: 

popular music from Mexico. In particular, this research examines a sub-type of popular music, a 

kind of music I refer to as música cósmica. The term música cósmica directly recalls José 

Vasconcelos’ concept of la raza cósmica, referring to the people of mixed European and 

indigenous ancestry Vasconcelos hoped to unite under a single Mexican nation.4 La música 

cósmica played a specific role in promoting this concept of a unified Mexican people, and its 

circulation received support, subsidies, and promotion from the revolutionary government that 

gained control of Mexico in the 1920s.5 The music formed a canon that became ubiquitous 

across Mexico and beyond, with songs selected specifically to celebrate both the diversity and 

the unity of the country’s people. Through performing arts tours, recorded album sales, and 

musical cinematography, this music emerged as one of Mexico’s primary cultural exports.  

As an official representative of Mexican culture, this music also came to represent 

Mexican identity, or mexicanidad, for communities outside the country. In places where people 

of Mexican descent faced prejudice, this music became particularly popular. In the face of 

                                                           
4 José Vasconcelos, La Raza Cósmica; Misión De La Raza Iberoamericana (Paris: Agencia mundial de librería, 1920). 
5 For more information on the history and corpus of Mexican popular music, see Vicente Mendoza, La Canción 

Mexicana: ensayo de clasificación y antología, 2nd Ed., (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1982); Yolanda 
Moreno Rivas, Historia de la música popular mexicana, (México, D.F.: Alianza Editorial Mexicana, 1989); and 
Ricardo Pérez Monfort, “Breve acercamiento al patrimonio musical mexicano,” en Memorias: Patrimonio 
Intangible – Resonancia de nuestras tradiciones por Lourdes Arizpe, et al, (México, D.F.: ICOM México, 
CONACULTA-INAH, 2004), 59-62. 
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discrimination, the Spanish-language artists who, as artists recording in Mexico, so naturally and 

easily upheld an identity under duress elsewhere, provided solace and inspiration to people of 

Mexican descent in the United States.6 Originally conceived as a means to represent and unify 

Mexico’s raza cósmica in Mexico itself, la música cósmica gained a life of its own in diaspora 

and migrant communities far from the borders of the patria. La música cósmica exists wherever 

people perform or experience music in a way that proclaims and affirms Mexican culture, and 

wherever those who experience it understand themselves to be part of a common, unified identity 

among the diverse body of people who claim Mexican roots.  

The canción mexicana from which música cósmica draws consists of a continually 

changing and revolving set of songs, played by songwriters and singers who became iconic 

themselves: artists such as Lola Beltrán, Pedro Infante, Lucha Reyes, and Javier Solís, to name a 

few. The musical genres and styles have also evolved – boleros, waltzes, foxtrots, and mazurkas 

flowed from solo singers and guitars, duets, trios, full norteño bands, and charro-clad mariachi 

groups. These artists wrote songs, interpreted the songs of others, revived old classics and 

brought new favorites into the mix. The most iconic favorites became part of a regular rotation 

and repetition. A simple internet search of “Solamente una vez,” for example, reveals the length 

and breadth of its popularity. Recordings by Luis Miguel (b. 1970), Julio Iglesias (b. 1943), 

Agustín Lara (1900-1970), and Javier Solis (1931-1966) top the list, all iconic Mexican artists 

whose lives and careers span the twentieth century.7 In addition to these artists, international 

singers also appear in the results: Plácido Domingo (b. 1941), Andrea Bocelli (b. 1958), and Nat 

                                                           
6 Yolanda Broyles-González, “Ranchera music(s) and the legendary Lydia Mendoza: performing social location and 

relations” in Chicana Traditions: Continuity and Change, ed. Norma Elia Cantú and Olga Nájera-Ramírez, (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2002), 183-206. 

7 Search performed using search term “solamente una vez” on April 21, 2017, on Google using Google Chrome. 
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-
8#q=solamente+una+vez&tbm=vid  

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=solamente+una+vez&tbm=vid
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=solamente+una+vez&tbm=vid
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King Cole (1919-1965), recorded the song in Spanish, while Frank Sinatra (1915-1988) recorded 

the melody with English lyrics.  

Thus, some songs have earned their place as permanent staples of la música cósmica, 

instantly recognizable as a representation of Mexican cultural expression. Apart from these 

iconic pieces, the repertoire of música cósmica also includes a revolving list of popular songs 

that circulate among bands, mariachi troupes, via movies, and across airwaves. As a 

continuously evolving body of music, providing a list of songs would necessarily result in an 

incomplete and insufficient list, one that would depend greatly on time and location. 

Nonetheless, during the course of this research, certain songs emerged multiple times across 

time, event, context, and location, and deserve inclusion as part of the twentieth century 

repertoire of Tucson’s música cósmica. A list of these songs has been provided in Appendix A. 

These Tucson-specific titles have emerged as songs played often and regularly by restaurant 

performers, local youth groups, mariachi performers, in radio programs, and at city events in 

mid-twentieth century Tucson.  

This research explores how Tucsonans experienced la música cósmica on a regular basis. 

The playing, enjoyment, and use of music provides insight into how Tucsonans viewed 

themselves as a collective group of people of Mexican descent in a southwest city, and how 

individuals related to that collective. The exploration of this local Mexican identity, or 

mexicanidad, helps understand how Tucson’s story fits into the broader picture of Mexican, 

Mexican American, and Chicano history in the United States. Broader studies of Mexican 

American history have largely overlooked Tucson, and Arizona in general, as participants on a 

national level.8 Scholars began to focus on the history of the Mexican and Mexican American 

                                                           
8 Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican community in Tucson, 1854-1941, (Tucson: The University of 

Arizona Press, 1986), 1 
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community in Tucson in the 1960s,9 yet they have not successfully woven this history into the 

larger U.S. picture. Part of the reason for this draws from the relatively small population in 

Arizona compared to California and Texas, states that have received a great deal of attention 

from historians of the Chicano and Mexican American experience. Another reason for this also 

lies in the unique history of Tucson’s population of Mexican descent. When Anglo settlers 

arrived to Tucson in the nineteenth century, they found a large, bustling town, the only one for 

hundreds of miles, with a well-developed service industry, economic base, and cultural scene.10 

Spanish and Mexican settlers built the town around the cultural model with which they were 

most familiar: with a cathedral and central plaza dominating the center of the city, and thick-

walled adobe houses, built in continuous rows down the streets, dominating the neighborhoods. 

Tucsonans of Mexican descent intermarried with early Anglo settlers, forming a generation of 

Mexican-Americans that felt proud to be bilingual and bicultural. In late nineteenth century 

Tucson, biculturalism created a specific advantage for business and economic negotiations. This 

strong economic and historical base also meant that, as Anglo settlers moved into the desert 

valley, they met a long-standing, Spanish-speaking population of Mexican descent that wielded 

economic and political power, circulated a number of newspapers, managed a local banking 

system, and had built Tucson into the cultural destination it had become. When historians write 

the narrative of Southwest U.S. history after the U.S.-Mexico war of 1848, Tucson stands out as 

                                                           
9 For example, see Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses; James Officer, Sodalities and Systemic Linkage: The Joining Habits of 

Urban Mexican-Americans, (PhD Diss., The University of Arizona, 1964) and Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856, (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 1987); Patricia Preciado Martin, Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History of 
Mexican American Women, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press); Laura Cummings, Pachucas and Pachucos in 
Tucson: Situated Border Lives, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2009); and Lydia Otero, La Calle: Spatial 
Conflicts and Urban Renewal in a Southwest City, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2010).  

10 Sheridan, 2-5. 
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exceptional because of the robust resources the non-Anglo community wielded in the early years 

compared to other then-developing cities like Los Angeles and El Paso.  

Thus the Mexican community in Tucson differed from others around the country in the 

nineteenth century, a legacy that endured through the early part of the twentieth century despite 

the fact that they faced a downward shift in their economic standing, political power, and 

demographic representation after the arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1880. The 

numbers of people of Mexican descent did not decline; to the contrary, each new census showed 

a steady increase in the number of Mexican-descent individuals, some by immigration from 

Mexico, some from birth, and others through domestic migration.11 Nonetheless, after 1880, the 

railroad brought in white settlers from the east at a faster pace than the Mexican population grew, 

and the original Tucsonans experienced a painful compression in their demographic 

representation, political leverage, and economic status. 

Despite these changing demographic conditions, the local historical trajectory inspired a 

sense that Tucson’s Mexican community differed from others in the United States, a sentiment 

that lasted well into the twentieth century. By mid-century, national organizations such as the 

Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF) and the League of United Latin American 

Citizens (LULAC) faced little to no success when they traveled to recruit members in Tucson.12 

Prior to the 1960s, Tucson’s Mexican population did not feel sufficiently motivated by or 

connected to these causes to join these national organizations. 

Despite the exceptional nature of the local Mexican American experience, Tucson’s 

population forms part of the national story. In many respects, the city simply processed national 

                                                           
11 Tom Sheridan outlines the growth of Tucson’s population of Mexican descent in Los Tucsonenses, particularly 
76-78 and 259-262. 
12 James E. Officer, Sodalities, 26-29. 
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events on a different timeline, with extensive and active pressure for the rights and recognition of 

Tucson’s Mexican population reaching an early peak in the latter half of the nineteenth century, a 

time when populations of Mexican descent in other southwest cities had not yet consolidated 

politically. A few of Tucson’s political and cultural contributions from this era had significant 

impact on a national level, such as the foundation of the Alianza Hispanoamericana, the first 

Hispanic mutual aid society in the United States, and the music of Lalo Guerrero, who became 

known as the Father of Chicano Music. Despite the importance of the Alianza and Lalo Guerrero 

nationally, any mention of their Tucson origins exists almost as an after-thought. Some sources 

list Lalo Guerrero as a musician from California without mentioning the city that nurtured his 

career and his unique understanding of cultural hybridity from infancy into adolescence,13 while 

the Tucson origin of the Alianza Hispanoamericana became dwarfed by its own national 

success, expanding quickly into states across the Southwest.14 Some historians gave 

organizations like LULAC credit for pioneering services and systems the Alianza had established 

decades earlier.15  

Guerrero’s music and the Alianza represent responses to local conditions in Tucson, 

conditions that led to a greater need for economic alliance, political support, and a pressing need 

to express the idiosyncrasies of the Mexican experience in a bilingual, bicultural, border city. In 

order to explore the ways in which Tucson’s Mexican community responded to more than a half-

century of political, economic, and demographic marginalization, this research examines 

narratives told by community members of Mexican descent, both as part of a local experience 

                                                           
13 Skip Heller, “Lalo Guerrero, 1916-2005,” La Weekly, Music section. Thursday, March 24, 2005. Accessed online 

6/16/2017: http://www.laweekly.com/music/lalo-guerrero-1916-2005-2139685. 
14 Manuel Gonzales, Mexicanos: A History of Mexicans in the United States, Second Edition, (Indiana University 

Press, Bloomington: 2009). 
15 Officer, Sodalities, 26-29. 

http://www.laweekly.com/music/lalo-guerrero-1916-2005-2139685
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and as part of a larger national and international collective that identifies as a community of 

Mexican descent. Music serves as a particularly apt tool to explore these expressions of identity. 

It provides a lens into the overlapping complexities of expressions of identity in people 

struggling to retain their culture, language, history, and pride in the face of hegemonic forces 

working to marginalize, even eliminate, the Mexican influence from the U.S. southwest. The 

ways in which Tucsonans have used, listened to, played, and responded to la música cósmica 

revealed their own particular sense of place and belonging within a larger whole. La música 

cósmica formed a regular, central part of the day-to-day resistance of Tucson’s Mexican 

community, sometimes consciously, other times out of instinct or habit. What this research 

makes clear is that the attempt to transform Tucson into a thriving city based on a fully Anglo 

cultural model did not succeed. By the 1980s, the active resistance of Tucson’s Mexican 

community resulted in its continued active presence as part of the city’s collective identity and 

cultural geography, and Tucson had become known as a national and international powerhouse 

of youth mariachi, teaching la música cósmica not only to its own youth, but also to musicians 

across the United States.  

 To clarify the actors involved in this story, this work follows the example set by other 

scholars in referring to U.S. citizens of Mexican descent as Mexican-American, unless they 

specifically identify as Chicano, a political ideology in the Mexican-American community 

centered around a U.S. cultural experience of progressive political activism.16 The Chicano 

identity, in contrast to the more general term Mexican-American, implies a dedication to 

political, social, and cultural resistance.17 The term Tucsonense in this work refers to pioneers of 

                                                           
16 Specifically, this work utilizes the terminology outlined by James Griffith in Hecho a Mano, 4. 
17 The concept of a resistance identity comes from Manuel Castells, The Power of Identity, Second Edition, 

(Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009). 
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Mexican descent in the Santa Cruz valley who predated or concurred with the arrival of the 

Southern Pacific Railroad, and therefore the mass influx of Anglo settlers in the 1880s. A person 

referred to as Mexican holds legal citizenship in that country, while the term Mexican-descent 

refers to anyone with a claim to Mexican identity or heritage, regardless of citizenship or 

political ideology. The imprecise yet useful term Anglo refers to citizens and residents of the 

United States with light-colored skin and northern European ancestry who generally migrated to 

Tucson from the east and who, despite their varied linguistic, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds, 

gained entrance into the dominant political, cultural, and economic world of the United States in 

the nineteenth and twentieth century due largely to the lightness of their skin.   

Skin color and class complicate the story of Tucson’s Mexican community in a number 

of ways. Access to the privileges afforded by light skin became a source of tension for the people 

of Tucson as the city expanded in the latter half of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth. 

The Anglo settlers who entered the valley in droves after 1880 treated the valley’s prior 

inhabitants as a non-white people based on their ethnic, cultural, and linguistic heritage. The 

Tucsonenses who already lived in the valley rejected the notion that their Mexican culture 

somehow granted them a lesser status, and they had resources with which to actively protest 

racist sentiment and organize against it. Racially and economically, Tucson was a rare urban 

center in the southwest desert, with a higher concentration of lighter-skinned, wealthier 

individuals of Mexican descent. Individuals who had migrated north to the military outpost when 

it still stood in Mexican territory tended to be military commanders or property owners looking 

for business prospects on the nation’s northern frontier. When Mexico lost the 1848 war, many 
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of Tucson’s wealthiest denizens looked forward to joining the United States, where they saw 

greater opportunities for development and expansion.18 

This wealthier, whiter urban class contrasted with the miners and other migrant workers 

who migrated to other desert cities and labor towns. These frequently heralded from rural towns 

with few or no educational opportunities, with ancestry that included darker-skinned indigenous 

and mestizo (blended) traits. Tucson held little attraction for migrant workers seeking manual 

labor, who tended toward the mining towns and agricultural opportunities outside the Tucson 

valley. The mineworkers and the urban elite both heralded from Mexico, yet the diversity of 

genetic heritage made defining the Mexican people by traditional notions of race problematic. 

Despite Mexico’s racial diversity, ones’ racial inheritance carried with it an inescapable social, 

economic and political stigma in both countries. In the United States, white settlers tended to 

settle in and maintain white communities, while in Mexico, a complicated hierarchy based on 

ancestry, skin color and birthplace dominated the landscape. The prejudicial legacy of these 

racial hierarchies proved difficult to overcome in both countries, and led to distinct 

interpretations of race, class, and color that overlapped and occasionally clashed in the border 

regions.   

Mexico’s racial history formed part of a sense of the national and ethnic identity of the 

nation’s people during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The country’s independence from 

Spain in 1810 included a rejection of the caste system, at least on paper, most specifically the 

exclusion of citizens born in the Americas from positions of political power. By the 1920s, the 

newly installed revolutionary government took this a step further, declaring its citizenry a 

blended, multiracial nation based on the concept of a new, mestizo people: la raza cósmica.19 

                                                           
18 Sheridan, 30. 
19 Vasconcelos, La Raza Cósmica. 
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The concept of la raza cósmica involved the proposed blending of both mestizo and Spanish 

European traits to produce a superior race of people – one that combined the strongest, most 

superior traits of the indigenous American and the European colonist. In the end, the concept of 

la raza cósmica did not forge equality across all citizens or stop discrimination against darker-

skinned individuals. Nonetheless, la raza cósmica and the cultural campaign behind it did 

succeed in spreading the concept of mexicanidad to people throughout Mexico.20  

In the United States, a country whose institutions of citizenship and access to legal 

benefits revolved around an individual’s claim to whiteness, the racial diversity and ambiguity of 

people of Mexican descent has caused a number of social and legal quandaries. Mexicans have 

been defined as either white or non-white throughout U.S. history, depending on which label 

better served the purposes of the moment.21 For example, Tucson court cases through the 1940s 

list individuals of Mexican descent as “white.” 22 World War II recruiters did the same, so that 

soldiers from Mexican families joined standard military divisions rather than battalions 

segregated by race.23  

In other cases, Mexicans face discrimination based on ethnicity, language, and skin color. 

One example of this can be seen in the Texas-born singer of Mexican descent, Lydia Mendoza, 

who traveled throughout the U.S. southwest to perform. While war recruiters and court recorders 

labeled Mexicanos white for recruitment and legal cases through the early 1940s, Mendoza 

                                                           
20 William H. Beezley, “Creating a Revolutionary Culture: Vasconcelos, Indians, Anthropologists, and Calendar 
Girls,” in A Companion to Mexican History and Culture, ed. William H. Beezley (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 
425-426. 
21 For example, during the World War II draft, recruiters recorded soldiers of Mexican descent as “white,” allowing 

them to join the standard army divisions. Yet the Mendoza family recall their inability to lodge and board at Texas 
establishments because of their Mexican ethnicity in Chris Strachwitz and James Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza: A 
Family Autobiography, (Houston: Arte Público Press, 1993), 140-141 

22 Eric Meeks, Border Citizens: The Making of Indians, Mexicans, and Anglos in Arizona, (University of Texas Press: 
Austin, 2007), 81-82. 

23 Gonzales, Mexicanos, 163. 
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related her family’s inability to lodge and board at establishments throughout Texas and the 

southwest up through the beginning of World War II due to racial and ethnic discrimination.24  

Mendoza also observed differences in her racial treatment on either side of the U.S. 

Mexico border. During the same years that she faced discrimination in Texas, she received a 

ticker-tape reception and a personal escort by the mayor of Chihuahua City, Chihuahua, as she 

arrived on tour to perform in the northern Mexican city. Her light skin and European features 

transformed from racialized brownness in the United States to privileged whiteness once she 

crossed the border. In 1930s Mexico, despite its outward adulation of the raza cósmica, 

prejudices from a deep-seated racism continued to plague people with indigenous, African, or 

Asian heritage while celebrating their lighter counterparts.25 In Chihuahua, light-skinned 

Mendoza received the hero’s welcome of a white singing diva, while in Texas she used colored 

entrances and ate in segregated restaurants.   

In Tucson and elsewhere along the border, this racial ambiguity created legal challenges 

and social tensions. The racial ambiguity of the Mexican people generated problems in procuring 

legal protection against discrimination in the United States. The 1963 Civil Rights act protected 

individuals against discrimination based on race, yet people of Mexican descent do not pertain to 

any single race and therefore did not receive protection as a class of people under this law.26 

Despite this legal technicality, Mexican-descent people have been racialized by members of the 

dominant U.S. culture and face discrimination as if they pertained to a single race.27 The barriers 

                                                           
24 Strachwitz and Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza, 140. 
25 Christina A. Sue, Land of the Cosmic Race: Race mixture, racism, and blackness in Mexico, (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2013). 
26 Laura M. Goodall, “The ‘Otherized’ Latino: Edward Said’s Orientalism Theory and Reforming Suspect Class 

Analysis,” Journal of Constitutional Law, Vol16:3 (2013-2014), 835-860. 
27 José Cobas, et al., Eds. How the United States Racializes Latinos: White Hegemony and its Consequences, 

(Paradigm Publishers: Boulder, CO, 2009). 
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to legal protection against racism that resulted from this ambiguity continued to emerge in court 

cases into the 2010s.  

 

Figure 1 

 
A comic panel from the El Pueblo newspaper in 1968 

highlighting the racial ambiguity of people of Mexican descent.28 

 

 

Socially, this racial ambiguity also took a toll (Figure 1). The racial and ethnic blending 

generated an assortment of people of varying hues of white or brown-toned skin, and a broad 

array of cultural habits resulting from blended families.29 Thus, Federico José María Ronstadt y 

Redondo, the son of a German immigrant to Sonora and a mestizo mother whose family had been 

in Mexico for generations, was born and raised in a Mexican household on a ranch in northern 

Mexico. Despite his Mexican upbringing, Ronstadt faced few racial barriers from Tucson’s 

Mexican or Anglo residents during his years in Tucson, from his arrival in 1889 to his death in 

                                                           
28 Comic panel from Tucson’s bilingual periodical El Pueblo, November 28, 1968, p. 2. 
29 Sal Acosta discussed the diversity and complexity of Tucson interracial and interethnic families in Santioning 
Matrimony: Western Expansion and Interethnic Marriage in the Arizona Borderlands, (The University of Arizona 
Press: Tucson, 2016). 
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1954. In fact, his native Mexican linguistic and cultural fluency, combined with his tall build and 

light skin color, provided him with the ideal combination to succeed in this Anglo-Mexican city 

at the end of the nineteenth century. Fully accepted by the Mexican community in Tucson, his 

light skin and Germanic last name built bridges for him and his descendants that other 

Tucsonenses could not cross.30   

Tucson’s Mexicanos all fell under the umbrella their shared Mexican descent, yet they 

varied in their skin coloring, political beliefs, and desire to access the incoming Anglo culture. 

Despite their differences, Tucson’s Mexicanos remained tightly connected, understanding 

themselves to belong to a common heritage, often connected by ties of marriage and kinship.31 

Linguistically and culturally, these individuals shared many practices and experiences, and the 

fact of living in a relatively small, interconnected city meant that even economically and 

politically diverse individuals came together for holidays, community celebrations, and social 

milestones that drew together large, extended families. The common cultural link between 

individuals also meant that the sense of betrayal or frustration ran high when members of the 

Mexican community appeared to align too much with the Anglo cultural realm or otherwise 

offend their Mexican heritage. These sensitivities were exacerbated by the unpredictable 

idiosyncrasies of skin color that, even among siblings, provided unequal access to the Anglo 

world being established in twentieth-century Tucson.  Individuals viewed and placed themselves 

differently within this changing world. This, in turn, generated friction and exacerbated divisions 

among community members as the decades progressed.  

The relationships of Tucson’s Mexicanos to one another and their understanding of 

themselves as a collective community have not been broadly explored, yet they are critical to the 

                                                           
30 Griffith, 4-8. 
31 Author Interview with Raquel Rubio Goldsmith, October 30, 2014, Tucson, Arizona. 
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understanding of twentieth century Tucson as a modern city and as part of the broader United 

States. The arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1880 destroyed old economic foundations 

and brought new Anglo settlers en masse, leading to a reversal of fortune for the Tucsonenses. 

As the new Anglo settlers, fueled by their understanding of themselves as undisputed owners of 

the valley, excluded Tucson’s founding citizens from the emerging cultural, political, and 

economic establishments, they also drafted new versions of southwest history that excluded the 

Mexican narrative.32 Thus, in order to understand how Tucsonans of Mexican descent viewed 

themselves, we must turn to other narrative forms and means of cultural expression they had 

access to during this time. In the face of cultural discrimination and marginalization, music 

became a means to enact cultural identities and relate community history. Spanish-language 

newspapers, societies, and political organizations struggled and fell silent over the years, but 

music of the Mexican community continued to weave a cultural narrative and provide a 

counternarrative to the dominant story circulating about Tucson’s collective identity.   

Music pre-dated the arrival of the Europeans, and formed part of daily life for Tucson’s 

non-indigenous and mestizo population since explorers from the Spanish crown entered the 

valley to establish a military presidio in 1775. As the population grew, blended, and developed 

its own Sonoran European-indigenous culture, music became a central and constant voice, a 

background hum of expressions of identity and narrative storytelling. Throughout the nineteenth 

century, as Tucson’s elite enjoyed particularly robust economic, political, and social status, the 

                                                           
32 Such as Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (San Francisco: The History 
Company, 1889); Don Bufkin, Historic Tucson, (Tucson: Tucson Branch, AAUW, 1975); Henry F. Dobyns, Spanish 
Colonial Tucson: A Demographic History (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1976); Earle R. Forrest, Missions 
and Pueblos of the Old Southwest, (Chicago: Rio Grande Press, 1962); and Joseph Miller, Ed. The Grand Canyon 
State: A State Guide, (New York: Hastings House, 1956.) 
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music of the Mexican community served as a proud means of entertainment for local 

connoisseurs and Spanish-language travelers.  

Using music as a source for interpreting expressions of identity provides several 

advantages. First, musical expression remained a constant and continual part of daily life in 

Tucson, providing ample resources for study, even as styles, venues, and technology changed. 

Second, la música cósmica faced relatively little censorship on its expression. U.S. textbooks 

excluded Mexican history and Spanish-speaking students faced corporal punishment for using 

their native language in class, but Mexican music as a private pastime remained untouched, even 

as teachers formed after-hour elective options for learning music in the public schools. As 

Tucson became increasingly segregated, music from the Mexican community rarely came into 

contact with Anglo Tucson, generally staying within the geographic boundaries of the non-Anglo 

communities in the south and west parts of the city.33 With the exception of the loud and raucous 

Festival de San Agustín, which Tucson’s Mayor eventually limited due to the gambling, cock-

fighting, and loud parades that interrupted downtown businesses and central streets for a full 

month in the summer,34 Mexican music and celebrations proceeded as they always had. All-night 

backyard weddings, funeral processions, national or religious holidays, and street serenades 

continued unfettered as open expressions of joy, celebration, loss, and commemoration – as long 

as they remained in their place. This resiliency means music shows up in multiple ways as a 

resource for historians – in newspaper articles, letters, invitations, and through the narratives of 

daily lives told through biographies and oral history interviews. Finally, as a research tool, music 

serves as a particularly apt means for exploration of individual and collective identities. This 

                                                           
33 Author interview with Raquel Rubio Goldsmith. She mentioned that when she arrived in Tucson in the 1960s, 
Mexican musicians simply did not play east of Alvernon.  
34 Sheridan, 162-3. 
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study utilized archived oral interviews, published biographies, archived news sources, and 

newly-collected interviews of members of the Tucson community, looking for the ways in which 

these individuals, who spanned many ranges of age, economic class, political persuasion, 

educational level, and musical involvement, saw the role of la música cósmica as a resource in 

their private lives and for the broader community. The narratives of identity, belonging, and 

place within the broader Tucson community become evident through these narratives, how 

individuals responded to la música cósmica and how they viewed its place in their personal lives 

and in Tucson as a whole. 

Music provides a space for the affirmation or exploration of identities, even if the 

musicians or listeners themselves cannot specifically articulate this in words. On an individual 

level, the music of the community one grows up with, whether the person embraces or rejects it, 

forms part of a person’s sense identity and of their place in the broader world.35 Luisa Ronstadt 

Espinel, the daughter of Federico Ronstadt and herself a professional singer, followed her 

musical instincts, tracing the origin of the folk songs she had learned from her father, all the way 

back to the Iberian peninsula and medieval Spanish folk music.36 The music had formed part of 

her childhood and her identity before she understood its origins, and only later inspired her to 

seek its roots. In a similar manner, the musicians of Tucson’s Mexican community affirm their 

cultural identity through song, and share it with the next generation as they come together for 

important collective events. The music of a person’s childhood home and community leave an 

indelible imprint on the person’s individual sense of self.37 Whether the individual grows to love 

                                                           
35 Dave Miranda, et al. “Towards a Cultural-Developmental Psychology of Music in Adolescence,” Psychology of 
Music, October 2013, 43(2): 197-218. 
36 Thomas Sheridan with Joseph Noriega, “From Luisa Espinel to Lalo Guerrero: Tucson’s Mexican Musicians Before 
World War II,” in Frontier Tucson: Hispanic Contributions, (Tucson: The Arizona Historical Society, 1987), 65-80. 
37 Miranda, et al., “Towards a Cultural-Developmental Psychology of Music.” 
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or reject the music they hear in their childhood and adolescence, their sense of identity evolves in 

juxtaposition to that music. In the case of music that represents a marginalized or oppressed 

culture, the reactions to the identity pertained in the music can be more severe and fraught with 

emotion. Whether or not the music comes from a community that has faced prejudice and 

persecution, individuals rarely have neutral responses to the music that formed part of their 

childhood and adolescence.  

Music also forges and reinforces identity on a collective level. In this, live music has 

particular power, particularly for marginalized communities.38 Live music’s ephemeral quality 

provides a sense of immediateness, enveloping the musicians and audience in a shared and 

fleeting cultural space, one bound by space and time. Live music requires an investment on 

multiple levels – the training, instruments, and clothing of the performers, the provision of a 

place and the appropriate technology with which to perform, and the investment of the audience 

to attend and participate in the event. Live music places the participatory act of performing, of 

acting out and embodying a cultural identity, front and center, as an integral part of the event. In 

ritualized settings such as weddings or funerals, the music, serves as an act of commemoration, 

or co-memory, that includes all who are physically present.39 Live music at a community event 

also carves out a geographical soundscape,40 one that can either exist within the accepted 

boundaries of the music’s cultural sphere, or, as we will see in Tucson, one that can challenge 

and redefine physical spaces. In the case of a marginalized community, this soundscape takes on 

a particularly poignant level of meaning – one of a carved, crafted space, where one can feel safe 

                                                           
38 John Street, "Local differences? Popular Music and the Local State," Popular Music, 12:1 (1993): 54. 
39 Eviatar Zerubavel, Time Maps: Collective Memory and the Social Shape of the Past (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago press, 2003), 101-106. 
40 Susan J. Smith, "Soundscape," Area, 26:3 (1994): 238. 
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to freely express and enjoy one’s ethnic, racial, and cultural identity, surrounded by others who 

inherited the same legacy. 

When people enact cultural traditions through live music, the location, audience, and 

nature of participation matter.41 A mariachi singing songs at a private, backyard wedding party 

surrounded by couples dancing and other attendees singing their favorite songs provides a 

significantly different experience than placing that same mariachi group on a stage to play for a 

non-Spanish speaking audience who may be hearing the songs for the first time. The first, an 

emic (that of a cultural insider) experience, becomes an act of commemoration, of co-

remembering, because the participants are acting and re-enacting songs they know or else are 

learning new songs that will be repeated in future events, forging future memories.42 In this 

process, cultural learning and affirmation takes place, and the sense of belonging to a musical 

and cultural community receives confirmation. In the second example, the etic experience of 

those from outside the host culture, the music serves as a one-time example of members of one 

community performing for another, and no commemoration takes place, at least not between the 

musicians and the audience. The second is an example of cultural display or ambassadorship, an 

educational outreach experience, perhaps, that may or may not be repeated, and that does not 

share the same emic quality as music as commemoration.  

This project focuses on the emic experience of hearing, remembering, and participating in 

la música cósmica as a Tucsonan of Mexican descent. It uses narrative accounts of music in the 

lives of interviewees in its quest for expressions of identity, both in the music itself and in stories 

and memories about music. The project delves into archived documents from musical 

                                                           
41 Thomas Turino, Music as Social Life (Chicago University Press, 2008). 
42 Kenneth Pike, “Emic and etic standpoints for the description of behavior,” In Donald C. Hildum (ed.), Language 
and Thought: An Enduring Problem in Psychology, (London: Van Nostrand, 1967), 32-39. 
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organizations and folklore societies, but relies more on newspapers articles, narratives from other 

periodicals, biographies, autobiographies, and oral history interviews in its quest to learn how 

Tucsonans tell their story and relate the importance of la música cósmica in their lives. In the 

end, the collective narrative of a place, not the accuracy of the details it relates, is what grants 

individuals and groups access to political, economic, social, and cultural capital. For this reason, 

new political regimes often produce history books and build monuments that reinforce a new 

narrative that relates the natural, teleological story of their rise to power.43 These narratives make 

their way into the collective memory via public storytelling: through school history textbooks, 

national holidays, statues, museums, and other government-sponsored acts of commemoration.44  

In Tucson, the Anglo settlers who arrived in the late nineteenth century performed similar 

acts of rewriting history. They established English-only schools that honored white heroes from 

U.S. history, and constructed a historical narrative that supported Anglo plans to establish control 

of Tucson and build a new, modern city on top of the old – a city that met the expectations of 

Anglo America rather than Mexican America. In this, Anglo Tucson established control of the 

dominant collective narrative. Recognizing the largely dichotomous tensions between Tucson’s 

white and non-white communities, the music of members of the Mexican community serve as a 

counternarrative, a source of counter-history, a means in which to reassert the Mexican 

community’s history, experience, identity, and influences on twentieth century Tucson, in the 

face of pressures that wished to eradicate its presence or minimize its contributions to superficial 

aspects of aesthetic charm.45  

                                                           
43 For more on the use of collective memory in state projects, see Jeffery Olick, Ed., States of Memory: Continuities, 

Conflicts, and Tranformations in National Retrospection, (Duke University Press: Durham, NC, 2003).  
44 Jeremy Black, Using History, (Oxford University Press: New York, 2005)  
45 David G. Solorzano and Tara J. Yosso, “Critical Race and LatCrit Theory and Method: Counter-storytelling,” 

International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education, 14:4 (2001), 471-495. For a specifically musical take on 
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For the most part, Anglo settlers to Tucson paid little attention to the music played by the 

Mexican community. To them, the music sounded disorganized and out of tune, an entirely 

different model than the precise military bands and harmonious orchestras of the Anglo-

European tradition.46 The fact that many renditions of música cósmica consisted entirely of 

stringed instruments also played a part in how the Anglos viewed the music. Stringed 

instruments tend to be made of wood and produce quieter sounds than wind instruments. They 

are therefore viewed as indoor, delicate instruments, to be played in smaller, more intimate 

settings. In contrast, the loud and relative robust nature of metal wind instruments lend them to 

outdoor settings, and the instruments themselves can withstand rougher weather and terrain. 

Furthermore, horns like trumpets and cornets form part of the repertoire of war, joined by other 

wind and percussion instruments in full military bands. Armies use trumpets and bugles to sound 

wake-up calls, summon an attack, and mourn the dead, and trumpets are understood as 

instruments of war. Thus, the interpretation of a group of young men marching down a street 

playing horned instruments contrasts sharply with the image of the same young men marching 

down the avenue strumming guitars. The fragility and quietness of strings, in contrast with the 

brash, outdoor resonance of brass horns, leads to a gendered understanding of the kinds of music 

played on these instruments, the appropriate location to play them, and can lead to gendered 

reaction and interpretations of the music, musicians, and the community to whom the music 

belongs.   

In Tucson, the convergence of Anglo and Mexican cultures in Tucson erupted not only in 

a clash of cultures, but also in a clash of patriarchies that defined appropriate expressions in 

                                                           
counterhistory, see Martha Chew Sánchez, Corridos in Migrant Memory (University of New Mexico Press: 
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46 Warnock, “Tucson: A Place-Making,” 400. 
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public and private domains. In the previously mentioned Festival de San Agustín, the city of 

Tucson eventually shut down the festivities because of the disruption to the city. Certainly, the 

cock-fighting and month-long closure of downtown businesses played a role in the city’s 

decision to limit the festival, but the city also clamped down on the parades – the processions of 

wind and percussion instruments played by Tucson’s mexicanos – that congregated the plaza in 

front of the old Cathedral de San Agustín before marching through the heart of downtown. The 

marching wind instruments of this loud, month-long, public display of Mexican history and 

culture faced closure with all the rest. Had all Mexican music been performed like el Festival de 

San Agustín, with horns blasting downtown and loud singing and dancing taking place through 

neighborhood streets for late-night festivities, the Anglo community most certainly would have 

objected to it like they did the Festival. Fortunately, the robust tradition of violin- and guitar-

wielding troubadours accompanying private parties and entertaining in restaurants, and of 

strumming the guitar and singing with family members on hot summer evenings, flew far under 

the radar of Anglo Tucson’s desire to transform the city’s cultural identity. Thus, the trumpeted 

version of la música cósmica faced censure in the downtown streets, but its quieter, stringed 

counterpart continued unchallenged in homes and other private spaces.  

The gendered interpretation of Mexican music in Tucson extended beyond the simple 

understanding of trumpets as public instruments of war and delicate strings of peace. It extended 

into the clothing and costuming worn by singers of la música cósmica as well. Anglo interpretation 

of Mexican culture as weaker and more effeminate than its Anglo counterpart fed into the 

understanding of the new local power structure that maintained the superiority of Anglo culture in 

all its forms. Men singing la música cósmica carried stringed instruments (e.g. guitars, bajo sextos, 

and requintos), and wore campesino outfits (white linens, sarapes, and sandals), or else charro 
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gear (long embroidered slacks and waistcoats, with broad-brimmed hats, all adorned with shining 

silver bangles). These campesino and charro outfits, idealized in Mexican movies as images of 

humble rurality and honorable masculinity, met with ridicule from Anglo America, who viewed 

them as either overly rustic and poorly designed, or else elaborately over-decorated and feminine 

in nature.47 In Mexico, in contrast, la música cósmica represented a full and honorable masculinity 

in all its costumed forms. Furthermore, the repertoire itself emanated from a man’s world, played 

by men, with lyrics written for men. Women singers played diva roles rather than serving as 

instrumentalists or leaders of the musical group itself, and, when they sang in public settings, took 

specific steps to protect their image if they wished to maintain a reputation of propriety while 

pursuing a musical career.48  

Finally, the emotive nature of la música cósmica further reinforced Anglo interpretations 

of it as a feminized form of expression. Melodies and lyrics swelled with feeling, clashing with 

Anglo concepts of stoic, impassive masculinity.49 Anglo masculinity avoided outward expressions 

of emotion, viewing them with suspicion as evidence of a loss of control, femininity, or weakness. 

The heartfelt sentiments that male Mexican singers expressed through their song lyrics and 

melodies, and their sandals and linen pants or decorative charro gear clashed with the Anglo 

interpretation of a robust masculinity. Seen as overly decorative and emotive, and therefore 

feminine and weak, the power of this music went largely unrecognized as a source of strength, 

resistance, and resilience, and as a cultural form that might challenge or resist the rising Anglo 

                                                           
47 The feminization of symbols of Mexican masculinity in Tucson was described by Ralph Hinton, director of 
Mariachi Juvenil, in an interview with Mark Turner, “Young Musicians make it come true for their Anglo founder 
and director,” Arizona Daily Star, July 16, 1981. 
48 Deborah Vargas, “Borderland Bolerista: The Licentious Lyricism of Chelo Silva,” Feminist Studies. 2008: 34(1/2), 
173-197. 
49 Catherine A. Lutz, “Engendered emotion: gender, power, and the rhetoric of emotional control in American 
discourse,” in Catherine Lutz and Lila Abu-Lughod, Eds., Language and the Politics of Emotion, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 69-91. 
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sphere.  Unfortunately, this view of Mexican music as a substandard, feminized form also entered 

the consciousness of Tucson´s youth. In order to resist the internalization of these prejudicial 

messages and preserve Mexican music across generations, teachers and community leaders sought 

ways to overcome this negative stigma through the teaching of the music itself. 

This research sought narratives of musical expression by the Mexican community 

throughout the twentieth century, as the music itself remained overlooked and underappreciated 

by the city’s Anglo leadership. Ironically, the music’s invisibility, while excluding it from Anglo 

history books, also provided it space to thrive. Ethnic and gendered interpretation of the music as 

an unworthy art form, combined with an overall devaluation of music and the arts in education 

compared to science and mathematics, allowed the teaching of la música cósmica even on the 

grounds of the public schools, as elective classes during or after school hours. Community 

members took advantage of the spaces where the music was tolerated in the school system and in 

the city as a whole.   

Through oral histories and archived documents, this study uncovered stories relating a 

sense of duty and purpose regarding the maintenance of la música cósmica in Tucson. These 

stories tell of creativity, dedication, honor, bravery, and heroism related to maintaining this 

music in the lives of Tucsonans. Music and dance teachers created spaces to practice, dance, 

sing, and play in the face of educational, cultural, and linguistic discrimination. Community 

leaders organized politically, socially, and economically to save destroyed dance halls and 

gazebos like the Casino Ballroom and la placita park downtown. The project explores 

expressions of identity and the actions of individuals who intrinsically understood la música 

cósmica as an essential form of expression, both for community cohesion and as a vehicle for 

cultural change in the struggle for racial equality and social justice.  
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The title of this project, Cantando la Madre Patria, translates loosely as “Singing the 

Mother-Fatherland.” The title elucidates two main themes that emerged throughout the course of 

this research, that of the importance of the act of performance to construct and retain cultural, 

linguistic, and historical identities across generations; and that of the gendered dynamics at work 

within the struggle for power, respect, and recognition in twentieth century Tucson. The title 

refers to singing the Mother-Fatherland rather than singing to or in honor of the Mother-

Fatherland because the act of singing itself is what created and sustained the cultural community 

and its collective identity. While singing Mexican music honors Mexican culture and identity, it 

also creates and forms that identity in real and tangible ways through the performance act. Rather 

than simply playing recorded music of la música cósmica, local leaders and teachers turned to 

music as a way for future generations to embody and enact cultural practices. By training youth 

to play, sing, and dance in public, these children became public performers of their identity, 

community representatives of this cultural form. By singing la música cósmica, dancing and 

singing along at a private celebration, or twirling in regionally-inspired skirts to the steps of baile 

folklórico, participants spoke and heard the Spanish language, wore traditional performance gear, 

and produced culture with their bodies. They did not sing of their mexicanidad, they sang their 

mexicanidad through the act of performance, creating, sharing, and participating in a living act of 

cultural community expression.  

The reference to the Mother-Fatherland relates to the gendered nuances reflected in the 

understanding of the balance of power between Anglo and Mexican residents in Tucson.  It also 

refers to the gendered nuances that emerged in observing the places and spaces it could be 

played, as well as the selection and role of instrumentation, costume, and other factors of the 

musical performance. For music teachers and other community members to use music as a 
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means to teach language, history, and tradition, they also had to confront what Anglo culture 

viewed as a feminized interpretation of masculinity based on the clothing, emotive expression, 

and instruments utilized in la música cósmica. This research highlights the strategies music 

teachers used to overcome these gendered prejudices and instill ethnic and cultural pride in the 

youth mariachi musicians, initially all young men, as they strummed their strings and sang songs 

of nostalgia, love, and longing in charro clothing. In later years, the addition of trumpets to 

mariachi conjuntos reinforced the masculinity of the group.  As the decades progressed, more 

girls and young women joined the youth mariachi groups, and in-group gender dynamics 

emerged that still existed at the end of the twentieth century. When local organizers brought the 

international mariachi conference to Tucson in 1983, trumpets blasting Mexican music again 

marched through the remnants of the destroyed neighborhoods and the solitary gazebo that still 

graced la placita. The symbolism of the Mexican community’s return to downtown, however 

brief and superficial, signaled a shift in the public recognition of Mexican music in Tucson as 

part of a living culture with intrinsic positive value, one that could attract national and 

international attention to the desert city. It also held bittersweet symbolism as a triumphant, 

trumpeted return to a downtown location where just over a decade earlier, spaces and places with 

deep cultural and personal meaning had been permanently destroyed.  

 Many narratives have viewed the evolution of modern Tucson as a dichotomy between 

the Anglo and Mexican communities. The different expressions of mexicanidad in twentieth 

century Tucson that emerged in this research demonstrate the insufficiency of using a straight 

race- or ethnic-based dichotomy to understand Tucson’s community conflicts and divisions. 

Within the Mexican community itself, factors of race, class, gender, generation, language, and 

extent of assimilation to Anglo culture played a role in intergroup dynamics and relationships. 
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This research explores a variety of experiences of identity of Tucson’s Mexican community, 

using music as the means through which to examine how community members used music to 

celebrate, define, and challenge their own social spaces.  

In addition to looking at la música cósmica as its own source of narrative, this 

dissertation utilized a variety of other sources to explore how the community talked about music, 

shared music, and performed or played music. It drew from published oral histories and 

biographies such as Patricia Preciado Martin’s Songs my mother sang to me, and biographies of 

Tucson personalities such as Federico Ronstadt, Lalo Guerrero and Linda Ronstadt. Although an 

ephemeral source, radio broadcasts played a vital role in sharing music and constructing a 

common musical identity, and a few vital pioneers appear in this story. Newspapers also helped 

form community identity, as well as serving as a record of musical events.   

In addition to these documents, I collected a small sampling of oral histories meant to 

gather a broad sample of the diversity Tucson’s Mexicanos and how they view themselves, their 

community, and the role and importance of Mexican music in Tucson. I purposefully selected 

individuals from diverse backgrounds to sample a variety of lived experiences. Some of my 

interviewees built careers around music, others did not consider themselves musical at all; some 

actively identified as Chicanos, others rejected the term; some belonged to military families, 

others formed part of the anti-war movement. Some heralded from families that could claim 

residence in Tucson dating before 1856, others migrated to the city in their lifetime. In the end, 

this selection of seven people shed light on the complexity and diversity of experiences 

Tucsonans of Mexican descent had with la música cósmica over the decades in question. The 

interviewees, Alfredo Valenzuela, Fernando “Nando” Zepeda III, Raquel Rubio Goldsmith, Raúl 

Aguirre, Isabel García, Julie Gallego, and Fred Martinez all generously contributed their time 
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and their voices to this project. As a means of introduction, and to demonstrate the diversity of 

voices that contributed to this project, a short biography of each follows. 

 

Alfredo Valenzuela: “No tengo tanto talento, ni de maestro ni de músico,” 

(I am not that talented, neither as a teacher nor as a musician).  

Alfredo Valenzuela’s (b. 1945) contribution to Tucson’s música cósmica 

betrays his modest assessment of himself. Following his own love of ranchera 

music and canción mexicana, Dr. Valenzuela emerged as one of the first and 

foremost directors of youth mariachi in Tucson, as the founder and 30-year 

director of Mariachi Aguilitas at Davis Elementary School. Valenzuela grew up 

on a ranch outside of Willcox, Arizona.  His father and mother were both born in 

Arizona, spoke Spanish at home, and lived a culturally Mexican household. 

Valenzuela first heard rancheras and other forms of live Mexican music sung by 

the cowboys who worked on the ranch. He purchased a guitar and taught himself 

to play. Years later, he took his home-grown musical skills with him as he followed 

a friend into a career in teaching, moving to Tucson to teach third grade at Mission 

View elementary school just south of downtown. Valenzuela displayed a clear 

talent for sharing his love of music with his students. Within a short time, he 

organized a guitar club that met during recess and after school. When TUSD 

opened its magnet school programs in response to a desegregation order by the 

Federal Department of Education, Davis Elementary hired Valenzuela to teach 

music for its bilingual program. He remained at Davis for over thirty years, where 

his initial bilingual music classes and after-school guitar program grew, adding 
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violins and trumpets to become the K-5 mariachi Las Aguilitas de Davis. Rather 

than playing solely for school events, the school’s mariachi units offered their 

services at events throughout the community. The payment received for these 

events funded the charro outfits, instruments, and other equipment for the 

program. I chose Alfredo for this study because of his position as one of the 

principal founders of youth mariachi in the city’s public schools.  

Fernando “Nando” Zepeda, III: “The music brought me home.”  

I chose Nando Zepeda (b. 1937) for this study to obtain the perspective of 

a politically conservative military veteran who proudly identifies as Mexican. 

Zepeda was born in Tucson. His father came to Tucson from Mexico, while his 

mother’s family had been in Arizona for generations. They spoke Spanish at home, 

and listened to a variety of music on the radio, from the ranchera preferences of 

his father to his mother’s love of Frank Sinatra. Zepeda attended private Catholic 

school in Tucson, then joined the Air Force, where he quickly rose through the 

ranks. He was stationed a number of places in Latin America and the U.S., 

including Panama, Puerto Rico, and Texas. Upon leaving active duty, he took 

advantage of GI funding and a partial fellowship to complete three master’s 

degrees. He worked for a time as an administrator in an alcoholism service center 

in California before returning to Tucson in the 1990s. Nando began to recognize 

the symbolism of identity and representation in music as he was stationed in 

various locations during his military career, particularly in juxtaposition to his own 

role as an officer of Mexican descent in the U.S. Air Force. Nando’s relationship 

to music has been that of a consumer rather than a musician or producer, 
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nonetheless, music has touched his life in many ways. A socially conscious citizen, 

Zepeda now donates his personal time and resources to non-profit groups seeking 

to raise funds for scholarship and other programs to benefit Tucson’s Mexican and 

Mexican-American citizens.  

Raquel Rubio Goldsmith: “You could hear Orozco’s radio program just walking 

down the street. House after house, you could catch it through every window and 

not miss a thing.”  

Dr. Raquel Rubio Goldsmith (b. 1935) became an accidental interviewee 

for this project. I approached her for academic advice, but as we discussed my 

project, she shared a number of personal anecdotes, stories, and observations from 

her time in Tucson. I had recorded our discussion for my own personal use, but 

returned later to ask permission to include the memories she had shared as part of 

the project. Dr. Rubio Goldsmith was born and grew up in Douglas, Arizona, a 

small border town southeast of Tucson. She studied Law and Philosophy at the 

Universidad Autónoma de Mexico in Mexico City before moving to Tucson in the 

late 1960s. Once here, she immediately sought out the Mexican and Mexican 

American community. She joined the fledging Pima Community College as full-

time faculty in 1969, and the University of Arizona as a researcher and adjunct 

instructor in 1983. She has earned near-legendary status as a teacher, activist, and 

researcher of and for the community of Mexican descent. Rubio Goldsmith 

watched the destruction of downtown Tucson with dismay just after moving to 

Tucson, and was among a group of activists that fought for the construction of the 

El Rio Neighborhood Center in 1971. Ultimately, I selected Raquel because of her 
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role as an observer and participant in the Mexican community of Tucson. Not a 

musician herself, she has a love of and respect for musicians and the musical 

community. She has recognized the significance of music and the places in which 

it has been performed, and her personal memories of music and community 

provided valuable observations for this project. 

Raúl Aguirre: “La música era una revolución en educación!” (The music was an 

educational revolution!)  

I interviewed Raúl Aguirre (b. 1955) because of his active involvement in 

live music and radio programming beginning in the 1970s, and his role as a 

Chicano activist in Tucson. Raúl was born in Mexico City, but his family moved 

to Nogales, Arizona when he was just nine months old. He came to Tucson as a 

young man and graduated from Pueblo High School in 1974. He advanced to the 

University of Arizona where he earned a BA degree in Education and Political 

Science. Aguirre has been involved in media production from an early age. He 

worked in in the radio station on the UA campus and later on programming for 

Telemundo and Univision, both Spanish-language television stations in the U.S. 

He was involved in newspaper production in the 1960s, and marched in 1971 in 

support of the El Rio Neighborhood Center. He gained a spot on KXEW radio in 

the 1970s, where he played innovative music and bilingual, Chicano 

programming. He has been involved and active in the Mexican and Chicano 

community his entire life. In 2012, he was invited to serve as a representative for 

the community of Mexicans living abroad (The Instituto para los Mexicanos en el 

Exterior, el IME), an advisory committee for the Mexican government. I chose 
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Raúl for this study because of his deep commitment to and identification with the 

Chicano cause and his involvement in radio and bilingual musical programming. 

His work in radio brought him into first-hand contact with a variety of local, 

national, and international musicians, and he was directly involved in bringing the 

mariachi conference to Tucson in the early 1980s. He supported the 

implementation of K-12 mariachi programs, seeing these as a means to share 

language, history, and cultural pride to ongoing generations of Mexican American 

schoolchildren. He described the mariachi programs as revolutionary – a means to 

preserve language, culture, and history in a political environment that remained 

hostile to the community of Mexican descent.  

Isabel García: “When they try to attack your culture, you just want to hold on to 

it, to shout it louder, to express it more.”  

I chose Isabel García (b. 1953) because of her public and active role as a 

Chicana activist. García was born in Tucson, Arizona, to a Mexican-born father 

and a mother whose family had been here for many generations. Her father was 

deeply involved in the social justice movement, and the Rudy García Park on 

Irvington and South 6th street bears his name in honor of his service to the 

community. Isabel recognized the importance of his work from an early age, and 

chose to dedicate her life to this cause. Understanding that laws and the legal 

system could perpetuate injustices, she obtained her law degree and served as the 

head of the Pima County Legal Defender’s Office for over twenty-two years. She 

also founded the immigrants’ rights organization Derechos Humanos that 

promotes a demilitarized border and defends the rights of migrants. I selected 
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García to participate in the study because of her deep commitment to the 

community, her political activism, and because, like Nando, she does not consider 

herself particularly musical. Music has played an important role in her life. She 

was married over ten years to a musician from Texas, and she responded to the 

political sones, canciones, and political protest songs from both Mexico and the 

U.S. in her work as a political organizer and activist. Like Nando and Raquel, her 

musical participation has been as a listener and consumer rather than as a creator 

or performer.  

Fred Martinez: “I have a responsibility to provide this space to the community.”  

I spoke with Fred Martinez (b. 1956) because of his role as manager of the 

Casino Ballroom, which opened its doors in 1947. Fred Martinez and his father 

Raul “Butch” essentially saved the ballroom, which had to shut down operations 

in 1991 due to a storm-damaged roof. Mismanagement left the El Casino Ballroom 

closed until the Martinez’ took over, recruited help, raised funds, and reopened the 

doors in 2000.50 The Casino Ballroom was the largest ballroom of its day, and is 

one of the sole survivors of a robust ballroom dance era in the 1940s and 50s. It 

has taken on an iconic place in the hearts of Tucson’s Mexican community as a 

principal location for weddings, quinceañeras, political events, and concerts. 

Martinez himself was born in Tucson, Arizona, to a father and mother who were 

                                                           
50  (Fred, Butch and Brother Andy. Sam and Sister Pat would help from time to time, along with the unestimable 
help of Mrs. Annie Martinez) Although many helped, it is very important to mention those who went above and 
beyond. Frank and Vince Amparano, Johnny Hernandez, Lee Smith, Pete “cuniado” Muniz, Miguelito Diaz, “cochi 
crew”- Cruz’, Ortiz’, Escalante, Garcia, Kim, Jerry White, Frank Ornelia, Rey Arvizu, Gil Federico, Rey Garcia, Steve 
Barreda, Pancho Silvas, Jonny Booker, Raul Aguirre and generous benefactors from Pasqua Yaqui Tribe, mainly 
Dave Ramirez and Pete Yucupiccio. Along with many others (see elcasinoballroom.com).   
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both born in Arizona. He grew up speaking Spanish at home, and graduated from 

Pueblo High School in the 1970s. His grandmother lived in one of the downtown 

homes that was destroyed in the late 1960s. He has memories of walking from her 

house through busy, thriving downtown streets, and eventually to the Plaza 

Theater to catch one or two movies on a Saturday afternoon. Fred’s father was 

active in the community as a board member of the Latin American Social Club 

(LASC), one of the many clubs that united and supported members of Tucson’s 

Mexican community from the late 19th century through the mid-20th. The original 

headquarters of the LASC was destroyed as part of urban renewal, and a 

combination of need and coincidence led the LASC to purchase the Casino 

Ballroom. As part of transition, “Butch” Martinez became the executive manager 

of the Casino Ballroom, and eventually passed this to his son. True to his 

community instincts, Fred Martinez insisted on giving credit where it was due.  

Although many helped repair the Casino Ballroom, he specifically wanted to 

mention those who went above and beyond:  In his words: “Frank and Vince 

Amparano, Johnny Hernandez, Lee Smith, Pete “cuniado” Muniz (sic), Miguelito 

Diaz, the “cochi crew”- Cruz’, Ortiz’, Escalante, Garcia, Kim, Jerry White, Frank 

Ornelia, Rey Arvizu, Gil Federico, Rey Garcia, Steve Barreda, Pancho Silvas, 

Jonny Booker, Raul Aguirre and generous benefactors from the Pasqua Yaqui 

Tribe, mainly Dave Ramirez and Pete Yucupiccio.” Martinez also recognizes the 

effort and support of many others.  More information of the ballroom history and 

reconstruction can be found at elcasinoballroom.com.   
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I interviewed Fred Martinez because of his perspective from working for 

so many decades with the Casino Ballroom, a place that many people revere as a 

community center and cultural home, and for his observations of the musical 

performers and genres that entered its doors.51  

Julie Gallego: “I just had to tell the story.”  

I interviewed Julie Gallego (b. 1961) because of her role as a dance 

instructor for Viva Performing arts studio, and for the work that she and her father, 

Rafael Rico Gonzalez, conducted on Tucson’s musical history. Gallego was born 

in Tucson, the daughter of families on both her mother and her fathers’s sides that 

extend back many generations. She proudly calls herself a fifth generation 

Tucsonan. Julie dedicated her life to la música cósmica in the form of dance, and 

opened Viva Performing Arts Dance Studio. Her studio teaches a variety of dance 

styles, including ballet, hip-hop, and folklórico, and her dancers have been 

recognized locally and nationally for their excellence. During a trip to El Paso, 

Texas in 2000, Julie attended a dance program where the company performed the 

El Paso’s history through its music and dance styles.52 Julie felt driven to do the 

same with Tucson’s history. Her determination resulted in a series of yearly 

performances with live orchestras, mariachi groups, solo singers, trios, and duets, 

demonstrating the history of Tucson’s dance styles, fads, and stories. Julie’s father, 

Rafael Rico Gonzalez, conducted the research that informed each of the programs. 

                                                           
51 Dan Buckley, “Tucson’s Heart and Soul: The Casino Ballroom.” Documentary Film. Daniel Buckley Arts: Tucson, 
2012. 
52 The annual summer production, known as Viva El Paso! dates from 1978 and is a mixture of historical theater, 
pageant, dance production, and musical drama. 
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In total, Gallego put on six yearly performances, each with a different focus: the 

big band era, the history of radio, pioneer music, etc. The story they tell forms a 

narrative in itself – another perspective on the music of Tucson’s Mexican 

community, told in a vibrant, beautiful format.  

This group of seven individuals, with their diverse personal histories, economic 

situations, political perspectives, and musical involvement, provided a sampling of the diversity 

of voices in Tucson. Their stories provide the opportunity to explore distinct perspectives on 

what it means to be Mexican in Tucson, what Mexican music has meant to members of the 

community, and how this fits into the broader collective narrative of Tucson as a diverse city 

with a proud Mexican core. These interviews join the biographies, song lyrics and melodies, and 

musical styles as part of the narrative of the Mexican community in Tucson, a counternarrative to 

the Anglicized version that dominated Tucson beginning in the 1880s.  

The focus of this research begins in 1939 with the performance of Los Carlistas in the 

New York World’s Fair, and ends in 1983 with the opening of the first International Mariachi 

Conference at the downtown Tucson Convention Center. These two events mark moments in 

time where the notion of the city’s identity in relation to its Mexican community emerged as 

particularly salient as a result of musical events that attracted national attention, and serve as two 

points of contrast and comparison before and after the tumultuous decades in between. Before 

we explore the period from 1939 through 1983, the project provides some background on the 

history of what would become la música cósmica, the cultural legacy of the Tucson valley, and 

the dominant narratives relating Tucson’s history that emerged in the twentieth century. Chapter 

Two defines and explores the concept of la música cósmica and how it came to represent 

mexicanidad in and out of Mexico. It looks at how la música cósmica became emblematic of 
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Mexican identity, explores its dissemination through radio, recorded music, cinema, and live 

performance, and highlights its endemic path through southern Arizona. Chapter Three focuses 

on the prominence of Mexican culture in the formation of Tucson, the introduction of informal 

and formal music groups in to the valley, and the tensions that emerged with the increasing 

influx of Anglo settlers after 1880. After the 1880s, the Mexican elite gradually lost economic 

and political control of the city, and the new leadership began a process of anglifying Tucson, 

constructing a new collective identity using historical narratives that relegated the contributions 

of the Mexican population to the past and marginalized their presence in the future. This chapter 

examines how the Mexican community’s unique access to economic, political, and cultural 

resources resulted in early expressions of identity that have parallels with later Chicano activism, 

a proto-Chicano movement.53 This environment provided a platform and motivation for 

persistent and resounding cultural expression, one that burst forth from Tucson as its young men 

and musicians left for war or opportunities in other cities. Chapter Four explores the 

juxtaposition between Anglo narratives that marginalized the Mexican presence and the 

narratives being constructed by the Mexican community through its music. The chapter details 

the appearance of the musical group Los Carlistas in the New York World’s Fair and on national 

radio; follows the production and reception of Tucson’s Mexican music through World War II; 

and ends in the 1960s with the emergence of the first youth mariachi programs. Through this, it 

demonstrates how musicians from Tucson added to national conversations about culture and 

identity. Through a number of singers and styles, Tucson’s música cósmica formed part of the 

front wave of voices expressing the Mexican American experience in the United States.  

                                                           
53 This author first learned of the term proto-chicano from Américo Paredes, who described himself as such in 
Between Two Worlds, (Houston: Arte Público press, 1991), p. 11. 
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Chapters Five and Six explore how la música cósmica transformed into a specific tool 

used purposefully to help retain Mexican language and culture in the face of continuing 

marginalization. Chapter Five explores how the act of physically removing and erasing a 

downtown historical neighborhood to install a commercial community center unified the 

community and galvanized its leadership. Building on the success of Los Changuitos Feos and 

other youth mariachi programs, the Mexican community brought the International Mariachi 

Conference to Tucson and expanded mariachi programming in K-12 schools. Chapter five 

focuses on the unifying nature of la música cósmica and the acts of creativity, bravery, and unity 

the music inspired.  Chapter six, in contrast, explores a more painful side of Tucson’s Mexican 

community: the fractures and fissions between groups who came from different social, cultural, 

and political perspectives.  These divisions became particularly bitter during the difficult decades 

of the 1960s and 70s, when the community faced the destruction of the historic barrio and 

worked to determine the best solution to fight discrimination and gain recognition as part of the 

community that made up the city of Tucson. In this time of exploration and defiance, linguistic 

and musical hybridization came to voice the perspectives of the Chicano youth, much to the 

chagrin of more conservative members of the community.  Nonetheless, a new generation of 

musical experimentation did not obfuscate the importance of la música cósmica as a force that 

continued to unify across families, political perspectives, and generations. This chapter explores 

individual responses to one specific musical moment in particular: the return of Linda Ronstadt 

to Tucson to sing and promote the Tucson Mariachi Conference, showing how reactions to la 

música cósmica expose differences as well as unity.  

 This work represents neither a complete history nor a definitive one, but it relates and 

records individual voices from the counternarrative that Tucson’s Mexican community has been 
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telling, singing, and dancing all along. Tucson’s streets have hummed, tapped and swayed to the 

sounds of violin, guitar, vihuela, accordion and the bajo sexto since long before the city’s 

inclusion on the map of the United States. At times mundane and familiar, at times genre-

shattering, the music of the Mexican community in Tucson relates to us the collective identities 

and cultural history of a vibrant, dynamic, and deeply divided population of a western U.S. city.  

These identities emerge in the music and the stories Tucsonans tell about their music, like the 

story of a lost guitar, stolen just on the eve of World War. The story of the guitar’s theft 

circulated around Tucson, and then beyond, to be recalled and discussed half a world away by 

two soldiers who had never previously met. In this anecdote, Tucson’s Mexican musical 

tradition, still locked in the deep traditions of música cósmica but aching to escape, leapt from 

the dusty streets of a small western city to the muddy trenches of a global war. It arrived steeped 

in mystery and a touch of irony, inserting theft and mischief from a southwestern Mexican 

community into a distinctly patriarchal, nationalistic, and heroic setting, that of World War II on 

the eve of U.S. victory.  
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Chapter 2: La Música Cósmica: from México to the Diaspora  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lalo Guerrero, La Canción Mexicana 

As sung by María de Lourdes with the Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán 

 

 

Born on a small ranch about ten miles northwest of Willcox, Arizona in 1946, Alfredo 

Valenzuela heard the call of la música cósmica from his early childhood.54 He first felt the 

lulling murmur of Mexican ballads as they floated through his bedroom window at night. The 

ranchers who worked with the cattle and on the fields were mostly tíos (uncles) to him, some by 

blood, others through ties of trust and friendship. After a long, dusty workday, the darkness of 

the desert sky would envelope the ranch and its inhabitants, the stars overhead portraying a three-

dimensional map of the heavens. The tíos would sit in the relative coolness of the desert night 

before turning in, telling stories, strumming guitars, drinking, and singing. Alfredo remembers 

hearing the men sing Cuatro Milpas and Paloma Negra among other melodies that have emerged 

as iconic selections among the vast repertoire of popular Mexican music. He would listen 

                                                           
54 Oral interview with Alfredo Valenzuela, September 12, 2013, Tucson, Arizona. 

No hay otra cosa más linda  

Que en las mañanitas frías  

Cantarle a mi rancherita  

Mañanitas tapatías  

Que nos trae mucha alegría  

Que emociona al cuerpo mío  

Que esos sones abajeños  

De un mariachi tapatío  

 

Es la canción mexicana  

La que se merece honor  

Por ser la más primorosa,  

Porque alimenta el amor.  

Hay canciones extranjeras  

Que alborotan la pasión  

Pero ni una se compara  

Con esta linda canción  

There is nothing more lovely 

Than in the cool mornings 

Singing to my ranch girl 

Morning songs from Jalisco 

That which brings us great joy 

That which fills my body with emotion 

Those southern songs 

Of a mariachi from Jalisco 

 

It is the canción mexicana 

That deserves honor 

For being the most exquisite 

Because it fuels love. 

There are foreign songs 

That stir passion 

But not one compares 

With this beautiful canción. 
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intently, committing the lyrics and melodies to memory. To this day, these ranchera melodies 

call to him, evoking in him strong emotions and a sense of identity and belonging. From his 

childhood on the ranch, he was drawn to this music for life. 

The music that wafted into Alfredo’s childhood window arrived there by means of 

instruments and voices that emerged from centuries of singers and songwriters both European 

and American, molded and adapted by each performance, crafted to voice the values, sounds, 

and preferences of each musician as it traveled.55 The lyrics and melodies of many popular and 

folk songs stemmed from Iberian Spanish traditions, from court jesters and musicians, and the 

instruments the Spanish brought to the Americas after the 1500s. Once in the Americas, the 

songs continued to evolve, picking up local themes and linguistic terms, adding rhythms and 

sounds. In the colonial territory that eventually became Mexico, the evolution of these songs and 

invention of new styles took on unique characteristics in regions throughout Mesoamerica. 

Colonial New Spain boasted hundreds of tribes speaking nearly as many languages. European 

disease and attempts to enslave indigenous peoples cost millions of lives, but the survivors 

continued to uphold their centuries-old cultures and languages. The isolation of these groups due 

to New Spain’s large distances and difficult terrain maintained the cultural and linguistic 

independence and uniqueness of the regions throughout the colonial era. Thus, the European 

songs and traditions that came to the Americas evolved differently across regions, locations, and 

time, resulting in a broad array of folk and popular music that voiced the various manifestations 

of the colonial experience. Some songs stayed local, some songs were forgotten, others endured. 

The songs that retained their popularity across place and time, like all popular music, did so 

because they resonated with the people who sang, played, and enjoyed them. The bittersweet 
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nostalgia and self-affirming proclamations expressed by the rancheras Alfredo enjoyed had 

traveled across time and place, and continued to be re-created by individuals who found 

affirmation in music that emerged from and voiced the hybrid, unstable experience of a people 

living in colonial and neo-colonial uncertainty.  

The singers outside of Alfredo’s window, Spanish-speaking ranch hands of Mexican 

descent working in the Arizona desert highlands, certainly experienced a hybrid, unstable 

existence. By the time that Alfredo’s memories congealed in the 1950s, the post-war boom was 

in full swing and the Civil Rights movement was making headlines. The farmhands lived in a 

time of still-legal discrimination and violent responses to Civil Rights protests. Dark-skinned, 

Spanish-speaking workers were not welcome in many business establishments, and cities in 

Arizona had transformed into Anglo-run metropolises over the previous decades. This lent 

particular poignancy to the cultural affirmation experienced by singing familiar music, together, 

in the Spanish language. The songs sung by Valenzuela’s tíos centered around specific places 

that held importance for Mexican lore, and extoled the virtues of Mexican women and honor.56 

The tíos also affirmed their cultural identity through the music’s national symbolism, a 

symbolism constructed purposefully and carefully by the Mexican Revolutionary government 

established in the 1920s.  The lyrics and melodies themselves came from a collection of popular 

songs whose origins heralded from regions throughout Mexico, expressing cultural values, 

historical events, and collective memories from specific geographical spaces and times.57 The 

strength of the link to region and place and the sheer availability of these lyrics and melodies in 
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popular form arose from the historical legacy of the music itself, as a popular tradition 

incorporated specifically by the Mexican government to craft a unified nation after the tumult 

and violence of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the 1920s, Mexico’s 

Revolutionary government recognized regional variations of popular music as a useful tool for 

unifying a fragmented postwar nation. In its collection and promotion of regional lyrical pieces 

to unify Mexico’s blended raza cósmica, the Mexican government collected and promoted music 

meant to unify the diverse nation under one cultural umbrella, the music I define as la música 

cósmica.  

Like other facets of Mexico’s cultural revolution, la música cósmica suffered from 

inherent contradictions. Stemming from regional popular traditions, the songs woven into the 

official cancionero mexicano came from diverse styles and genres, yet the crafters of the cultural 

revolution meant to bring all of them under the blended umbrella of mestizaje. La música 

cósmica symbolized both diversity and unity, popular traditions and government oversight, 

celebrations of historical roots and embracing change. The music expresses nostalgia for a past 

era while welcoming development and modernity, a juxtaposition inherent in the nation’s 

struggle to form a political body that respected its past while entering a modern future.58 It is this 

duality in the music, its inherent hybridity and contradiction, that adds to its allure for people in 

dynamic, unstable, and blended places, particularly the cultural third space that envelopes the 

U.S.-Mexico border,59 a space that belongs neither completely to the U.S. or completely to 

Mexico, but exists as a blended, hybrid place entirely unto itself. 
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To grasp the unique value this music holds for members of the Mexican diaspora, it is 

important to understand its historical trajectory as a product of a divided and contradictory 

nation-state. Nineteenth-century Mexico was rife with military and political battles. The country 

gained independence from Spain in a process that started in 1810 and culminated in 1821. 

Independence, nevertheless, did not bring peace to the nascent nation. Political upheaval 

persisted throughout the nineteenth century as liberal and conservative leaders battled both 

against one another and against foreign intervention. It was not until 1876 that General Porfirio 

Díaz achieved lasting political stability, but to do this he abandoned his commitment to open 

elections and craftily arranged his own re-election for all but four of the years between 1876 and 

1910. Francisco Madero initiated an armed resurrection in 1910 whose main purpose was to 

remove Díaz from power and institute elections that would again provide for revolving 

presidential leadership. Yet Mexico’s citizenry expected more profound change than a mere 

rotation of elected officials could provide, and took advantage of the void in political leadership 

to attempt to gain control of their political futures. The revolution Madero started gathered 

momentum far beyond his original intentions, and soon boasted numerous charismatic leaders, 

each with a devoted following, armed and willing to fight for their demands.60 

Once the major fighting had ended, the unstable social and political terrain created a great 

challenge for the victors as they attempted to consolidate their power in the 1920s. One of the 

primary concerns of the new administration was to finally pacify and unify a nation divided since 

its inception by ethnic identities, cultural norms, political goals, and economic status. In addition 

to wealthy landowners and urban citizens, independent indigenous peoples across the vast, 

mountainous country spoke over 68 languages and practiced lifestyles that differed greatly from 
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European concepts of governance and civility.61 In an attempt to create a sense of shared identity 

and destiny among this disparate populace, Mexico’s revolutionary leaders embarked upon a 

massive cultural campaign that encompassed education, music, the arts, and other elements of 

popular culture.62 Using newly emerging technologies of mass media, the government produced 

cultural materials with the goal of creating and unifying a single imagined community from a 

populace that included people as diverse as cosmopolitan urbanites in large cities, wealthy 

hacienda owners, impoverished urban laborers, hardy mestizo miners and ranch hands, and 

indigenous groups maintaining centuries-old practices.63  

Part of the construction of a new, multiethnic nation involved creating a historical 

narrative that could unify all of its citizens under one collective identity, incorporating both 

indigenous and European elements into a single, contemporary people.64  Revolutionary leader 

José Vasconcelos Calderón (1882-1959) outlined the concept of a nation build on a blended, 

mestizo people, a raza cósmica: a supreme race he envisioned would incorporate the best 

elements of Mexico’s indigenous and European roots, and create a new, blended race that would 

be superior to both its European and indigenous predecessors.65 Vasconcelos surmised that the 

raw talent and energy of this blended race would lead Mexico into a unified, modern nation that 

would become a world leader while respecting and celebrating its indigenous past. The new 

nation would be dynamic and diverse, educated and modern, and constructed on the basis of this 
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blended mestizo identity. Promoting this project formed a central part of the cultural policies and 

programs established by the government throughout the 1920s and 1930s.66  

In support of this plan, Vasconcelos served as the first director of the Secretary of Public 

Education (SEP) under President Alvaro Obregón from 1920 to 1924. Vasconcelos viewed 

public education as essential for Mexico’s future, and he envisioned a far-reaching network of 

urban and rural schools that would inculcate a sense of national identity even among the 

country’s most marginalized inhabitants, and produce citizens ready to participate in all aspects 

of an engaged, modern nation.67 As head of the SEP, Vasconcelos initiated a program where 

teachers received training in Mexico City, then taught spoken and written Spanish, Mexican 

history, civics lessons, national songs, and other essential aspects of Mexican culture and 

citizenship to residents of isolated indigenous villages.68   

Music and other artistic expressions formed an important part of the plan to promote this 

new national culture, and to inculcate love for and pride in the Mexican nation. In fact, the 

capacity of music to form hybrid structures, represent emotion, and carry regional and ethnic 

identifiers made it a particularly suitable medium for cultural experimentation and re-

envisioning.69 Carlos Chávez, founder of the National Symphony Orchestra in 1928 and one of 

the major composers of the nationalistic era in the Americas, produced orchestral music that 

embodied the essence of this new mestizo identity. Perhaps the composition that best epitomized 

Chávez’s attempt to put into music the goals and aspirations of Mexico’s cultural revolution was 
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his Sinfonía India (1935-36), in which he incorporated indigenous instruments and rhythms into 

a score written for a classical European style orchestra, a symphonic version of música cósmica. 

In keeping with the Revolution’s goal to promote this new mestizo nationalism throughout the 

country, Chávez traveled throughout Mexico with the symphony orchestra, conducting pieces 

from international and national composers as well as his own compositions in any locale large 

enough to host the full orchestra. Chávez also began broadcasting orchestral performances over 

radio stations owned by the SEP in the early 1930s to help popularize symphonic music among 

marginalized communities.70  

The cosmic message of mestizaje pervaded many official government projects from the 

1920s through the 1940s. While the repertoire of popular music expanded, certain styles and 

combinations of instruments began to emerge as more common and popular. Lázaro Cárdenas 

(1895-1970), who served as president from 1934-1940, greatly enjoyed the mariachi style and 

named Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán the nation’s official music group. From this point on, 

Mariachi Vargas and other mariachi conjuntos traveled and performed as cultural ambassadors, 

helping link the concept of the song selection of la música cósmica with the image, sound, and 

instrumentation of the mariachi conjunto. Despite the common co-occurrence of mariachi style 

with la música cósmica, it is not the only style that can perform this music. The music that 

allows communities of Mexican descent to sing, play, and enact their Mexican identity and 

culture can be played in a variety of styles and forms: solo, duets, trios, mariachi, norteño, rock 

and roll, reggae, etc., as long as the music being produced evokes a collective Mexican identity 

among the participants. The definition of música cósmica involves the collective enactment of 
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identity and culture through music that evokes mexicanidad for its participants, irrespective of 

form or style.  

Beyond music and the classroom, the cultural revolution encompassed public art, radio 

stations, cinema, photography, clothing, literature, and poetry.71 Despite the effort to be all-

encompassing, scholars have criticized the government’s effort as simply infusing a superficial 

indigenous motif over European practices and values. Indigenous fashion shows and calendar 

girls received funding and promotional support starting in the 1920s, yet their visual 

representation of indigenous women and the final selection of contest winners showed a strong 

preference for European physical features and cultural norms.72 Even renowned anthropologist 

Manual Gamio, dedicated observer of Mexican indigenous cultures, viewed indigenous cultures 

as incapable of adapting to Mexico’s modernization projects, which he defined as being 

indispensably built on a Western framework.73 Thus, the products of the cultural revolution of 

the 1920s appeared comfortable to the aesthetics of Mexico’s urban upper and middle classes, 

yet distinct, exotic, and uniquely “Mexican” due to decorative touches of indigenous flair.  

In the 1920s and 30s, newly developed technologies in radio and cinema provided 

additional resources for the cultural aspect of the nation-building project. Radio and film 

productions required extensive investment in both infrastructure and production, but they in turn 

provided a means by which to promote the revolutionary culture and demonstrate Mexico’s 

dedication to investing in technological advances.74 In 1930 the Mexican state began 
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broadcasting XEW radio, a national radio station soon heard from coast to coast and from 

southern tip to northern border. In 1933 the SEP began broadcasting its own educational station, 

on the call letters XFX, that provided educational programming during the daytime hours for 

adult audiences at home and musical programming in the mornings and evenings when school-

age children were presumed to be present.75 The SEP used XFX to broadcast radio courses on 

Mexican history, culture, and civics to citizens who had not and would not attended public 

school. The Office for Cultural Radiotelephony (OCR) produced radio content for the SEP. The 

OCR carefully planned the musical programming to include the civilizing effects of the 

European symphonic tradition infused with pride and spirit from across the Americas. The OCR 

staff created programming that highlighted composers of orchestral music such as Mexican-born 

Carlos Chávez and Manual Ponce, as well as composers from outside of Mexico like the strongly 

nationalistic, early-period compositions of the Argentinian composer Alberto Ginastera. In a 

concerted effort to define a distinctly Mexican folkloric style, the station also promoted regional 

folk music such as huapangos veracruzanos, danzas potosinas, and jarabes tapatíos, so that 

these distinct rhythms, instruments and melodies would be recognized by and familiar to citizens 

across the nation.  

In addition to the traditional folk music, the OCR also collected popular lyrical songs to 

support their cause, seeking music wherever they could find it in parties, clubs, restaurants, and 

cantinas around the nation. They took great care in selecting the songs that would air on their 

national programs, avoiding pieces that contained, in their view, overtly crude or offensive 

language and subject matter. In this manner, the OCR selected an officially sanctioned repertoire 

of popular songs. By converting the songs to radio format, they removed them from their original 
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settings, which ranged from indigenous villages to bars and cantinas, cleansing them of any 

questionable origins and repackaging them for consumption by the general public.76 An inherent 

contradiction emerged as the OCR celebrated the authentic folk origin of the music while 

obscuring the original places and uses of the songs, a contradiction that remained consistent with 

other government-led formulations of mestizo culture. Just like in fashion, education, and 

indigenous beauty contests, the SEP and OCR cleansed the music of any elements of folk, 

popular, and indigenous culture that might be displeasing to the Eurocentric upper and middle 

classes before sending it out for public consumption.  

Upon selecting the songs to be recorded, musicians working for the OCR wrote out 

scores and assembled in recording studies to perform and record the pieces. Providing access to 

the music for the audiences the government most wished to reach presented another challenge. 

Songs from the Mexican cancionero filled radio airwaves, but many rural or working class urban 

citizens did not own a radio. The OCR attempted to counteract this challenge in part. Although 

by no means exhaustive, the OCR funded the purchase of radios for rural villages and urban 

neighborhoods who could had never owned a radio, in some instances locking the dials so the 

radios would receive only the state-generated content of the XFX station.77 Local audiences often 

reject centralized government messages at their face value, constructing their own meanings and 

uses of them, and forming interpretations that are often tangential or even contradictory to the 

original intent.78 The radio distribution program showed how this works on a practical level. 

Upon receiving radios fixed to the educational content of the XFX station, the recipients broke 

open the dials and tuned the radios to other stations with more mainstream programming and 
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music. 79 Surveys distributed to the rural audiences learned the villagers had little use for the 

historical, educational, and cultural programming broadcast by the XFX, preferring instead to 

receive practical information for daily life on channels that provided farming advice and weather 

reports. The SEP, the OCR and other official bodies could select and promote certain content, 

but in a dialectic evident in this and other government-sponsored efforts to establish a national 

identity, recipients accepted, rejected, or adapted that content at will. 80 

Tellingly, XFX’s musical content met with a positive reception in some regions of the 

country. The evening programming filled with regional music and nationalistic pieces from 

Mexico and around the Americas found greater appreciation among Mexico City consumers than 

among its rural audiences. 81 In the great city, the music served to fuel nostalgia for homes, 

villages and territories that had been lost by current or previous family generations and, among 

many of those surveyed, served to reinforce the idea of a multicultural, mestizo Mexico – a 

nation whose musical and cultural heritage incorporated a broad array of regional traditions into 

a single national identity. This fueling of nostalgia also held true for migrants who left Mexico 

temporarily or permanently – musical programming from Mexican radios, vinyl recordings, or 

film productions found a hungry and enthusiastic audience outside of Mexico. Indeed, some of 

the people who responded most fervently to la musica cósmica lived in places where their own 

identity faced continual threat – those who lived on the U.S.-Mexico border or within the 

boundaries of the United States itself. Somewhat ironically, these border-dwellers and border-

crossers were not among the audiences José Vasconcelos meant to include under Mexico’s 

collective umbrella. Oaxacan-born Vasconcelos himself felt great discomfort and ambiguity 
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toward the people and the culture of Mexico’s northern frontier. Although born in the south, 

Vasconcelos had spent his formative childhood years living in the northern border region of 

Mexico. He harbored no love for the region or its people, viewing them as barbaric, violent, and 

uncivilized.82 During Vasconcelos’ active years as part of the national culture-building project, 

his unease with the people and culture of the north spread into the national consciousness and 

other aspects of popular culture as well.83 This discomfort with northern Mexico and the border 

expanded into a broad suspicion of any Mexican who crossed the border,84 particularly during 

the first few decades after the Revolution. From the 1920s through the 1950s, newspapers, radio 

programming, and cinematic productions that dealt with the northern frontier or migration to the 

United States treated migrants as traitors and challenged their loyalty to their culture, nation, and 

ethnic identity.85 Yet despite a widespread discomfort with northern Mexico and emigration to 

the United States, la música cósmica spoke fervently to the people who lived precisely these 

experiences.  

In the 1930s, cinematic technology reached a major breakthrough that would allow it to 

further the promulgation of la música cósmica. After decades of silent films that required literate 

audiences to read the captions, and depended on live musicians to add musical expression to the 

scenes, the addition of sound to the big screen allowed for the incorporation of Mexico’s musical 
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nationalism into patriotic stories of honor and romance.86 The release of Allá en el Rancho 

Grande in 1936 initiated the genre of comedias rancheras, musical comedy-dramas set in idyllic 

rural settings, where stories filled with honor and romance juxtaposed scenes of drama, humor, 

or irony, all evolving over a background of lush renditions of ranchera music.87 The drama and 

suspense written into the movie scripts played into the ranchera genre, tugging on emotional and 

patriotic heartstrings. In the 1940s, Mexico enjoyed its Golden Age of Cinema, producing 

countless films that revolved around idealized conceptions of honor, patriotism, and romance. 

Through comedies and dramas, musical scores and charismatic actors, Mexican cinema became a 

vehicle for promoting an idealized repertoire of national culture and patriotic values, as well as 

promoting breathtaking scenery and vibrant music, to both domestic and international 

audiences.88 These cinematic features became particularly popular in the United States, where 

migrant workers and other Mexican communities flocked to Mexican-serving theaters to see the 

latest releases.89 

The fact that the symbols of the cultural revolution presented idealized views of the 

countryside, Mexican valor, and regional affinities made them a particularly poignant source of 

identity and community building for Mexicans who had migrated from their region of origin, a 

migration that was increasingly common throughout the twentieth century.90 La canción 

mexicana, particularly the ranchera style steeped in regional descriptions, meaning, and lore, 

resonated among those drew their sense of identity from these regional cultural and ethnic 
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origins, whether the connection was real or imagined.91 This desire to hear and perform 

individual and shared traditions, while popular in Mexico City, was even more poignant for 

Mexicans who had left their country seeking work or to escape violence.92 Thus, as migrants 

moved northward into the United States they brought instruments and recorded music with them, 

celebrated holidays and life milestones as they knew how, and sought opportunities to listen, 

dance, and play the music they knew and loved.93  

By the time Alfredo Valenzuela was a young boy in the 1940s and 1950s, the Mexican 

government had invested deeply in the production and distribution of popular music, popular 

because it was music people generally enjoyed, but also because it was music of the people, of 

the populace itself.94 In choosing to use music as a national symbol, the Mexican government 

found a medium that the people recognized and accepted as their own, proudly continued to 

display and practice as Mexican, and continued to interpret, perform, and create in ways that 
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reflected their local quotidian experiences. The government’s investment in the production and 

distribution of popular music was meant to elevate, at least symbolically, a unified national 

identity that stemmed from the diverse identities of the people themselves. It was meant both to 

reinforce a combined, hybrid identity within national borders, as well as promote a sense of pride 

and a solid Mexican identity to other countries. The government’s investment in music allowed it 

to be widely and easily available in multiple formats, so that singers, musicians and songwriters 

had easy access to a broad repertoire of common songs. The songs Alfredo’s tíos sang came fully 

from this tradition – easy to play and sing, lyrical pieces that had emerged from the working 

classes and that sang of love, loss, culture, and a distinctly Mexican identity, and that were 

known and recognized by a great number of people. This meant that tíos could sing together, in 

Spanish, affirming their own cultural and historical identities as they did so. Singing Mexican 

songs in the racially charged United States served as an act of resistance as well, loudly and 

joyfully declaring their presence in Arizona, confirming their mexicanidad in the face of social 

and political oppression and a changing U.S. southwest.  

In addition to allowing its singers to participate in a shared language and a common 

history, Mexican folk music allowed migrants and denizens displaced in the diaspora to conduct 

their own search and affirmation of identity. As a nation actively engaged in seeking its own 

sense of self,95 the music Mexico’s leaders chose to express their country’s hybrid experience 

provided ample opportunity to continue exploring hybrid states and experiences elsewhere. 

Music became a primary means through which these discussions and incorporations of a 

common identity took place, and provided a space through which regional uniqueness could be 

voiced, then affirmed, through incorporation into a centralized, national umbrella. In this, despite 
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Vasconcelos’ discomfort with the country’s far north, music from Mexico’s northern border and 

Mexican communities in the United States inserted themselves into the national música cósmica. 

This is evidenced in the collection and later distribution of musical recordings from the border 

region.  In the 1920s, both Mexico and the United States invested in recording popular music 

from ethnically and culturally marginalized regions of their respective countries. In the United 

States, these so-called “race records” included a diversity of styles such as Appalachian folk 

music, blues from the deep south, and Irish music from the northeast. It also included a variety of 

Spanish-language corridos and ballads from singers in Texas and California. During the 1920s, 

the U.S. Mexico border was a fluid space, with individuals and families traversing the border 

regularly in search of work or to unite with family members on the other side. Thus, someone 

like the infamous border singer Lydia Mendoza, who was born in Houston, Texas but spent 

much of her childhood in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, could be recorded on both sides of the border. 

In the 1920s and 1930s, Lydia recorded both for Okeh Records in Texas and for Colombia and 

RCA Victor in Nuevo León. Her recordings are held in permanent collections in both the 

Smithsonian Museum in Washington, D.C. and the Fonoteca Nacional in Mexico City as 

representations of the organic folk music of both countries. As representatives from the OCR 

filed through the collection of folk recordings from northern Mexico to incorporate into the 

national repertoire, the recordings of Houston-born Mendoza, and those of others who regularly 

traversed the border, were ready and waiting to be incorporated into the Mexican national 

repertoire.  

In this way, the U.S. southwest lay within the span of Mexico’s cultural umbrella as it 

reached out to its many regions in search of its diversity in culture and identity. Much of the 

Spanish-language music that emerges from restaurants and cantinas, event halls, radios, and 
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television sets in the U.S. southwest is recognized broadly as Mexican music, but many of the 

songs, particularly those representing the cultures of the northern region, are neither foreign nor 

imported. When Afredo’s tíos sang their late night songs, they were not singing of a far-away 

country or an experience foreign to themselves. The songs that talk of displacement, longing, 

marginalization, justice, and honor represent their own history and experiences. Alfredo 

Valenzuela’s window, despite being located many miles north of the U.S.-Mexico border, 

sheltered a Spanish-speaking, culturally Mexican household from desert wind and rains. As 

Arizona’s Anglo population grew throughout the twentieth century, and as Alfredo’s generation 

eventually left the ranch to seek opportunity elsewhere, the Mexican songs he learned in his 

childhood continued to fuel a sense of identity linked to the rural countryside and the cultural 

traditions of people of Mexican descent, both within and beyond Mexico’s borders.  

Thus, la música cósmica, while specifically compiled and promoted in Mexico in the 

1920s through the 1940 to unify a nation, served and continues to serve as the voice of people 

who identify culturally and ethnically as Mexican whether or not they have ever visited Mexican 

soil. The collection of ranchera songs, boleros, corridos, and other iconic pieces serve to allow 

people who take pride in their Mexican roots to assert, affirm, and celebrate them in a manner 

that can be experienced and enjoyed privately or with others. It is important to remember that 

although the revolutionary government of the 1920s invested great resources in collecting 

regional Mexican music and making it publicly available, this music stemmed from traditions 

that existed long before the 1920s. The next chapter talks about the history of the people of 

Tucson and their musical roots. We explore how Tucson became a veritable mecca of Mexican 

culture prior to the 1880s, recognize some of its early cultural pioneers, and examine how the 

city transformed from a Mexican economic, political, and cultural center to a city bitterly divided 
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between the long-standing Mexican leadership and the new developers, mostly Anglo, who 

began to arrive in the late 1800s. The use of music, the expression of music, the location of 

certain types of music in the city, and the manner in which journalists and historians wrote about 

music reveal a great deal about the collective identity of the city’s residents and underscore the 

emergence of deep political and cultural tensions the city experienced as the twentieth century 

progressed. Through this, la música cósmica retained a central role, affirming cultural identities 

and drawing communities together in song in a region of the country quickly filling with Anglo-

European settlers and undergoing vast cultural and political change. 
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Chapter 3: From Exceptional to Invisible, 1854 through 1939 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1878, Estevan and Altagracia Ochoa hosted an elegant party in honor of the arrival to 

Tucson of General Orlando Willcox, who had served as a general in the Union Army during the 

Civil War. Contemporary accounts described the affair in lavish detail, gushing over the American 

and Mexican-style décor and Spanish cuisine.97 The Ochoas had a flair for the luxurious and exotic, 

including Altagracia’s pet peacock that wandered among the guests and pecked tidbits from their 

hands. For music, they contracted the Fort Lowell Post band – a group that performed for the 

public on Sundays and represented the only formally-organized full orchestra in town.  

Estevan and Altagracia’s party took place during the apogee of Mexican power and 

prestige in Tucson, a period that extended a half-century into U.S. rule over the Arizona territory. 

From 1854 through the turn of the century, citizens of Mexican descent in Tucson led the Old 

Pueblo’s institutional development and political leadership, although the town was growing 

                                                           
96 Editorial comments, “Música”, El Fronterizo, Tucson, AZ, February 4, 1893, p. 2. 
97 Thomas Sheridan, “Peacock in the Parlor: Frontier Tucson’s Mexican Elite.” The Journal of Arizona History. 
1984:25(3): 245-264. 

La música en los parques es la fiesta de los  

pobres, su único recreo. En todas 

diversiones debe haber música; en los 

teatros, en las ferias, en las carreras de 

caballos y aun en las calles. Cualquiera 

fiesta es ensípida (sic) sin las dulces notas 

que llenan la atmósfera de encanto. 

 

La música es también en las escuelas una 

necesidad, como igualmente lo es en las 

iglesias, en los asilos de locos, en los 

hospitales, en el club, y hasta, puede 

decirse, que en los cementerios. 

 
 

Music in the parks the merrymaking of the 

poor, their only source of recreation. There 

should be music at every event; in the 

theaters, at the fairs, at horse races, and even 

in the streets. Any party is insipid without 

the sweet notes that fill the atmosphere with 

their enchantment. 

 

Music in the schools is also necessary, as 

much as it is in the churches, in mental 

health facilities, in hospitals, in clubs, and 

even, one might say, at the cemetery.  

 

-Editorial, El Fronterizo, Tucson, AZ  

Febrero de 189396 
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quickly and demographics were changing.98 In 1860, the U.S. census counted 821 Hispanic-

surnamed people living in Tucson, and just 168 individuals of Anglo descent.99 By 1880, two 

years after the Ochoa’s party, the census recorded the total population at 7,007 with 2,023 

registering as Anglo (29%). These two demographic groups far outnumbered others in Tucson, 

although the charts also list a few Black, Chinese and Native American families. Through 1880, 

Tucsonans of Mexican descent formed the demographic majority, led the political realm, owned 

the bulk of businesses, inhabited a comfortable social class, created and enjoyed cultural and 

intellectual resources, and developed family and business partnerships with other settlers coming 

to the Santa Cruz valley.100 They enjoyed exceptional success for a Mexican community in a 

U.S. territory, but this began to change just a few years after the Ochoas’ extravagant party. 

Estevan Ochoa had served as Tucson Mayor until 1876, but after his term ended, Anglo men 

held the mayor’s office for the remainder of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  

The arrival of the railroad in 1880 changed the immigration rate to Tucson drastically in 

favor of Anglo settlers. By 1920, the Mexican population in Tucson had grown to nearly 7,500 

residents, but Anglos arrive in much greater numbers as the city swelled to over 20,000 

inhabitants. The 1920 census showed Mexican Tucsonans as a minority for the first time.  

Although their numbers never ceased increasing, they now consisted of only 37 percent of the 

city’s population.101  

Given its long history crafted by prominent Spanish and Mexican citizens, Tucson’s 

cultural landscape differed markedly from other Anglo-founded towns and cities. The new 

                                                           
98 Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941 (Tucson: The University of 
Arizona Press, 1986); James E. Officer, Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987). 
99 Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 56-57, 260. 
100 Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses. 
101 Lydia R. Otero, La Calle: Spatial Conflicts and Urban Renewal in a Southwest City (Tucson: The University of 
Arizona Press, 2010), 20. 
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settlers entering the valley expected to transform the city into their own vision, incorporating the 

desert outpost into broader U.S. social and economic networks. Thus, part of the process of 

drawing Tucson into the nation involved a process of Anglicization – extricating Mexican and 

Native citizens and their cultural influences from the city’s collective identity.  

Exploring Tucson’s history prior to the 1900s offers insight into the Mexican 

community’s deep historical and cultural tenure in the Old Pueblo, and the sheer strength of the 

cultural legacy the new Anglo settlers faced. As the Mexican community’s influence over 

Tucson’s present and future came under question, they asserted their historical presence in the 

desert valley to establish their legitimate right to the geographical place. The strength of their 

historical legitimacy speaks for itself. Arriving in 1775, the founders of the Presidio de Tucson 

built the town to meet the essential needs of a small Mexican military outpost. Spanish General 

Hugo Oconór (written O’Connor in English-language accounts) selected the location along the 

Santa Cruz River to provide a buffer for northern Spanish settlements against Apache raids. The 

exterior walls of the Presidio constrained the placement of the first buildings, which therefore did 

not take on the appearance of a non-military Sonoran town (Figure 2). Nonetheless, the builders 

erected a small cathedral, panederías, tortillerías, and carnicerías to serve the populace, and 

provided places and spaces for weddings, birthdays, baptisms, and Mexican Catholic Saints’ Day 

celebrations, including that of San Agustín, Tucson’s patron saint. Soldiers brought their families 

with them, since most settled permanently in the area. Thus, women, children, recipes, songs, 

church services, the inevitable flow of milestones, and the inescapable transitions of life also 

traveled northward to become part of Presidio life. The new settlers learned high desert building 

and agricultural skills from the Tohono O’odham peoples. They established farms, markets, and 
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other services to feed and maintain the soldiers of the military garrison.102 Surviving year-round 

on the Sonoran desert required great effort, planning, and technical knowledge, and civilian 

agriculturalists relied upon indigenous knowledge of crops, watering patterns, and land use to 

feed themselves and provide for the soldiers and their families.   

Figure 2 

 
A sketch of the Tucson Presidio showing the small cathedral, surrounding 

buildings, and people, including men, women, and children, who inhabited 

the locale. Drawing by John W. Barber after a visit in the 1860s.103 

 

The civilians and families that migrated north to establish the Presidio de San Agustín de 

Tucson brought the culture of their daily lives with them, including music. Little formal 

documentation of secular, non-military music prior to the 1870s exists, but recorded oral 

histories and scattered documents hint at the ubiquitous nature of musical expression among 

presidio residents from its very beginning.104 Like elsewhere in Colonial New Spain, popular 

                                                           
102 Ibid., 27 
103 Sketch by Ron Barber in Ron Barber and Henry Howe, The Loyal West in the Times of the Rebellion; Also, Before 
and Since: Being an Encyclopedia and Panorama of the Western States, Pacific States and Terrotiries of the Union, 
(Cincinnati: F. A. Howe, 1865), 723. Image in Public Domain. 
104 For example, Patricia Preciado Martin chose to entitle her oral history of Mexican pioneer women in Arizona, 
Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History of Mexican American Women (Tucson: The University of Arizona 
Press, 1992). Preciado Martin conducted life histories interviews with no prompting of the women to discuss 
music. The repeating theme of song and rhyme, of the centrality of music at festivals and events, resonated 
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songs formed the seeds of what would eventually merge into the broader body of música 

cósmica. The folk music of the valley that arrived after 1775, not the formal, regimented music 

played for church or military purposes, but the music played by the people for private purposes 

during their free time, arose from the voices and instruments of those who settled there. Like 

other regions of Spanish-language America, this lyrical music heavily utilized stringed 

instruments – lute, violin, guitar, particularly for smaller, private parties that did not need the 

brash volume of horns. Oral histories record many memories of canciones de cuna (lullabies), 

songs of parents and grandparents, and the joy of discovering new music that circulated by oral 

transmission or through printed song sheets.105 Jarabes and huapangos, and later, waltzes, 

mazurkas and fox-trots, arose from stringed instruments in concert with vibrant voices and lively 

dancing, accompanying weddings, funerals, birthdays, and community feast days. The 

community itself remained closed within the Presidio walls until after 1886, when the final 

defeat of the Apache allowed the populace to extend the township beyond the protection of the 

tall adobe barriers. The music played in and around these walls expressed in a public, communal 

way, the identity of the people who played, enjoyed, and celebrated to its sound, an identity 

deeply rooted in American Spanish-language criollo and mestizo traditions (Figure 3).  

 

 

 

                                                           
through the pages. Federico Ronstadt also mentions Tucson’s robust musicality in Federico JM Ronstadt and 
Edward F. Ronstadt, Borderman: Memoirs of Federico José María Ronstadt, (Tucson: The University of Arizona 
Press, 2003), and Carlos Velasco’s musical editorial at the heading of this chapter also reinforces the importance of 
music to Mexican Tucson. 
105 See Preciado Martin, Songs my Mother Sang to Me for oral histories recalling music. For popular, secular music 
of nineteenth century Mexico, see Yolanda Moreno Rivas, Historia de la música popular mexicana, (Alianza 
Editorial Mexicana: México, D.F. 1989) 10-16. Federico Ronstadt also mentions purchasing song sheets in the 
1880s in Borderman, 85. 
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Figure 3 

 
This picture of the Celaya family, taken in Pitiquito, Sonora, in 1890, shows a variety of 

instruments held by both men and women in the family. One trumpet, held by a gentlemen 

in the back row, appears among multiple violins, bass violins, and guitars.  One individual 

in this photograph is identified as Doña Sacramento Ortega de Celaya, the Grand-Aunt of 

Don Higinio Aguirre, whose family held land and businesses throughout southern Arizona 

at the turn of the century, with many family members settling in Tucson. The Celaya-

Aguirre family represents only one of many families that spread across both sides of the 

border, and for whom music played an important part of their lives. 

 

The signing of the Gadsden Purchase drew Tucson into U.S. territory in 1854, although 

this initially changed little of the Presidio’s way of life. In fact, the growth of Tucson’s Spanish-

speaking community continued to outpace the influx of Anglo settlers in the first few decades of 

U.S. rule, peaking in the 1870s.106 This started to change in 1880, the year the Southern Pacific 

railroad completed the link to Tucson. The railroad not only brought new people, it displaced old 

economic networks, sending long-established businesses into decline. Prior to 1880, settlers 

traveling from the eastern U.S. had come in small numbers and settled among the Tucsonenses, 

adapting to local culture, language, and lifestyle. They built businesses in the existing business 

district, married into local families, and moved into the bustling adobe-walled neighborhoods. 

After 1880, newer Anglo residents constructed houses and businesses based on a U.S.-European 

city model, preferring to build with imported bricks and timber instead of the abundant desert 
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materials that formed the cool adobe walls. Rather than moving into the historical neighborhoods 

and business districts, they took advantage of the post-Apache peace to construct new suburban 

neighborhoods, establishing businesses and services north and east of the historical downtown.107 

As Anglo demographics grew, Mexican political representation declined. The individuals and 

families who had founded Tucson and helped it grow into a bustling town entered an era of 

economic, political, and social decline. 

The story of the Mexican community in Tucson contrasted sharply with experiences 

elsewhere in the U.S. southwest. Comparatively speaking, Tucsonans of Mexican origin enjoyed 

exceptional wealth, prosperity, and status before the turn of the century.108 The Santa Cruz 

Valley boasted few agriculture or mining jobs within the boundaries of the surrounding mountain 

ranges, and Tucson served as a waypoint rather than a port of entry for goods and travelers. In 

addition to the founding families, later migrants who entered Tucson from the south tended to 

come from highly educated, wealthy classes, and they expected to continue their role as white-

collar business owners and civic leaders in their new home. This was not the case for Mexican 

citizens elsewhere in the U.S. Southwest. Migrant laborers created new communities when they 

traveled to take on jobs in agriculture, mines, and the railroad. The communities they built 

around their job sites lacked the infrastructure and resources that Tucson denizens enjoyed. In 

addition, U.S. employers distinguished between white and non-white employees, English and 

non-native English-speakers, and paid immigrant workers lower wages based on these criteria. 

Immigrant workers made lower wages than their Anglo counterparts for the same job, lodged in 

poor conditions, and enjoyed few comforts.  
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In contrast to these mining and farming towns, Tucson’s economy developed around a 

service industry, particularly in response to the California gold rush that started in 1849.  

Tucsonenses provided lodging, food, and other amenities for weary travelers looking to rest and 

refuel before making the final leg of their long westward journey. A significant number of 

Mexican-descent families, whether their arrival in Tucson dated before or after Tucson became 

part of the United States, enjoyed a comfortable status, at least through the first decade of the 

1900s. Those with access to capital built plazas, theaters, restaurants, stores, and ran newspapers. 

This in turn attracted Mexican political leaders, intellectuals, military commanders, and others 

who found refuge in Tucson during years of violence, tumult, and warfare south of the border, or 

simply came to Tucson to vacation or visit friends and family. 

Thus, the Presidio boasted a long history prior to U.S. annexation, and a strong, involved 

Mexican community who built and expanded the Presidio into a vibrant, bustling town during 

the latter half of the nineteenth century.  Yet when Tucson joined the United States, the new 

historians constructed an Anglocentric narrative that recast the region’s history and collective 

identity.109 These authors tended to marginalize, or even entirely overlook, the legacy and 

influence of the city’s Mexican population and the historical and cultural weight of its experience 

as a Mexican settlement. Given the instability at the end of Spanish colonial rule and the short 

time period that the independent Republic of Mexico actually held control over the geographical 

area, some scholars completely neglected any mention of Mexican people or influence in the Old 

                                                           
109 This is particularly true of the majority of histories written before the 1970s. Most regional histories excluded 
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1530-1888, (San Francisco: The History Company, 1889).  James Officer cites Bancroft’s text as the definitive 
history of the region well into the 1970s in Officer, Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1987), 1-2. 
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Pueblo at all.110 In this, these scholars overlooked the substantial cultural strength and resilience 

of the desert populace. Although Tucson’s time under the Mexican flag lasted just thirty-five 

years, this period actually represented a time of intense identity formation in all regions of the 

nascent Mexican nation. Furthermore, the cultural and ethnic identity of the people who lived in 

the presidio retained a consistent fluidity throughout the nineteenth century that existed 

independently of any flag flying overhead. For the first century of the presidio, its pioneers 

maintained a strong cultural identity despite the isolated nature of their existence, building 

resilient means of expressing and maintaining their identity. They survived, not as a result of any 

contributions from far-off Madrid or Mexico City, but through interdependent relationships with 

local Yaqui, Pima, Tohono O’odham and Apache, as well as through sheer resilience and 

determination.  As a result, the collective identity of Tucson’s families heralded neither from 

Spain nor Mexico City, but from their own active participation as presidio dwellers and 

contributors in a process of constructing a livable space and the requisite infrastructure to 

survive.  

 

Tucson’s Mexican years also represented a particularly fervent period of political 

involvement and identity-building, including creating new legal structures and processes at the 

local and national levels.111 The political and military actions of Tucsonenses during this time 

show an already diverse, disparate population split on how best to govern the nation and the 
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economy at both local and national levels. For the first thirty years of independence, political and 

military leadership struggled over a deep divide between those who wanted centralized, 

monarchal power in Mexico City, and those who preferred a liberal federation of autonomous 

states.112 Tucson’s residents mirrored the deep divide that affected the entire nation, some 

becoming actively involved in groups like Bases Orgánicas, a conservative coalition promoting 

centralized government control, while others backed Tucson-born General José de Urrea’s goal 

of installing a national federalist republic.113 In 1845, seventy-six volunteers from Tucson and 

Tubac, a smaller settlement south of Tucson, joined General Mariano Paredes y Arrillaga in his 

1846 overthrow of liberal José Joaquín de Herrera during the latter’s second of three terms as 

President.  

While Tucsonans mobilized locally and nationally, Mexico’s political instability collided 

with U.S. expansionism, culminating in the disastrous war with the United States between 1846 

and 1848.114 Mexico had lost over half of its territory by 1848, but Tucson remained within its 

boundaries until 1854, when General Antonio López de Santa Anna and James Gadsden, the 

U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, signed the Gadsden Purchase, known in Mexico as the Tratado de 

la Mesilla. The opinion of Tucsonans in response to this change split along political lines, some 

wanting Tucson to remain part of Mexico, others welcoming incorporation into the United States 

and the economic and political opportunities they anticipated with the transition.115  

Regardless of whether the Santa Cruz valley remained in Mexico or joined the United States, and 

in spite of their political differences, the Tucsonans of 1848 understood without question that this 
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was a place they had built, that they belonged in, and they fully expected to be part of molding 

its future.  

The Tucsonans who rejoiced at joining the northern Union most likely misunderstood 

how the Anglo settlers arriving in the Southwest would perceive them. Sylvester Mowry, a late 

nineteenth-century Arizona mine owner, exemplified the beliefs of new settlers who did not 

expect to interact with the Mexican inhabitants at all. Mowry saw the extant population in 

Arizona and New Mexico as impediments to progress or, at best, sources of labor to exploit to 

further Anglo purposes.116 He viewed the U.S.-Mexican war and the later Gadsden Purchase as 

two steps in a continuing, inevitable process. He expected the United States to presently expand 

deeper into Mexican territory and establish a seaport in the Gulf of California. He noted the 

relatively sparse population of Mexican and Native peoples in the southwestern territories, and 

asserted that the influx of Anglo settlers would have no trouble “controlling the population,” as 

he phrased it, perhaps even making some of them useful as slaves or indigent labor.117 In his 

published memoirs, Mowry pressed the need to confirm southwestern land titles as soon as 

possible. His urgency stemmed not from his desire to respect existing titles, but rather to 

establish the extent of the free land so that westward-bound Anglos could claim the remaining 

available space.  

The process of staking land claims provided Mexican landowners with a first taste of 

institutionalized discrimination in their new country.118 Unfamiliar with U.S. procedures for 

claiming territory and never having taken steps of this kind, many ranching, farming, and mining 

families could not produce the required documentation to claim their land under the terms of the 

                                                           
116 Sylvester Mowry, Memoir of the proposed territory of Arizona, (Washington: H. Polkinhorn printer; 1857), 
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Gadsden Purchase, or else did not understand the need or the urgency of confirming their 

ownership status under the U.S. system. The Aguirre family, descendants of the Celayas pictured 

in figure 3 (p. 74) nearly lost their ranch land during this transition period. 119 Anglo settlers filed 

claims on these undocumented spaces and did so quickly, displacing Mexican families from 

farms they had tilled for decades or longer, with the full force of US law behind the transaction.  

In this manner, the new rush of Anglo settlers throughout the Southwest ushered in the 

open, legally prescribed racism of pre-Civil-Rights-era United States. Many descendants of 

Tucson’s founding families lost their businesses, land, and livelihoods, and slowly watched the 

erosion of the small cultural mecca they had built. Anglos who already felt superior to the 

Mexican and Native inhabitants saw the unfolding of events as further proof of their innate racial 

dominance. The arrival of the railroad, the decline in economic prowess of previously powerful 

Tucson families, and what Anglos perceived as an innocence, if not unintelligence, on the part of 

Mexicans who did not file the appropriate legal claims on their land, fueled the egos of Anglo 

settlers who believed that they were members of a superior race destined to dominate the lands 

and people of the western territories.  

Tucson’s prosperity served as a buffer for some of this, at least initially. For the first 

decades after the transition to U.S. control, the city’s collective identity remained very Mexican 

in nature, with Spanish-language businesses and services that continued to thrive.120 The 

Spanish-speaking population also continued to increase in numbers, partly through birth and 

partly by migration.121 People came to Tucson for a variety of reasons, arriving from the east and 

the south. Carlos Velasco first came to Tucson to avoid conflicts with French soldiers when they 
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advanced on Guaymas, Sonora in 1865.122 Sonoran-born Federico José María Ronstadt joined his 

father in Tucson in the late 1880s at age 14 to learn a trade, unsure of how long he would stay.123 

Military generals and political leaders also found solace in Tucson, either for short visits or for 

longer interims. The railroad arrived in the 1880s, built by the sweat of Chinese workers, but 

local organizers, mostly of Mexican descent, protested the hiring of foreign laborers and won the 

right to preferential hiring, displacing the Chinese labor force.124 In turn, the newly unemployed 

Chinese settled into Tucson’s downtown, increasing the diversity of the Old Pueblo, and opening 

new markets, religious centers, and schools. Tucson’s diversity remained mainly bicultural, 

dominated by people of Anglo and Mexican descent, but Japanese, Chinese, Black, and other 

non-Anglo groups trickled in, some fleeing slavery, racism, and oppression elsewhere, others 

following mining booms or arriving on labor contracts with the railroad and deciding to stay in 

the well-developed non-Anglo neighborhoods.  

As the city grew, the non-white population settled into the downtown area and to its south 

and west, away from the Anglo homes. They utilized extant Mexican stores, services and 

businesses and opened their own. The hegemony of Mexican culture over the multiracial 

community had a profound impact that lasted decades. Tucson-born Hank Oyama (1927-2013), 

whose Japanese-descent mother had grown up in Sonora, Mexico and whose father died before 

he was born, related that he identified as Mexican until he and his family were relocated to a 

Japanese internment camp during World War II.125 He related how surprised he was by this, as it 
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had not occurred to him before then that others might view him as anything but Mexican. Raquel 

Rubio Goldsmith tells of a black domestic worker in the 1950s who listened to the Spanish-

language radio station while she worked despite the fact that she did not understand Spanish, 

indicating that she felt the Mexican-run station in Tucson related to her and her concerns better 

than other stations on the radio.126  

Tucson’s Mexican population also boasted a long history of providing a public voice for 

the unification and concerns of the collective community it represented, particularly in print 

form. Newspapers have historically played a unique role in the construction of collective 

identities.127 In the 1870s, Carlos Velasco started publishing El Fronterizo, a Spanish language 

newspaper that shared topics of relevance in both countries, covering news relevant to the non-

Anglo community and adding to Tucson’s allure for Spanish-speaking travelers and exiles. 

Velasco, his writers, and his advertisers directly addressed Tucson’s Spanish-speaking 

community in the pages of El Fronterizo, publishing poems in honor of Mexican holidays, letters 

encouraging the community to participate in events or take specific actions, and educational 

articles about Mexican historical figures and events. Velasco and his writers clearly viewed the 

Spanish-speaking Tucsonans as distinct from the Anglo settlers, and voiced pride in the 

community’s history, legacy, and what it had to offer to Anglo-America. At the same time, 

Velasco saw opportunity on both sides of the border, and his loyalty and connection to the 

Mexican Republic ran deep. The United States faced a recession in the 1890s that led to 

increased racism and scapegoating of non-Anglo workers and residents. Velasco, already a 
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proponent of repatriation, published a series of article encouraging Tucsonans of Mexican 

descent to consider moving or returning to Mexico to enjoy the Pax Porfiriana, the relative 

peace and prosperity during the long presidency of Porfirio Díaz.128  

El Fronterizo served as a primary news source for Spanish-reading Tucsonans for the 

latter years of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth. As such, it covered news from both 

countries and the world, topics in culture, politics, and history, and it broadcast local 

announcements and items of interest such as public and private events. It also served as a record 

of the old pueblo’s musical offerings, at least to some extent. Announcements of visiting bands, 

musicians, and eventually silent movies, with their inevitable live accompanist, in Tucson’s 

locales provide obvious examples of music’s presence in nineteenth century Tucson, yet these 

announcements represent only one small portion of Tucson’s musical life. Music remained an 

enduring, endemic part of everyday life, although its more quotidian occurrences received little 

mention in formal accounts. Yet the fact that music played a role as a constant companion in 

regular, daily life emerges from countless biographies and oral histories collected over the 

years.129 El Fronterizo’s pages announced weddings, births, galas, and celebrations, rarely 

naming the music or musicians who accompanied the event, and only occasionally mentioning 

that dancing went well into the night.130 The quotation at the head of this chapter demonstrates 

that El Fronterizo’s editorial staff appreciated and valued music, yet they chose not to name the 

musicians who played the regular circle of community festivals, private parties, late-night 

serenades, and who otherwise met the daily musical needs of the population. As much, if not 
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moreso than the traveling performers that did receive mention in the newspapers, the music 

played by, danced to, and celebrated by Tucsonenses at these private celebrations played a much 

greater role in cementing and expressing a common identity than the music performed in 

concerts and shows by professional musicians. Music played a role in weddings, celebrations, 

funerals, and other milestones, cementing community identity through a shared cultural 

expression and building memories to share across generations, cemented around a common 

repertoire of song. Despite the importance of these musicians, their existence was so ubiquitous, 

common, and necessary that, much like the postal carrier, the grocer, or the garbage collector, 

their names simply did not appear in print. 

Some of the invisibility of music of the early Tucsonans also has to do with prejudices 

regarding its social value, i.e., which music warranted mentioning in print. Classical and 

contemporary music from Europe or the Americas that involved formal training and written 

scores gained acceptance as “good” or “serious” music that deserved mention by journalists or 

historians, while informally- or home-trained musicians who played popular melodies met with 

little formal recognition or mention, or even met with scorn as “low” or “folk” musicians.131 

Racal prejudice also played a role in the perception of which types of music warranted attention, 

ranking non-Anglo and non-European music far below music of white, European heritage. Ears 

accustomed to European music had little appreciation for Mexican song. An Italian traveler to 

the Tucson valley in 1864 recoiled in horror at the “rag-tag band of plebians making the most 

horrific noise on semblances of guitars and strings.”132 English-languages newspapers in Tucson 
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joyfully heralded the beginning of regular weekend concerts by the musicians of the Fifth 

Cavalry Band stationed at Camp Lowell, the same orchestra who later played at the Ochoas’ 

extravagant party. The band opened their daily rehearsals to the public and began holding 

weekend concerts in 1873, playing selections from standard U.S. and European composers. 

Writers for the Arizona Citizen credited the Fifth Cavalry Band with bringing civilization to the 

desert valley at last, in a clear dismissal of the already extant music groups and their so-called 

rag-tag music, and their place in the Arizona Citizen’s conceptualization of civilized society.133  

In 1889, a young Federico Ronstadt founded the Club Filarmónico Tucsonsense, training 

its members to play formal orchestral pieces on various instruments for their first debut in the 

Carrillo Gardens in downtown Tucson in 1890.134 As a uniformed music group that included 

European-style chamber and orchestral pieces in its broad repertoire, the Club Filarmónico 

received mention in newspapers of the time as one of the groups bringing culture and civility to 

Tucson.135 News articles on the Carrillo Gardens, an outdoor park dedicated to the city by 

Leopaldo Carrillo, also mention a regular house orchestra that played private parties and public 

dances in its standing hall, as well as Sunday afternoon music in the park. The description of the 

in music in Carrillo Gardens represents one of very few newspaper articles that mentioned 

regular musical performances in a public space by a formally organized music group. Although 

the orchestra performed weekly in the gardens, it generally went unannounced in the 

newspapers, with the exception of a handful of articles over the decades that related other news 

and mentioned the garden performances in passing. Musicians who played popular melodies 
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received even less formal recognition or mention. Musicians who played at cantinas, restaurants, 

and private parties received little mention in printed sources from the Anglo or the Mexican 

community. Some even faced scorn, particularly if they played at late-night establishments.136 

Taken at face value, the newspapers of the late nineteenth century appear to describe a frontier 

town devoid of music, waiting anxiously for formal bands and orchestras to play their harmonies 

of civilization, yet it remains clear that regular performances formed part of Tucson’s daily life 

throughout the nineteenth century.  

The music of the Mexican community served the downtown area and surrounding homes, 

but as the Anglos built homes northeast of downtown, it did not extend into the new 

neighborhoods.137 This division of musical preferences highlighted a broader separation between 

the two linguistic, ethnic, and cultural worlds. Esteven Ochoa’s 1878 party represented one of 

the last events where Mexican prestige and Mexican-Anglo mestizaje held a central position in 

Tucson’s collective sense of self. A prominent Mexican-born citizen welcoming a U.S. General 

with music from the Fort Lowell Post band would, in short order, become an extinct practice, in 

questions of ethnicity and class, geographic racial divides, and in the political significance 

behind granting such prominence to a Mexican-born citizen of Tucson.  

The rift that emerged between music dedicated to the new Anglo settlers and music for 

the Mexican community continued to expand and congeal, marking out geographical boundaries 

where each type of music was played. The railroad provided a visible scar across this cultural 
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divide: a diagonal line running along the east edge of downtown that eventually became a racial 

divide as well, with Anglos settling north and east of the line, Mexicans and other non-white 

citizens to the south and west.138 The scar also cut across time – separating pre-Southern Pacific 

Tucson from the post-railroad era, when families like the Ochoas would lose most of their 

savings, power, and prestige, and new settlers would enter Tucson in droves. Essentially, two 

parallel cities emerged where one had once stood, with the collective identity of Tucson hanging 

in the balance. The Anglo community began building their western habitat: English-language 

newspapers, music venues, churches and roads serviced the northeast, while Spanish language 

newspapers, churches, and music venues continued to function in the old downtown center and 

southwest. Anglo-Mexican intermarriage dropped considerably by the turn of the century,139 and 

the fact that both communities had their own churches, stores, newspapers, languages, cultural 

expressions, and public spaces further increased their isolation from one another. Patterns of 

musical expression followed this divide. The Fifth Cavalry Band no longer played for the 

Ochoas. Instead, they attended to members of the Anglo community from their eastern Camp 

Lowell location, while the Filarmónico Tucsonense and the house bands of Carrillo Gardens and 

downtown restaurants served the historic downtown barrios and the neighborhoods that ran south 

and west from there.140 Raquel Rubio-Goldsmith related that as late as the 1960s, Tucson’s 

Mexican musicians simply did not play east of Alvernon road, a street that runs north-south 

about three miles east of downtown.141  The Anglo and Mexican communities built their houses 
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using different blueprints, celebrated different holidays, enjoyed different music, and spoke 

different languages. One could grow up in Tucson as either an English- or a Spanish- speaker 

without experiencing the need to learn the other language, at least regarding meeting regular 

daily needs.142  

This increasing isolation between the two major demographic groups in Tucson, both of 

whom felt a stake in the public identity and direction of the city of Tucson, further fomented 

each group viewing the other as an undesirable other.143 Exacerbated by racial tensions, this 

othering of both the Anglo and Mexican communities took place on both sides. Mexicans who 

expressed concern over the newly emerging Anglo majority found their practice of Protestantism 

rather than Catholicism and their different family customs as signs of moral inferiority.144 

Meanwhile, the Anglos viewed the small adobe homes, row housing, darker skin color, accented 

English, and depressed economic status as proof of Anglo superiority.145 As the gulf between the 

parallel cities widened, both Mexicans and Anglos increasingly viewed the other as exotic, 

amoral, undistinguished and unrefined.146  

Even before emerging as a demographic majority, Anglos asserted control over Tucson’s 

collective identity, as evidenced in their treatment of music and language in the public schools. 

In the 1890s, the first Tucson public school board approved a new music curriculum that 

demonstrated how they envisioned the city’s cultural and linguistic future. As early as 1881 the 

board encouraged the teaching of music, although they did not provide specific guidelines on 
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how to do so until the following decade.147 Nonetheless, Tucson’s first public school district 

hired a Miss Jessie Medberry as its music specialist in 1881.148 By 1896 the board had expanded 

music throughout the schools, in the process relegating its instruction to general classroom 

teachers rather than a specialist. The board approved its first formal music curriculum the same 

year.149 The approved music curriculum listed the titles of a handful of specific songs to be 

taught, among them “America,” “Red, White and Blue,” “This Land is My Land,” and, for the 

upper grades, selections from Songs of the Nation.150 It is clear from the curriculum guidelines 

that the purpose of this musical education went beyond the board’s stated goal to teach an 

appreciation of the art of music. The transition from hiring a music specialist to using classroom 

teachers to present a centralized curriculum by the mid-1890s suggests the prioritization of 

content goals rather than the desire for musical mastery. This curriculum sought to inculcate 

patriotic love for the United States and to encourage model citizenship. Teachers were to 

promote proper decorum, correct any boisterous singing, and to use singing as a means to 

practice good posture. The curriculum encouraged standing while singing, and mandated it 

during patriotic themes.151 In order to perfect tone and rhythm, the curriculum authors 

encouraged teachers to first teach the music using nonsense syllables, lest the words distract 

from the practice of posture and breath control. This, asserted the authors, would be particularly 

important for Mexican students, who might find learning the English-language words 
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prohibitive.152 This 1894 curriculum demonstrated a push to create a sense of national U.S. 

identity among the schoolchildren through the use of song. Inherent in this curriculum lay the 

assumption of a linguistic deficit among the youth of Mexican descent, that they would find 

learning the English words in these songs particularly challenging. 

 Another telling clue into the sense of community identity, and the kind of citizenry 

Tucson’s leadership wished to develop lay in the hiring decisions for the 1885-1886 academic 

year. The board decided not to renew the teaching contract of Mr. C.H. Tully (the native-Spanish 

speaking, adopted son of Pinkney Tully, the former business partner of Estevan Ochoa) as the 

Spanish language teacher, because its members considered Spanish to be a nonessential 

subject.153 That the board considered Spanish a nonessential subject in the public school system 

of a community where native English-speaking Anglos comprised a substantial demographic 

minority, left little doubt regarding the direction in which the Anglo minority felt Tucson’s 

future collective identity resided.  

The 1890s saw tensions between Anglo and Mexican citizens grow for a variety of 

reasons. An economic recession led to scapegoating of non-Anglo workers across the nation. In 

1894, an active group of Tucson Anglos organized a local branch of the American Protective 

Association (APA), a national organization with the stated desire of reducing the power of the 

Catholic Church and Catholic representatives in positions of power. In the northeastern United 

States this involved a campaign against the increasing power of the Italian immigrant population. 
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Locally, this resulted in a distinct and specific charge against the political power of Tucson’s 

Catholic community, which primarily consisted of Tucson’s Mexican families.154 The pressure to 

remove the Mexican presence from Tucson stemmed from national as well as local concerns. In 

1912, Arizona’s petition for statehood met with resistance in Congress due to the region’s large 

indigenous and mestizo population, furthering the sense among some Anglos that these residents 

formed an impediment to progress, growth, and inclusion in national projects.155 To complicate 

matters further, this period of increasing anti-Mexican sentiment coincided with the Mexican 

Revolution, a decade-long period of civil warfare that erupted in 1910 and sent people fleeing 

northward. Many families and individuals moved permanently or semi-permanently to Tucson, 

while others, many of them high-profile visitors, came to enjoy a reprieve from the chaos of war. 

Revolutionaries like Plutarco Elías Calles, Francisco “Pancho” Villa, Álvaro Obregón and other 

notable personas sought refuge in Tucson at one point or another during the 1910s, before 

returning to the front lines of the Revolution.  

One of the cultural casualties of these tensions in Tucson involved the Festival de San 

Agustín, which traditionally began on the twentieth of August to celebrate Tucson’s Saint’s Day 

and the foundation of the Presidio by Hugo Oconór in 1775. El Festival San Agustín began as a 

small commemoration, but increased in size, importance, and length through the 1800s. By the 

turn of the century, it had become a month-long holiday spanning from August 20 through 

September 16, four celebratory weeks beginning with Tucson’s Saint’s Day and ending with the 

celebration of Mexican Independence.156 In the humid heat of the monsoon summer, Mexican 

businesses remained open only for the most essential transactions, and people joined daily 
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masses, festivals, cock fights, dances, marches, and processions through the downtown streets. 

Music, dance, and festivities took over the city center, building community and creating a daily 

soundscape of strings, trumpets, singing, drums, food, and enjoyment. This festival formed a 

central part of the cultural expression and historical memory of Tucson’s Mexican community, 

but as Anglo Tucson established more homes and businesses downtown and opened more 

neighborhoods to the east of the Presidio, they objected to the noise and the length of the 

celebration as well as the cultural identity it represented. By the first decade of the 1900s, 

members of Tucson’s City Hall passed new ordinances that outlawed most of the San Agustín 

activities, essentially closing down the festival. The city managers, as the inheritors of the city’s 

founding day, designated time on the weekend that fell closest to August 20 for a few limited 

ceremonies to celebrate the occasion.  

The economic recession of the 1890s had instigated anti-Mexican and anti-immigrant 

sentiment locally and nationally. More crushingly, the Great Depression of the 1930s fueled anti-

foreigner and anti-Mexican scapegoating among those who blamed non-Anglo workers for 

suppressing wages and exacerbating job scarcity. Given the economic hard times, racist 

sentiments, and the relative prosperity and optimism of Mexico in the 1930s, some families 

chose to accept a $200 payment offered by the U.S. government in exchange for their voluntary 

move or repatriation to Mexico.157 By the 1930s, Tucson also faced new competition that 

affected its tourism industry, adding additional strain on the local economy and the number of 

available positions in the English-language service sector. The city of Phoenix, founded in 1881, 

had begun to outcompete Tucson’s health tourism and vacation industry under a successful 
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marketing campaign that highlighted, among other benefits, the racial homogeneity of the more 

northern city.158 Phoenix’s Anglo settlers had built their city on land where Hohokam and 

O’odham peoples had resided in smaller settlements for centuries, but the land had never housed 

a centuries-old, well-established, European-style town like the one in Tucson. From the 

beginning, Phoenix’s Anglo population more easily crowded out the indigenous peoples 

inhabiting the valley, constructing a place in their Anglo cultural image, and establishing a 

collective identity entirely Anglo-European in nature. When Phoenix’s City Hall referred to 

Arizona’s Hispanic heritage, it celebrated settlers from Spain, excluding any reference to 

indigenous or mestizo peoples. For example, one Spanish-language newspapers in Tucson 

complained that the 1937 “Fiesta del Sol” parade in Phoenix, despite its chosen theme of 

Hispanic cultures, excluded anyone of Mexican descent from participating.159 Event planners 

chose red and gold for the color theme, the colors of the Spanish flag. For the planners in 

Phoenix, the Hispanic heritage of the U.S. southwest came directly from the heritage of the 

Spanish missionaries rather than the mestizo people who continued to reside in Arizona.  Unlike 

Tucson, there were no local voices to resist this historical interpretation. 

The tourist industry in Tucson had become a major sector of the city’s economy the city 

could ill afford to lose. The city’s tourism had flourished under the prescription of desert health 

sanatoriums for patients with tuberculosis and other breathing ailments before the 1930s, and 

later drew tourists to cowboy ranches and health spas. Phoenix’s emerging success fueled a 

somewhat idiosyncratic response from Tucson’s City Hall and Chamber of Commerce. On the 

one hand, they felt the pressure to Anglify Tucson in order to maintain a competitive advantage 

against Phoenix, yet on the other hand they viewed Mexican culture, food, and music as an 
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exotic lure that could draw tourists from their homogenous northern neighbor. Thus, marketing 

agents worked to define Tucson as an Anglo city with close access to Mexico. The Chamber of 

Commerce promoted Tucson’s proximity to Mexico, describing the food and culture that lay 60 

miles south, and reiterating that tourists could return to the comfort, security, and luxury of a 

U.S. hotel room each night. In a city filled with live Mexican music and culture in the heart of its 

downtown, these brochures sent tourists out of the country to find them.  

Pressure to modify the city’s architecture and downtown area also increased during this 

time. By 1938, Tucson’s Mayor’s office and city council had incorporated a response to their 

concerns over Tucson’s economic competitiveness into a Regional Plan, which included a long-

term strategy to revitalize and modernize the city’s urban core. This plan included proposals to 

remove what they defined as older, undesirable buildings and replace them with an expanded 

freeway and access roads to attract Anglo businesses and services to the downtown area. The 

buildings considered for destruction consisted largely of urban homes and small businesses near 

the city center where Mexican and other minority populations had resided for generations, and 

which impeded the plans to transform the downtown to attract businesses and other enterprises to 

the growing city.160  

The cumulative effect of decades of economic decline and demographic shift, in 

combination with steady, regular policy decisions that favored Anglo businesses and cultural 

models over the already extant structures, led to a slow, steady push to marginalize and reduce 

the historical and contemporary significance of Tucson’s Mexican population in the cultural 

collective and the political realm. The 1920 census recorded a majority Anglo population in 

Tucson for the first time. Public schools promoted Anglo values, history, and language, and 
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expected all students to adapt to the English language and Anglo-European culture of the United 

States. Thus, children from the barrios attended institutions that regarded their native language 

with disdain and provided textbooks that excluded non-Anglo contributions to U.S. and Arizona 

history. Despite these converging pressures toward marginalization, Tucson’s Mexican 

population did not go away. To the contrary, they resisted, responding in published word, via 

community organizations, and through cultural expression. Articles in the Spanish-language 

newspapers El Fronterizo and El Tucsonense published between the 1890s and the 1930s 

demonstrate the written response: Spanish-language authors asserted their fundamental, basic 

right to local citizenship and affirmed their pride in their non-Anglo identity.161 Community 

members also pulled from their long experience of self-governance via the creation of new 

community organizations and support mechanisms. In 1896, Carlos Velasco worked with Ramón 

Soto, a rancher in the surrounding area, to establish the Alianza Hispanoamericana, a mutual aid 

society, with plans not only to provide small loans and financial assistance to working-class 

residents excluded from the Anglo banking system, but also to provide financial backing for 

campaigns to combat the faltering political representation. Velasco and Soto established the 

Alianza’s headquarters in downtown Tucson for meetings and socials, complete with a 

downstairs ballroom for dances, dinners, and other events.162 La Alianza’s lending model met 

with such great success that cities in California, Texas, and other states soon opened chapters of 

                                                           
161 For examples, see “La Repatriación de los Mexicanos: Un proyecto Necio,” El Fronterizo, February 2, 1891, pp. 
1-2 and February 12, 1891, 1-2; “México no Vendio a los Californios,” El Fronterizo, July 22, 1893, p. 1; and “La 
Repatriación”, El Fronterizo, July 13, 1895, 1-2 and “Descubrimento Notable de un Mexicano,” and “Para que 
Puedan Legalizar Aquí su Estancia,” both in El Tucsonense, March 16, 1934, p. 1. 
162 Sheridan, Tucsonenses, 167-8.  
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their own. By 1906 La Alianza had grown to be the largest mutual aid society in the United 

States, and by 1939 it boasted over 17,000 national members.163  

Although other mutual aid organizations existed in Tucson at the time, the Alianza 

deserves mention because its trajectory echoes that of other innovations by Tucson’s Mexican 

and Mexican-American community in response to their decline in fortune. During the 1890s and 

the decades that followed, the community rose up against the challenge of economic, political 

and cultural marginalization. Velasco’s Spanish-language newspaper, El Fronterizo, and the later 

El Tucsonense published Mexican news, encouraged unity among Mexican and other Latino 

peoples,164 and educated its readership of political concerns relevant to Tucson’s Mexican 

community. The essays published in these papers called for unity and action on behalf of 

Tucson’s Mexicanos in passionate, emotional treatises in the face of the economic, social, and 

political decline experienced by the community.165 These essays, more than one of them 

authored by Soto himself, demonstrate a clear Mexican-American identity – pride in their 

cultural heritage, but calling on the readers to become involved in local politics, to unite behind 

political candidates, and to unify in their struggle to retain political and economic relevance as 

the demographics changed. The sense that the Mexican community belonged to Tucson, had 

helped build it, and deserved to reap the benefits of their citizenship and service, found a voice 

on the pages of the newspapers. Residing in a city where city planners wanted to remove the 

historical downtown and its communal identity, simply living everyday life as a Mexican in 

Tucson became an act of resistance. As Anglo planners sought to redevelop downtown, the act of 

                                                           
163 Kaye Lynn Briegel, Alianza Hispano-Americana, 1894–1965 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Southern California, 
1974). 
164 Hence the more inclusive name Alianza Hispanoamericana. 
165 Such as an essay by Ramón Soto in El Fronterizo on July 9, 1892, that calls for the unification of Mexicanos in 
Tucson to better their situation in the United States. 
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maintaining a successful business or publicly celebrating a holiday with folkloric music, dance, 

and dress became a means of performing a collective Mexican identity in the face of those who 

wanted to see it removed. Excluded from participation in their city’s growth, Tucson’s Mexican 

American community burst at the seams with creativity, ideas, and practical knowledge on how 

to govern, create alliances, and express their experience as members of a proud, historic 

community struggling against a systemic attempt to erase their existence. 

These cultural expressions helped maintain culture and a cohesive community among the 

Mexican community, but they did not penetrate the public face of Tucson’s official collective 

identity in more than superficial, aesthetic ways. After the 1880s, Anglo leadership never 

released its control over the public narrative of Tucson’s history and identity. The erasure of 

Mexican and mestizo contributions to Tucson remained in textbooks and travel publicity, and 

also held true in scholarship, from teleological political histories heralding the conquering Anglo 

as a civilizing force in a barbaric desert outpost, to cultural histories relating the development of 

art and music in the region. Three scholars in particular, one producing orchestral compositions 

in the 1930s through the 1950s, the other two historians writing in the 1960s, demonstrate how 

this erasure took place on an academic level.  

The musical work of Robert McBride (1911-2007), a well-respected Professor of Music 

at the University of Arizona, provides an example of how even scholars who appreciated 

Mexican culture and music overlooked its local presence. Born in Tucson, McBride completed 

his BA and MA in Music and Composition at the University of Arizona. He left Tucson in 1935 

to teach and work in the radio and television industry in Vermont and New York City, then 

returned the University in the 1950s to join the faculty of the School of Music. 166 McBride 

                                                           
166 James Reel, Cue Sheet Blogs, Arizona Public Media, July 16, 2007. https://blogs.azpm.org/b/cue-
sheet/2007/7/16/robert-mcbride/ Accessed by author on April 19, 2016. 

https://blogs.azpm.org/b/cue-sheet/2007/7/16/robert-mcbride/
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produced scores for radio, cinema, and television, and became known for both his prolific output 

and for his ability to paint moods, scenes, and emotions through music to help support a story 

and propel it forward.167 As musician trained in the 1920s and 30s, he joined the ranks of musical 

nationalists like Aaron Copland of the United States and Carlos Chávez of Mexico, becoming a 

friend and colleague of both. For his master’s thesis he produced a composition for full orchestra 

entitled Mexican Rhapsody (Appendix B, track 1).168 McBride did not provide any text 

indicating his inspiration for creating the piece, but the composition written for piccolo, flutes, 

oboes, English horn, clarinets, bassoons, trombones, tuba, trumpets, timpani, strings etc., 

followed European orchestral structure with the addition of castanets, a washboard, maracas, and 

a wood block to infuse the movements with Latin rhythm and sound. The 1935 composition is 

contemporary with, and similar in structure to, Carlos Chávez’s Sinfonía India (Appendix B, 

track 2). Instead of layering sounds of indigenous rhythms and instruments over a symphonic 

orchestra composition like Chávez’s symphony, McBride wove bits and pieces of globally-

recognized and iconic melodies from popular Mexican music into his master’s project. The 

layers of colonialization reflect clearly across these two compositions: Chávez infused 

indigenous sounds into a European musical structure, an indigenous aesthetic over European 

design. In turn, McBride’s sets Mexican aesthetic enhancements over an American/European 

design, with touches of jazz syncopation to set the piece firmly in the United States. In 

McBride’s work his ethnic flavor comes from the modern canción mexicana, the representation 

of U.S. expansionism in the U.S. southwest. The melodies of “Cuatro milpas,” “El Jarabe 

Tapatío,” “Allá en el Rancho Grande,” “La Cucaracha,” and “La Diana” all weave their way 

                                                           
167 Arizona Daily Star, “Robert McBride,” Obituary, July 4, 1987. Accessed online on 6/26/2017 at 
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/tucson/obituary.aspx?n=robert-guyn-mcbride&pid=90162871.  
168 Robert McBride, Mexican Rhapsody for Symphony Orchestra, (Master’s thesis, The University of Arizona: 1935). 
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through his score, each claiming its turn as the principal melody. While it is noteworthy that an 

Anglo graduate student from Tucson in 1935 should focus on the music of Mexico in his thesis 

project, there is no indication he did so out of any recognition of the musical identity of his home 

community. In step with Tucson’s Anglo leadership of the 1930s, he looked southward for 

Mexican culture and inspiration. Unlike tourists who came to Tucson to cross the border, 

McBride traveled throughout Mexico, gaining a broader understanding of regional differences 

between peoples and cultural practices. He received grant funding to travel to Mexico to study, 

and incorporated internationally iconic selections from the country’s popular music into his 

thesis composition.169 Upon completing his Master’s degree, McBride moved to Vermont to 

teach at Bennington College before relocating to New York to compose for the television 

industry. He returned to Tucson in 1957 to teach for the University of Arizona. Here, he 

rekindled his connection with Carlos Chávez, spent more time in Mexico as part of his academic 

pursuits, revived Mexican Rhapsody to record it with the Polish national orchestra, and 

composed a new symphony, Panorama of Mexico, for the University of Arizona School of 

Music’s 75th anniversary in the 1959-1960 academic year (Appendix B, track 3). Panorama of 

Mexico reveals a profound evolution in McBride’s style, a maturation and growth in complexity 

and nuance in the creation of soundscapes, the signature form for which he gained his musical 

reputation. In contrast to the recognizable melodies in Mexican Rhapsody, Panorama of Mexico 

contains no recognizable phrases, but an ever-present sense of a song almost recognized. The 

composition provides a musical portrait of Mexico’s vast and varied geography, and hints of the 

different regional musical sounds, without ever bringing one into full focus. As a musical 

portrait, it is complicated, intricate, involved, and speaks to a much deeper understanding of 

                                                           
169 Arizona Daily Star, “McBride,” Obituary. 
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Mexico’s culture and music than his work of 1933, capturing perhaps unintentionally the 

country’s own struggle to blend itself into a single culture and come into focus as a peaceful, 

stable country. As lovely and complicated as McBride’s work is, as much as it matured through 

his career, as he composed these two pieces celebrating Mexican culture and music, it is clear he 

was looking at a Mexico south of the border as he did so, not toward the Tucson barrios where 

this same music he used for inspiration was being written, played, enacted, and enjoyed. 

Two other scholars published broad histories of music in Arizona and in Tucson, both in 

the 1960s. Neither author reflected on the contribution of Mexican music to local culture in their 

work. Dr. B. M. Bakkegard, a musicology professor at the University of Texas whose research 

focused on indigenous music throughout the Americas, published a 1960 article covering “The 

History of Music in Arizona before 1912.” He began his essay with discussions of different 

indigenous music practices, followed by an exploration of the influence of the Spanish 

missionaries and the music tied to the purpose of the mission. He ends with the influx of U.S. 

military bands and European-style full orchestras by the late 19th century.170 Bakkegard’s 

research ends in 1912, the year Arizona became a state. Tucson’s Mexican population still held 

the demographic majority in Tucson in 1912, and the Festival de San Agustín, which had been so 

loud and raucous as to warrant closure, had been repressed only a few years earlier.171 Despite 

these public clashes involving the Mexican musical tradition in one of Arizona’s largest and 

oldest cities, Bakkegard made no mention of the popular music that brought life to the streets of 

Tucson: the stringed ensembles that played serenades, accompanied weddings, funerals, and 

                                                           
170 B. M. Bakkegard, "Music in Arizona Before 1912" (Journal of Research in Music Education, v. VIII, no. 2, Fall, 
i960). 
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national holidays, and that otherwise created the cultural soundscape, at times solemn, others 

festive, of the founding population of the southwest city.  

A second scholar, Joseph Cordeiro, also overlooked the local Mexican musical heritage 

in his 1968 dissertation titled A Century of Musical Development in Tucson, Arizona 1867-

1967.172 Cordeiro studied at the University of Arizona’s School of Music during the years Robert 

McBride was on the faculty. The university sits just two miles from the downtown region that, as 

Cordeiro researched and defended his work, was embroiled in a political battle to stop the 

destruction of its historic Mexican barrios. Cordeiro granted the topic of Mexican music two 

paragraphs in his introductory pages where he relegated it to “small informal ensembles” 

representative of a quaint, anecdotal past that “has never been completely forgotten.”173 By 

defining contemporary Mexican music in Tucson as a quaint act of remembering, Cordeiro 

confirmed his view of the directionality of the Mexican music tradition in Tucson – as a waning 

element of a past day, a worldview consistent with the urban development plans to raze 

downtown and relegate the historic barrios to memory as well. Rather than recognizing the music 

of this community, Cordeiro determined that music, or his definition of music, first arrived in 

Tucson when the Fort Lowell band began playing concerts for civilians in the 1870s.174 Like 

other Anglo historians, city planners, and residents, Cordeiro did not count the already existing 

groups as musical, and his notion of development and growth viewed the presence of the 

Mexican community and culture in Tucson as nothing more than a historical starting point. He 

then narrated how the city’s music developed away from this starting point during the course of 

the century that followed. While he recognized the existence of some small Mexican ensembles 

                                                           
172 Joseph A. Cordeiro, Century of Musical Development in Tucson, Arizona 1867-1967, (Ph.D. Dissertation, The 
University of Arizona, 1968).  
173 Cordeiro, 2. 
174 Cordeiro, 16. 
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in the 1960s, he viewed them only as nostalgic echoes of a fading past rather than representations 

of a living community.  

Cordeiro’s description of Tucson’s music underscores his understanding of which music 

deserves attention and why. Although he did not take the time to define the term “music,” the 

bulk of his research focused primarily on music taught and performed by formal education 

systems such as the local university or the public schools, or professional or semi-professional 

groups that established long-term, regular performances in the city. This focus on formal training 

stemmed from a common perception that confined the concept of music worthy of mention or 

study to musicians who played European styles and instruments and required formal, ongoing 

training.175 The smaller Mexican ensembles to which Cordeiro referred consisted largely of self-

taught, home-grown musicians who came together to meet specific musical needs of the 

community: celebrating birthdays and weddings, accompanying saint’s days and national 

holidays, providing ambiance at local restaurants, or providing private serenades for more 

intimate functions.  

The problem with this insistence on educational and presentational formality is that it 

excludes, by definition, some of the more legendary names in popular music. The life histories of 

musicians such as Lalo Guerrero, Alfredo Valenzuela, Lydia Mendoza, and Federico Ronstadt 

all evolved in a remarkably similar way: their interest in music began at home, with exposure to 

live music and instruments. These musicians felt compelled to learn the music, and had others 

                                                           
175 Guido Adler of Austria (1855-1941), musicology pioneer, divided the field into two separate foci: musicology 
and comparative musicology. The field musicology worked with the interpretation and analysis of European 
musics, while comparative musicology explored non-European styles. Comparative ethnomusicology evolved into 
the field known as Ethnomusicology, while musicologists like Cordeiro continued to focus on music with European 
roots.  The standard European worldview of the time held the European style as standard and superior, viewing 
other musics as deviating from this standard. See Bruno Nettle, The Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-One Issues 
and Concepts, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2005). 60-64. 
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around, available to teach, help, and guide them.176 Then, they simply played and continued to 

play, being paid for playing from their earliest days, improving and expanding repertoire through 

a lifetime of experience, continuously supported by the musical needs and preferences of their 

surrounding community. Given enough experience and perseverance, a musician could learn 

enough through this informal process to join a group or go solo, play regular gigs at a local 

venue or even begin traveling to perform on tour. The organic formation and informal learning 

process of these groups highlighted the ubiquitous nature of music in the Mexican community, 

but excluded them from Cordeiro’s focus on formalized study.  

Acknowledging that Cordeiro prioritized formal music education over home-trained 

performers does not fully explain the omission of Mexican music from his pages. Cordeiro’s 

erasure of Mexican music as part of Tucson’s living collective identity appears to stem from 

more than a simple preference for formal training. At the end of each chapter, after outlining 

educational programs and major bands, orchestras and choirs in a specific time period, Cordeiro 

dedicated a few paragraphs to amateur music clubs and ensembles, such as the Ukulele Club of 

the 1920s that performed for events hosted by the YMCA, Kiwanis, Rotary, and other 

organizations.177 The ukulele, a native Hawaiian instrument, emerged as a musical fad in the 

continental United States in the 1920s. Many small string ensembles in the Mexican community 

had existed for years by the 1920s, had a regular play schedule at restaurants or other clubs, and 

became popular as touring groups who traveled across the U.S. southwest. A number of these 

                                                           
176 For examples of the prevelance of this, compare the first musical experiences cited in Guerrero and Mentes. 
Lalo: My Life and Music, 8-9; Chris Strachwitz and James Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza: A Family Autobiography, 
(Houston: Arte Público Press, 1993); Yolanda Broyles-Gonzalez, Lydia Mendoza’s Life in Music: La historia de Lydia 
Mendoza, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001).; Ronstadt and. Ronstadt, Borderman; Linda Ronstadt, Simple 
Dreams: A Musical Memoir, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2013); and author’s interview with Alfredo Valenzuela, 
Tucson, Arizona, September 12, 2013.  
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groups had existed for generations, passing the musical dedication and talent from parent to 

child.178 The exclusion of these long-standing, multi-generational, professional Mexican 

ensembles, but not the Ukulele Club, from his musical history indicates that Cordeiro excluded 

the Mexican groups for reasons other than their informal, folk roots. The amateur folk groups 

Cordeiro included in his study all celebrated Anglo folk traditions, spoke and sang in English, 

formed part of Anglo popular culture, and performed for the Anglo community.  

Both Cordeiro and Bakkegard came across one music group of Mexican ancestry they 

deemed worthy of mention, yet they both whitewashed its history. Both scholars named Federico 

Ronstadt’s Club Filarmónico Tucsonense as one of Tucson’s early full orchestras, but both 

authors changed Mr. Ronstadt’s first name from the legally given Federico to the Germanic 

Fredrick. This Europeanization of Ronstadt’s name, whose full given name was Federico José 

María Ronstadt, appears to originate from a record at the Arizona Historical Society titled 

“Music in Tucson, 1880,” attributed to a “Frederick” Ronstadt, the legal name of Federico’s 

German-born father, Frederick Augustus.179 Whether purposeful or accidental, the ultimate effect 

of the Anglicization of the younger Ronstadt’s name was to obfuscate his connection to Mexican 

culture, language and music, and highlight instead the family’s German ancestry. Frederick 

Augustus migrated to northern Mexico from Hanover, Germany in the 1850s, where he married 

Mexican-born Margarita Redondo y Vasquez. The family ran a farm near the small town of 

Banamichí, Sonora. Young Federico was born in Banamichí, attended school in Sonora, spoke 

Spanish as his native language, and grew up immersed in northern Mexico’s rich cultural and 

                                                           
178 Author Interview with Fred Martinez, Tucson, AZ, May 18, 2016. Martinez mentioned a number of such groups 
who played regularly in the Casino ballroom beginning in the 1940s. Fathers would bring their young sons on 
stage once they learned to play, and as the years progressed, the children would take on group leadership and 
pass it to their own children. 

179 The names of these two men differ across sources. I am using the names as used in Ronstadt and Ronstadt, 
Borderman. Life history details in this paragraph also from this source. 
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musical world. Federico enjoyed sporadic formal music instruction during his schooling years, 

where he learned to play the flute.180 He also learned to sing and play the popular songs of 

Sonora from his mother, and this music formed part of his daily family life from his childhood 

into adulthood. One of Federico’s daughters, Luisa Ronstadt, who eventually became a 

professional international singer, published a booklet titled Canciones de mi Padre (a name also 

used by Linda Ronstadt in the 1980s for her album of mariachi music) out of the University of 

Arizona Press with the help of Frances Gillmor and the Tucson Folklore Committee. The booklet 

consisted of a collection of Spanish-language folk songs her father sung regularly to the family 

during her childhood. In the booklet’s dedication, Luisa fondly recalled summer nights with her 

father singing and playing these songs on his guitar, sharing the musical culture of his 

mexicanidad with the next generation of Tucsonenses.181  

Cordeiro credited Federico Ronstadt for forming Tucson’s first formal civilian music 

group, in contrast to the military origin of the Fort Lowell band. Despite the honor of this claim, 

other civilian groups already existed in Spanish-language Tucson – Ronstadt’s first memories of 

Tucson involve music: bands playing for Mexican independence day, a regular orchestra playing 

weekly gigs at Levin’s Park, a downtown beer hall and garden, and memories of dancing and 

singing to live music at social events.182 Perhaps the military-like uniforms and diverse repertoire 

of the Club Filarmónico set it apart, or perhaps Ronstadt’s light skin, Germanic last name, and 

eventual prominence in the business community led Cordeiro to notice and include him. 

Certainly, Cordeiro minimized any mention of Mexican ancestry or cultural influence on 

                                                           
180 Although Rondstadt does not specify details of his musical training in Borderman, in Tucson in the early 1880s 
he delivers a flute recital of Schubert’s serenade, p. 85, and mentions his flute-playing in other occasions (94). 
181 Espinel, Luisa, E..C. Espinel and E. Hague Voorheis, “Canciones de mi padre: Spanish Folksongs from Southern 
Arizona,” General Bulletin, The University of Arizona. 10, Vol XVII, No. 1.(January 1, 1946). 
182 Ronstadt, Borderman, 75-95.  
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Ronstadt or his band. As an interesting note, Cordeiro identified the cultural heritage of the 

European or U.S. musicians he listed in his dissertation, indicating from where they had migrated 

when they arrived in Tucson, whether from the eastern United States or from somewhere in 

Europe. For reasons unknown, he omitted this detail from Ronstadt’s biography. There is no 

mention of Ronstadt’s Mexican birth, that he spoke Spanish as a native language, or of his 

leadership in Tucson’s Mexican community.183 As a final act of erasure, Cordeiro also translated 

the name of Ronstadt’s band, referring to it as the Tucson Philharmonic Club throughout the 

body of his work. Accompanying the description, Cordeiro included an 1896 photograph of 

Ronstadt’s group, where the group’s Spanish-language name reads clearly across the face of the 

bass drum.184 

The Club Filarmónico circulated among and played primarily for the Mexican 

community in Tucson and in the Southwest. The group’s full repertoire included pieces from 

Mexican, European, and American composers, arranged by Ronstadt himself to best utilize the 

strengths of his musicians.185 Federico became a leader of Tucson’s Mexican community from an 

early age, including playing a prominent role in the September 16 Mexican Independence Day 

celebrations. His band played for U.S. and Mexican national holidays, and traveled to Nogales, 

Sonora to play for events and celebrations there, demonstrating their clear comfort with Mexican 

traditions and holidays. The Club played for a fundraiser in Carrillo Gardens in 1890 to help 

Leopardo Carrillo’s family with his care expenses when he fell ill, and played for the national 

Alianza Hispanoamericana conference in Los Angeles in 1896. The Southwest tour the Club 

Filarmónico took as part of their trip to play for the national Alianza Hispanoamericana meeting 

                                                           
183 Ronstadt, Borderman, relates an autobiographical account of his rise to a position of leadership in Tucson, 
beginning with a patriotic speech for Mexican Independence day when he was 15 years old (92-93). 
184 Cordeiro, 45. 
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made it the most well-known music group from Tucson in the 1890s. Their fame arose from their 

popularity among Mexican communities in Arizona, Sonora, and California. 

Despite the injustice inherent in excluding an entire ethnic population from a location’s 

historical narrative, Cordeiro may not have had any malicious desire to delete Mexican heritage 

from Tucson’s history. Working within his understanding of Tucson’s identity as an Anglo city, 

using the sources that were available to him, and following the academic standards of the time, 

his research and conclusions both confirmed the existence of and contributed to furthering the 

layers of invisibility cloaking Tucson’s Mexican and Mexican-American population during the 

first half of the twentieth century. Academic conventions of the 1960s often insisted upon 

translation of names and titles into the English language when practical, meaning he may have 

been responding to editorial pressures when he Anglicized the names in his dissertation.  

Truthfully, the source of the omission hardly matters. Regardless of whether these omissions 

stemmed from Cordeiro’s own personal agenda or from the structures provided by larger 

systemic discrimination, the rather broad erasure from Cordeiro’s dissertation of the Mexican 

heritage of Ronstadt, the musicians of the Club Filarmónico, and the community for which they 

played, only served to further occlude the importance of the Mexican cultural influence on 

Tucson’s past and present in the historical narrative. What remains abundantly clear is that the 

music traditions from Tucson’s Mexican community, despite being an organic cultural heritage 

expressed regularly and abundantly in numerous informal settings, formal occasions, and 

professional venues, did not receive recognition as part of the musical expressions of Tucson’s 

twentieth century collective identity by members of the Anglo community. Despite the central 

role that the Mexican community held in forging nineteenth century Tucson, and regardless of 

the great number of blended families with heritage from both Anglo and Mexican settlers to the 
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region, as the twentieth century progressed, the cultural “we” expressed by Anglos 

unambiguously excluded the local population of Mexican descent.  

The narratives produced by the musical production and academic research of McBride, 

Bakkegard, and Cordeiro, reveal how slowly the process of cultural change progressed, 

particularly among members of the privileged class, e.g. those who never had to question their 

status in society nor their place as a location’s rightful inheritors. The legal discrimination of 

people of color ended in 1963 with the Civil Rights Act, but individuals and local communities 

experienced neither immediate transformation nor full compliance. The compositions of 

McBride predated the major years of the Civil Rights movement, but by the time Cordeiro ended 

his research in 1967, the process of social change had taken root both culturally and legally on a 

national level, and had erupted locally in a political, cultural, and geographical battle. The violent 

and painful process of integrating Black youth into public schools had begun over a decade 

earlier, the activism of Martin Luther King, Jr. and César Chávez headlined national news, the 

Civil Rights Act had passed, and assassins had taken the lives of John F. Kennedy and Malcolm 

X. In downtown Tucson, barely two miles from the campus where Cordeiro studied, the Mexican 

community was engaged in an active, public struggle to save its businesses, homes, and historic 

neighborhoods from destruction as part of a process of urban renewal. Despite the racial and 

social struggles occurring around the country and blocks away, the sources Cordeiro selected for 

his research did little to challenge his worldview. His reliance on English-language documents 

recorded by people intent on establishing their political, economic, and cultural leadership over 

Tucson meant he missed entirely the culture, music, history, and richness of Tucson’s parallel 

Spanish-language realm.   
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An additional complication adding to the invisibility of Mexican music prior to the 1960s 

had to do with is décor and instrumentation, which Anglo settlers viewed as overly feminine. 

The first officially recognized formal bands in Tucson, the Camp Lowell band and the 

Filarmónica Tucsonense, both formed full military-style bands, complete with uniforms, 

trumpets, and horns. Loud, portable, and weatherproof, horns added acoustic volume and 

percussive sound to a full orchestra. Horns were outside instruments, loud, dominant, and public, 

and they represented instruments of military precision and war.186 They contained no delicate 

strings, reeds, or wooden parts that failed in contact with water, and their intrinsic volume served 

to communicate across the battlefield. As war instruments, trumpets and horns assumed a 

masculine, patriarchal, dominant voice.  Once the Fiesta de San Agustin closed, the majority of 

Tucson’s Mexican music was performed on various sizes of guitars and violins, soft, indoor 

instruments with delicate strings that needed protection and regular replacement. Stringed 

instruments also allowed musicians to accompany themselves as they sang, an impossible feat 

for a horn player. In addition to the soft sound and delicate nature of stringed instruments, the 

lyrics and vocal melodies of la música cósmica expressed deep, strong emotions: love (Ojos 

verdes), nostalgia (Mexico Lindo y querido), pain (Paloma Negra), and loss (La llorona), as well 

as moral messages and warnings (Delgadina). Not just the lyrics, but the melodies and vocal 

inflections of the singers, particularly in the popular boleros and the later rancheras, expressed a 

deep emotional quality, one that clashed with masculine sensitivities in the United States. 

Finally, the clothing worn by Mexican musicians also appeared feminine to the Anglo observer. 

As the Mexican nationalist music agenda progressed in the 1920s and 30s, troubadours and 

                                                           
186 See Ellen Kosokoff, A Feminist Ethnomusicology: Writings on Music and Gender, (Baltimore: University of Illinois 
Press, 2014) for a theoretical discussion of the gendered nature of music and instruments, particularly pp. 125-132.  
For a specific example of the gendered interpretation of horned instruments in Arizona, see David Gornston, “I like 
girls.” Arizona Music News, IV (3), February 1960.  
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mariachis donned white linen suits worn in the countrysides by campesinos, or charro suits with 

embroidered borders and tassels, and long lines of shiny metal coins down each pant leg. When 

the expression of Mexican music involved marching trumpets down Main Street, the Anglo 

community took notice and even offense, as they did with the Festival de San Agustín. Yet when 

played as an emotional genre by soft, delicate strings, Anglos viewed Mexican music as a more 

feminine and submissive form, a music that posed no threat to Anglo plans to dominate the city,  

transforming it physically and culturally. 

The marginalization and invisibility of non-Anglo populations occurred in cities and 

towns all across the United States, eventually erupting in organized activism for civil rights 

across many ethnic and cultural groups.187 Tucson’s uniqueness in this phenomenon lay not in 

the anti-Mexican prejudice, but in the timing of the events that elicited the political activism, 

self-awareness, organization, and cultural expression of its Mexican community, expressions that 

emerged as early as the 1890s. Mexican-Americans nationwide experienced a similar sense of 

betrayal on a much larger scale a half-century later. The Chicano movement that erupted as a 

powerful force of activism in the 1960s and 1970s found its roots in the unwillingness of 

veterans of Mexican descent from World War II, Korea, and Vietnam, to return home and face 

substandard treatment in the country they had risked their lives to protect.  The fact that these 

veterans had sacrificed their lives and personal safety to promote and protect the nation instilled 

in them the expectation that they could and should continue to contribute to and benefit from 

their service and citizenship. Unlike previous periods in history, by mid-century the U.S. 

Mexican population had the social capital and political momentum to organize, consolidate, and 

press for change on a national level. On a smaller scale, but no less heartfelt, Tucson’s Mexican 
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community faced similar frustrations in the late nineteenth century. The founding families and 

later settlers had forged the small city, survived centuries of harsh desert climate, and protected it 

from incursions of many kinds. They took pride in the contributions and sacrifices they and their 

families had made in building Tucson, and believed fervently in their right to contribute to the 

city’s future development and receive the full benefits from their service and citizenship.  

Re-writing Tucson’s history and marginalizing its Mexican residents neither silenced 

them nor inspired them to leave. To the contrary, while the new city leadership from the 1880s 

onward looked to transform Tucson into a modern, Anglo, United States metropolis, members of 

Tucson’s Mexican community turned to the rich resources already at their disposal and entered a 

period of particularly active creativity in an attempt to mitigate the community’s economic, 

political, and cultural decline. Unlike Mexican towns elsewhere in the southwest, Tucson’s long 

history and relatively early development meant that denizens like Carlos Velasco and Ramón 

Soto had the resources and wherewithal to form the first and largest national mutual aid society 

for Mexican Americans in the United States. It also meant that the father of Chicano music, 

Eduardo “Lalo” Guerrero, found inspiration for his groundbreaking cultural observations and 

hybrid blending of Mexican, Latin American, and Anglo language, melody, and rhythm in the 

barrio streets of his youth, becoming an early pioneer in turning this unique Chicano hybridity 

into a proud, energetic, vocal musical style. Yet the influence of la música cósmica touched even 

creative pioneers like Lalo Guerrero, whose career began by playing iconic musical pieces for 

Tucson parties and radio stations. And even as he advanced to creating new, exceedingly popular 

musical genres during in his career, he always maintained a respect and a love for la música 

cósmica, the music that launched his career and sustained his Tucson community.  
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Thus, la música cósmica endured and thrived, playing a daily role in the life of Tucson’s 

community. The days where a prominent Mexican family could invite a U.S. General and the 

U.S. military band to play at an elaborate Mexican dinner ended in the 1880s, yet the families 

who had hosted those parties did not leave. While many Anglos arrived in Tucson with 

preconceived ideas that the local Mexican community would soon be subsumed, eradicated, or 

acculturated, their attempts to do so only inspired acts of resistance and cultural consolidation. In 

the 1890s, Tucson’s Mexican community formed an alliance around social justice, civil rights, 

and resistance to the encroaching U.S. hegemony. It found itself in the unique position, at least 

among U.S. Mexican communities of the time, of having access to places, spaces, and 

technologies to develop and share their voices. Although the power and prejudices of the 

encroaching Anglo community increasingly rendered them invisible, Mexicans in Tucson wrote, 

sang, and expressed their individual and collective identities in voices that traveled far from 

Tucson and resonated in much larger circles. 

As the Anglo city leaders looked forward and away from the city’s Mexican roots, and 

developed plans to raze historical buildings, they neglected to see the musical expressions 

bursting forth from Tucson’s streets. The next chapter contrasts the invisibility of Tucson’s 

Mexican community in these early historical records with the response the music received 

nationally and internationally in the 1930s through the 1960s, recognizing these emerging voices 

as an early front in a national social and cultural shift. While city planners attempted to minimize 

attention to Tucson’s Mexican population or relegate it to an aesthetic attraction for tourists, 

these musicians attracted national attention, pushed the vanguard of U.S. cultural expression, and 

evoked memories of home for soldiers of all backgrounds on the front lines of a world war. 

Tucson’s music also seeped southward into Mexico itself, continuing to add to and alter the 
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music that symbolized the identity of a nation to which Tucson no longer belonged. Through all 

of this, la música cósmica, the unmistakable musical backbone of Mexican identity, provided a 

solid foundation for affirmations of mexicaniadad and explorations of what it meant to be 

Mexican in a hybrid, changing city, borderland, nation, and world. 
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Chapter 4: Songs of Invisibility 
 

Lalo Guerrero, “Barrio Viejo” 

 

 

In the spring of 1939, four young men from Tucson hopped in the back of a brand new 

Ford with their instruments and performance attire to cross the country and represent Tucson at 

the New York World’s Fair.188 Roy Wollam, then Secretary of the Tucson Chamber of 

Commerce, drove the group on their long multi-day trip, and coached them on how to respond to 

any questions posed to them as representatives of their hometown. Of all the small folk groups in 

southern Arizona, this group had more experience touring, playing on radio and on screen, and 

performing live in a variety of arenas. Furthermore, with their broad Spanish-language 

repertoire, they could help the Chamber with its agenda of promoting Tucson as the doorway to 

exotic Mexico. The Chamber paid all the expenses for the trip to showcase Tucson as an 

intriguing tourist destination on an international stage.  

The group’s uniforms recalled Mexican campesino wear: white linen suits, colorful 

sarapes, broad-brimmed straw hats, and leather huarache sandals. Visitors to the Arizona 

Pavilion heard the men sang popular songs from Mexico, entirely in Spanish, accompanied only 

                                                           
188 Lalo Guerrero and Sherilyn Mentes. Lalo: My Life and Music, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2002), p. 

70. 

Viejo barrio, barrio viejo 

Viejo barrio, barrio viejo 

Solo hay lugares parejos 

donde un día hubo casas, 

donde vivió nuestra raza. 

Solo quedan los escombros 

de los hogares felices, 

de las alegras familias 

de esa gente que yo quise. 

 

Old neighborhood, neighborhood of old 

Old neighborhood, neighborhood of old 

There are only flattened spaces 

Where there once were houses 

Where our people (la raza) lived 

There only remains the debris 

Of the happy homes 

Of the joyful families 

Of the people I loved. 
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by their guitars. The musicians, Lalo Guerrero, Chole Salaz, Greg “Goyo” Escalante, and Joe 

“Yuca” Salaz, had accepted the invitation for this all-expense-paid trip by the Tucson Chamber 

of Commerce, whose members saw an opportunity to promote the city as a tourist destination on 

the world stage. Through the music of the Tucson-born members of Los Carlistas, the Chamber 

hoped to bolster tourism by communicating the city’s allure as a gateway to exotic Mexico.189   

The theme of the World’s Fair, “Building the World of Tomorrow; Preserving the World 

of Yesterday,” notwithstanding, members of the Chamber of Commerce seemed oblivious to the 

inherent irony in this marketing venture. The planning period for the New York trip and 

Tucson’s representation at the World’s Fair had coincided with unveiling of the city’s 1938 

Regional Plan. Supported by the Chamber of Commerce, the plan threatened the very 

neighborhoods in which the young musicians lived. Despite their selection as city representatives 

and an all-expense-paid trip to New York, the young men did not count among the city’s 

cherished citizens. Lalo Guerrero had only recently returned to Tucson, his family having 

previously relocated to Mexico City as part of the nation-wide repatriation plan of the 1930s.190 

While the Chamber of Commerce valued Los Carlistas as a marketing tool, they did not intend 

to present them as members of a vibrant, living, Tucson culture. The Chamber wished only to 

draw people’s attention to their city’s proximity to Mexico, a theme echoed on their tourist 

brochures of the time.191 Chamber members also did not wish to give these young men too much 

liberty to discuss the reality of their lives in Tucson. Some members expressed concern when Los 

Carlistas received a spot on Major Bowes Amateur Hour, a national program broadcast weekly 
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from Radio City Music Hall.192 Roy Wollam and other chamber members trained the young men 

on how to represent Tucson on the air. Thus, after belting out a spirited version of “Guadalajara, 

Guadalajara” on national radio, Los Carlistas related the Chamber-approved history of Tucson, 

mentioning Father Kino and the Spanish missions, the Tohono O’odham Easter festival, the 

desert vegetation, the sprawling ranches, and the opportunities to ride horseback. Here Tucson’s 

relationship with its Mexican and indigenous citizens emerged on full display: in the description 

provided by Los Carlistas, the Spanish missionaries had left long ago, leaving behind abandoned 

religious architecture of a past era; indigenous adaptations of Christian festivals served solely as 

exotic tourist attractions; and Mexican culture could be experienced sixty miles south. On the 

Major Bowes Amateur Radio Hour, Tucson’s home-grown Los Carlistas sang a heartfelt 

rendering, in unintelligible (to most of his listeners) Spanish, of far-off Guadalajara – an 

unfathomable fantasy rather than part of the daily reality of Tucson’s collective soul.193  

The disconnect between how Anglo and non-Anglo residents viewed their place in the 

shared city emerged in the narratives told by newspapers, historians, public education goals and 

city planners of the time. In 1939, the Chamber of Commerce saw Lalo Guerrero and his musical 

quartet as quaint folk singers capable of attracting tourists, not noticing or comprehending their 

significance to their living home community. Lalo Guerrero had already reached legendary status 

in the barrio by 1937, when he first began performing English-language popular songs on an 

English-language radio station with two high school friends, an unheard-of crossover for a 

smallpox-scarred young man from South Meyer Street.194 By 1939, his new group Los Carlistas 

had recorded singles in Los Angeles (Appendix B, track 4) and appeared in a Gene Autry movie. 
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They had reached such fame in Tucson that Lalo Guerrero’s guitar would be stolen within 

months of their return from New York, and stories about its theft and whereabouts would 

circulate throughout Tucson and onto the battlefields of a global war.195  

In general, Anglo Tucson overlooked the vibrancy and cultural strength of the local 

Mexican community through the first decades of the twentieth century, rendering it practically 

invisible in English-language newspapers, radio shows, political bodies, and city planning. 

Despite this invisibility, Mexican culture and identity continued to bolster the individual and 

collective identities of the city’s Spanish-speaking citizens, as can be seen in some of the more 

mundane daily details of daily life. For example, Nando Zepeda recalled his first day at a private 

elementary school in the early 1940s, after his parents determined the local public school did not 

meet their needs.196 On a suffocating August morning, the young Zepeda found himself 

sweltering in a line of boys ready to enter second grade at Saints Peter and Paul Catholic School.  

As the boys moved one by one to register their names, the nun at the head of the line asked each 

of them their name, then queried, “Roman or Orthodox?” The nun would mark each boy 

accordingly and tell him which classroom to enter. Nando pondered over the second question as 

his turn approached, unsure how to answer. When his turn came to declare his religious 

affiliation, he firmly declared, “Mexican.” The nun looked at him sternly but decided he spoke in 

earnest. She marked his name on the roster and directed him to his classroom.  

Nando’s affirmation of his mexicanidad, or Mexican identity, in the 1940s provided one 

indication that the decades-long efforts to dismantle Tucson’s Mexican sector had not succeeded. 

The mayor’s office had shut down the month-long Festival de San Agustín at the turn of the 

century; the public school board set curriculum to acculturate its students to Anglo language and 
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culture starting in the 1890s; teachers tracked non-Anglo students into working sector jobs rather 

than higher education throughout; and non-Anglo political representation ceased to exist in any 

meaningful way after the 1880s.197 Yet in the church services Nando attended throughout his life, 

the clergy and parishioners spoke Spanish. The food, music, and people that gathered in the 

fellowship hall and the cathedral grounds came from culturally-Mexican families, as did he. The 

holiday traditions and social connections that pervaded his young life all claimed Mexican roots. 

Thus, despite being born in Arizona from a family who had been in the U.S. for generations and 

experienced prejudice against their heritage and language, when queried, six-year old Nando 

proudly declared his unequivocal mexicanidad. 

The Chamber of Commerce valued the music, food, and cultural expressions of the 

Mexican and Native American communities as marketing ploys. In response to Phoenix’s 

homogenous whiteness, Tucson promoted its exotic, non-Anglo side by promoting relics of 

Native American culture and the proximity of Mexico, sixty miles away. Despite using home-

grown musical talent as a lure, city representatives promoted Mexican people and culture as 

existing south of the border line, overlooking, or choosing not the see, the local cultural 

strength.198 Because Anglo Tucson fixed its gaze elsewhere during the early- to mid-twentieth 

century, its academic and cultural attention missed the rich display of musical culture in the heart 

of its downtown. Tucson’s musicians rode the cultural avant-garde, created musical genres, and 

brought innovative styles to the world stage, styles that resonated with youth from across the 

United States.  

                                                           
197 James Officer tracks Mexican representation in Tucson politics through the 1960s. Political representatives of 
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Diss., The University of Arizona, 1964), 55-57.  

198 Otero, 71; and Guerreo, 70. 
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By the 1930s, Spanish- and English- language communities in Tucson enjoyed separate 

newspapers, lending agencies, supply and grocery markets, clothing stores, radio stations, and 

churches. The existence of two parallel cultures within Tucson meant that Anglo planners and 

politicians had little understanding of how strong Tucson’s Mexican community remained by the 

1930s and 1940s, despite the economic and political struggles the community had faced. Young 

Nando Zepeda’s understanding of himself as Mexican was not accidental, nor did he represent an 

anomaly in Tucson. Although demographically small compared to Los Angeles, San Antonio, 

and other cities of the U.S. southwest, the uniquely strong position of Tucson’s Mexican 

community in the nineteenth century provided them with a strong core, a particularly articulate 

voice of resistance and solidarity in the twentieth. Music, in a variety of styles and genres, played 

a central role in this process. The music enjoyed by Tucsonans of Mexican descent included a 

wide variety of performance and participatory art. Venues like El Teatro Carmen, which opened 

its doors in 1915, provided a place for traveling musicians from Mexico and Spain to play for 

Tucson’s wealthier citizens and Spanish-speaking visitors. Zarzuelas (a musical comedy 

originating in Spain and popular throughout Mexico),199 popular singers, and variety shows 

included Tucson as a regular stop on their tours of northern Mexico and the U.S. southwest, 

enjoying the enthusiastic crowds and the comforts, rare for a U.S. city at that time, that Tucson 

had to offer Spanish-speaking travelers. Access to artistic music performances of this style and 

caliber helped retain the tastes and styles of Tucson’s wealthier Mexican-descent families 

through their decline. Although many suffered financially after the 1880s, they still enjoyed an 

evening at the theater where they could don elegant eveningwear, keep up with the most recent 

artistic and theatrical trends, and enjoy performances alongside Mexico’s visiting elite.  
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Beyond the music in formal and artistic venues, and with a more profound impact on the 

population’s collective sense of identity, popular Mexican song played a regular role in daily life. 

The music itself was endemic to the city and its people, part of daily home life. It passed to new 

musicians through family members and friends, and appeared everywhere, in spaces large and 

public, and small and private. Federico Ronstadt’s memoirs speak of an active musical 

community when he arrived in Tucson in the 1880s, one that regularly requested entertainment 

from musicians and worked constantly to recruit new members.200 Alex Levin’s downtown had a 

hired orchestra to play for its clientele, and Carrillo Gardens, an outdoor park near the Santa 

Cruz River, boasted a regular ensemble that played each Sunday as families enjoyed their 

outings. Ronstadt’s daughter, Luisa Espinel, recalled summer evenings on the family’s porch 

with her father strumming the guitar and singing songs from his Sonoran childhood.201 Manuel 

Montijo, Jr., whose father played in multiple bands and orchestras with Federico Ronstadt, 

learned to love music through his father and became an expert in both classical and popular 

styles.202 Lalo Guerrero (1916-2005) learned to sing and play the guitar from his mother, whose 

singing served as a backdrop for his daily routine of chores, meals, and work at their Tucson 

home on South Meyer Street. Music was an endemic, natural, daily home experience for many 

Tucsonans. As a result, the majority of Tucson’s performers of Mexican music recount first 

learning music at home. 

This musical phenomenon was not unique to Tucson. Music simply emanated from 

Mexican homes, streets, businesses, churches, and community events, whether in Mexico or the 
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United States. José “Tata Pépe” Fierro, who played and sang in Tucson from the late 1960s into 

the 1980s, learned guitar not at home, but from the owners of a barbershop where he worked in 

Naco, Sonora.203 Houston-born Lydia Mendoza (1916-2007) also learned to sing and play from 

her mother. She picked up some of her favorite songs from the music in the streets as she ran 

errands for her family in Monterrey, Nuevo León, running home to figure out and write down 

what she could remember, and seeking out what she could not.204 Musical families tended to 

beget musical children, and Tucson, despite its relatively small population, enjoyed a great 

number of families that produced generations of musical talent.  

The organic nature of this musicality cemented the invisibility of these hometown singers 

and their music in academic studies like Joseph Cordeiro’s,205 yet the sheer demand for these 

musicians demonstrated the central and fundamental importance of this music to Tucson and 

other communities of Mexican origin in the United States. Singers who crossed the border to 

perform found the demand for Mexican song higher in the U.S. than in Mexico, confirming the 

great desire Mexicans living in the U.S. felt for the cultural and linguistic affirmation of Spanish-

language song. Lydia Mendoza, who sang and recorded in Monterrey and throughout the U.S. 

southwest, enjoyed success on both sides of the border.206 Nonetheless, U.S. crowds responded 

to her with an enthusiasm that exceeded those of audiences in Mexico.207 She met with a cooler 

reception from audiences and producers in central and south Mexico where music patrons did not 
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appreciate her solo singing style, border language, and cultural mannerisms.208 Los Alegres de 

Terán, a norteño group from Terán, Nuevo León, moved to McAllen, Texas in the mid-1950s in 

response to the great devotion and enthusiasm of the fans north of the border.209 The same can be 

said of the infamous Los Tigres del Norte from Sinaloa, Mexico, who moved to San José, 

California in the 1960s. While they found success as norteño singers in Northern Mexico, Los 

Alegres de Terán related that its U.S. fans responded with greater gratitude and emotion than 

Mexican audiences. In another example even further north, Lydia Mendoza’s family signed a 

contract to work as beet farmers in Michigan for a season.  They worked with mediocre success 

in the fields, but after their fellow laborers heard them play, they insisted they leave the field and 

dedicate themselves fully to music.210 In this way, the Mendoza family used music to survive the 

economic hardship of the Great Depression: receiving payment from agricultural laborers for the 

music they provided, rather than working in the fields themselves. In each of these cases – the 

Mendoza family, Los Alegres, Los Tigres, Tata Pépe, Manuel Montijo, Jr., and others – the 

musicians found their niche playing both new, emerging popular songs and old, classical 

favorites – the evolving yet ever-present body of la música cósmica in these diaspora 

communities. Living and working north of the border, in a country that treated members of the 

Mexican working class like second-class citizens, the linguistic, historical and cultural 

affirmation provided by la música cósmica drew great crowds to their performances. 

In the case of Tucson, where the dominant Anglo narrative systematically involved a 

process of pushing back and marginalizing a previously dominant Mexican cultural expression, 

la música cósmica served as both a living affirmation of cultural identity and a means of 
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constructing a historical counternarrative. The Tucson community’s particular dedication to live 

music increased the power and opportunity this music had to create and confirm identities. In 

performing the music live, the musicians and audience became part of a social ritual that both 

expressed and affirmed the individual and collective identities of those present. Furthermore, live 

music’s ephemeral, immediate quality made it available only to the people located in the specific 

time and place in which it occurred, making it a particularly strong vehicle for developing a 

sense of cohesion and identity.211  

Being involved in an event with live music built memories, traditions, and collective 

history, particularly in large events full of ritual and recognition of tradition, such as weddings, 

quinceañeras, anniversaries, funerals, national holidays, and other milestones that drew large, 

celebratory or commemorative crowds. These family-centered events attracted extended, 

multigenerational families, drawing together people from different political perspectives and 

economic levels, and the music played in these celebrations injected itself into the memories of 

all who attended, forming a collective bond of community around the event and the music. 

Unlike photographs or other physical artifacts that can instill memories on sight from a location 

an individual has visited even only once, musical memories must be crafted, created, and built 

through time, even if that time is only the length of a song.212 Musical memories also evoke 

emotions and sentiments in manners unique to other types of artifact memories, whether one is 

participating in the music-making or simply listening.213 The repetition of la música cósmica at 

places and events throughout Mexican Tucson’s social spaces built these memories, bonded the 
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community across generations, and ensured that as the younger generations grew, they would 

remember these experiences, the times their family and community came together to perform a 

celebratory or commemorative act through the common body of music.  

Not everyone felt included and happily enveloped by la música cósmica at these events. 

Nando Zepeda remembered disliking the songs from the cancionero mexicano in his childhood, 

particularly the boleros from the 1930s and 40s, tuning them out as best he could when he heard 

them.214 Yet his perspective changed as he grew, and as an adult he found himself enjoying and 

moved by the emotive expressions of the songs he had previously disliked. By the time he retired 

in Tucson, he sought out mariachi and trios for his own private festivals, requesting the boleros, 

rancheras, and waltzes he avoided in his youth. The songs not only brought him enjoyment, they 

also recalled memories of events of his childhood, reconnecting his adult identity as a Mexican 

man and military veteran to his childhood roots in Tucson’s vibrant musical culture.   

Nando’s story serves as one example of how Tucson’s música cósmica held significance 

for a U.S.-born individual of Mexican descent, and inspired a Mexican identity in a U.S. context. 

It might be tempting to interpret the love of la música cósmica in the United States as a means 

for seeking and recalling national identity by a diaspora community living in perpetual exile, but 

this would be inaccurate.215 In some circumstances, such as seasonal laborers on temporary 

contracts, Mexicans who left the country for political reasons, or others who fled Revolutionary 

violence, this interpretation might stand. Certainly, the música cósmica held particular 

significance for migrants who left their country by force, unwillingly, or with plans to return to 

their home and families. Yet la música cósmica also remained popular among people who had 
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never been to Mexico, nor planned to. Many, like Nando Zepeda, who identified as culturally 

and linguistically Mexican, held U.S. citizenship and stemmed from families who had lived in 

the same place for multiple generations, predating incorporation into United States itself. For 

these citizens, the memories and heritage they recalled when hearing la música cósmica did not 

stem from Mexico but from the United States, and the community to which they belonged. They 

drew their collective sense of mexicanidad from their experiences in Tucson and from the social 

and political trajectory of U.S. history.  

As Nando’s story also illustrates, while la música cósmica built community cohesion and 

identity around a repertoire celebrating regional traditions and memories, each person interpreted 

their idea of what it meant to be Mexican in their own individual way.216 The range of responses 

to la música cósmica in the interviews conducted for this research demonstrate the diversity of 

experiences within the community and its musical representation. For Alfredo Valenzuela, the 

music called to him from childhood and always evoked a sense of joy, memory, and identity. 

Like Nando Zepeda, Isabel García related rejecting her father’s music as a youth, but coming to 

appreciate it years later. Frank Martinez and Raúl Aguirre embraced and enjoyed all kinds of 

music, particularly new music that pushed the limits of style and genre, but they both 

intrinsically understood the centrality and importance of la música cósmica in Tucson, 

dedicating their careers to its performance and maintenance as well as to bringing in new sounds 

and styles. In the end, all of the interviewees, whether professionally musical or not, despite 

political and cultural differences, regardless of their own sense of mexicanidad, and independent 

of whether they appreciated popular Mexican music in their youth, all related life stories that 

                                                           
216 Edward Said discusses personal reception and the power of music to help humans come to terms with their 
particular worlds in Musical Elaborations, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991). 
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revolved around Tucson’s música cósmica, and all voiced a love for and appreciation of the 

music as adults.  

 Classic, popular Mexican songs, la música cósmica of Tucson, remained in high demand 

as the decades progressed, existing as part of both a cultural and monetary economy. The 

collective repertoire developed through a process of exchange that generated a cultural feedback 

loop: between a patron’s desire to hear music, and the preparation of a musician to meet that 

demand, lie the key to maintaining a vibrant, robust, and resilient musical community that 

continued to thrive in spite of political, economic, or social woes. Men with regular jobs during 

the day could supplement their income during their off-hours by picking up an instrument and 

serving the musical needs of the community.217 If a musician could not find work, the coins they 

collected from playing streets, restaurants, and parties helped them eke through a difficult 

economic time. Once José Fierro left his job as a barber in Naco, he moved to Tucson and 

opened his own salon.218 He survived periods of slow business by playing and singing the songs 

he had learned in Naco at local restaurants on weeknights and weekends. Although people could 

afford to eat out less and could pay less for music during periods of economic recession, they did 

not stop completely.  No matter how slow the night, Fierro continued to earn enough in an 

evening to help him maintain his family and business. Tucsonans still paid to hear live music, 

even in the depths of economic depression. While families learned to live without many 

superfluous items, they would still find the means to pay a troubadour for a serenade or contract 

a trio or quartet to perform at a family celebration. In this manner, music not only served a social 

need during trying times, but it became an economic lifeline for the musicians as well.   

                                                           
217 Rosenblum, “Barber by day.” 
218 Ben Anderson, "A Principle of Hope: Recorded Music, Listening Practices and the Immanence of Utopia," 
Geografiskka Annaler, 84: B, 3-4 (2002), 211-227. 
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In other circumstances, music provided a means for monetary help in times of acute, 

specific need. In the 1890s, Leopaldo Carrillo fell ill and required hospitalization. During his 

convalescence, the Carrillo family arranged for a series of musical events in Carrillo gardens, the 

proceeds of which went directly to his medical expenses. Half a century later, Tucson turned to 

music for the same purpose. In 1948, Goyo Escalante suffered a traumatic automobile accident 

that left him critically injured and in need of expensive hospital care.219 Escalante had remained 

in Tucson after his years with Los Carlistas and started a popular orchestra that played in the 

numerous ballrooms around town. After his accident, musicians throughout Tucson arranged a 

benefit concert at the recently opened Casino Ballroom, the most expansive venue in town, to 

help raise funds for his care. Tucsonans, drawn together by the quality of the music and the 

venues, as well as concern for their sick and injured community members, responded generously 

and enthusiastically in the 1890s and the 1940s.  

While the economic exchange provided a fiscal lifeline for the musicians and ailing 

individuals, the exchange of music and culture benefited the community as a whole. The cultural 

exchange between musicians and patrons led to a series of commonly understood practices, 

gestures, and exchanges, the basis of Tucson’s música cósmica. The patrons would proffer their 

song requests, and it benefited a musician to keep on top of new, emerging songs as well as old 

favorites.220 Successful troubadours kept pace with demand in order to attract and maintain their 

customer base. This economic and cultural relationship between the troubadour and patron, 

                                                           
219 “Gran Baile a Beneficio de Goyo Esquer, Febr. 2, en el Casino Ballroom con 2 Orquestras,” El Tuconense, January 
27, 1948, p. 3. The size of the original El Casino ballroom was discussed in Daniel Buckley’s documentary 
“Tucson’s Heart and Soul: El Casino Ballroom,” (Daniel Buckley Arts: Tucson, 2012).  

220 Multiple volumes have been published on the cancionero mexicano and its repertoire; see Vicente T. Mendoza, 
La Canción Mexicana (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1982); Armando Jiménez, compilador, Cancionero 
mexicano: 4000 letras de canciones (México: Editores Mexicanos Unidos, 1990); and Yolanda Moreno Rivas, 
Historia de la música popular mexicana, (México, D.F.: Alianza Editorial Mexicana con el Consejo Nacional para la 
Cultura y las Artes, 1989), among others.  
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whether a restaurant diner or the host of a private party, relied on a repertoire of music shared 

between client and patron to meet the musical desires of the patron. This musical dialogue 

between musician and patron generated a collective body of music that is Tucson’s música 

cósmica, the musical representation of the community. The songs of this repertoire that emerged 

during this research have been compiled in Appendix A. The musicians often agreed to spoken 

contracts by handshake, received payment in cash, and formed part of a group that played only 

small local events, leaving no recordings or consistent paper trail. Just as in the nineteenth 

century, Tucson’s Spanish-language newspapers generally did not record the names of bands that 

played at weddings or other private celebrations in the early decades of the twentieth, much less 

the songs they played,221 but oral histories mention, without fail, the existence of music at these 

events.222 The musicians themselves rarely specified which wedding they played at or what 

songs they performed; they simply relate that they played at restaurants, private parties, or 

weddings without offering further details.223 Precisely because these performances left no paper 

trail and did not stray far enough from an assumed repertoire to warrant note, these regular 

exchanges between musician and patron clearly revolved around the common repertoire of la 

música cósmica – a music both of new popular pieces and older favorites that people continued 

to request, generation after generation, until becoming part of the community’s understanding 

                                                           
221 Nicholas Tawa noted the lack of written evidence of daily musical life in High-minded and low-down: music in 

the lives of Americans, 1800-1861, (Boston, Northeastern University Press, 2000), p. 4. One of the more detailed 
dance descriptions found in Tucson’s late nineteenth-century Spanish language newspapers comes from “Baile n 
la Legación de México,” in El Fronterizo, February 28, 1891, regarding a dance at the Mexican Legion in 
Washington, D.C. This article mentions a few dance styles and an instrument or two, but leaves many details 
incomplete. Other articles do not mention music at all in events where music most certainly played a role. 

222 See Patricia Preciado Martín, Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An Oral History of Mexican American Women 
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1992); Lalo Guerrero, My life and Music, Broyles-González, Lydia 
Mendoza’s Life in Music. Throughout these oral histories and biographical interviews, the interviewees list music 
groups and songs played at a number of events. 

223 Lalo Guerrero, Tata Pepe, Lydia Mendoza and others mention weddings as part of their regular repertoire, but 
these occurred with regularity and without a set program. The musicians rarely discussed a specific song unless it 
formed part of the narrative for a specific reason. 
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and remembering of itself. These musicians and their repertoire formed such a fundamental, yet 

quotidian, place in community life that, like the mail carrier or the garbage collector, they 

remained unmentioned and unnamed in the newspapers and other documents of the time. Like 

the food and water that sustained the community, these groups formed part of the necessary and 

inevitable atmosphere for daily survival. 

La música cósmica did not dominate Tucson’s musical scene, but it played a consistent, 

regular role. Tucsonans enjoyed music of many genres and origins. Young music lovers in the 

1920s and 1930s had access to English-language genres on the radio and Spanish-language songs 

from border stations and the newly emerging local broadcasts. Many could also play the music of 

their choice at home on vinyl records. The musicians who played for the Spanish-language 

community straddled multiple musical worlds. Luisa Espinel sang opera in many languages, 

Iberian folk songs, and repertoire from Mexico. Manuel Montijo, Jr. studied classical music in 

New York and switched comfortably between playing classical art music and popular Mexican 

song. Lalo Guerrero’s first radio program, an hour-long English language show on KGAR radio 

on Monday afternoons, pre-dated the advent of Spanish radio in Tucson. Lalo Guerrero and two 

friends from high school, Rudy Arenas and Manny Matas, played and sang popular songs in 

English for KGAR’s audience. As young boys from the barrio who found their way onto the 

local English-language radio station, they emerged as barrio celebrities.224 The group accepted 

offers to play at backyard parties, weddings, and other events, where the younger generations 

would ask for selections from their English-language repertoire, and the older generations 

requested songs from the cancionero mexicano.  The young trío easily and naturally provided a 

variety of both.  

                                                           
224 Guerrero, Lalo, My Life and Music, 42-43. 
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The inclusion of other genres in the social life of Tucsonans did nothing to diminish the 

presence and importance of la música cósmica. Playing just a small selection of popular Mexican 

songs during an event inspired the crowd to sing along, or drew dancers off their chairs, adding 

to the memories associated with these popular and often-requested songs and threading them 

more deeply into social memory. As tastes in popular music evolved in the United States, 

wending their way through jazz, blues, and foxtrot to big band, rock n’roll, and Motown, 

Tucson’s Mexican community continued to revive and relive its cultural identity through the 

regular playing of this iconic repertoire, not as isolated, ritualized songs, but as natural insertions 

in celebrations that included a variety of musical styles and genres. Given the organic nature of 

musical learning in the Mexican community and the close interactions between musicians and 

patrons at these events, this kind of participatory music served as more than just background 

entertainment – the actions involved in singing, dancing, playing, and requesting favorites 

converted the music into a physical act of cultural identity and expression.225 Musicians and 

participants at these events did not just sing and dance; they created and maintained the 

community’s Mexican identity and its collective memory in Tucson.   

 In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, live performances remained the only option 

for hearing music. As the twentieth century progressed, recorded and broadcast music added to 

people’s musical options. Radio, jukebox, and vinyl recording technologies emerged in the 

1920s and 30s, and people could enjoy the music they loved in different formats. While patrons 

continued to hire live musicians for private parties, community events, and in restaurants, new 

technologies provided the ability to enjoy recorded or broadcast music in private spaces. These 

technologies disconnected the music from a live, contiguous, collective experience. Community 

                                                           
225 Andrew Parker and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwich, “Introduction,” in Parker and Kosofsky Sedgwick, Eds., 

Performativity and Performance, (New York: Routledge, 1995), 1-18. 
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members no longer needed to be physically together to appreciate the long, resonant vibrato of a 

popular ranchera singer on a long-play vinyl (LP) album, or to enjoy a song broadcast over the 

airwaves. This meant that the mechanism of music as a means to affirm community identity 

evolved. People enjoyed easier access to music they liked – they could exchange and share songs 

in a way they previously could not. LPs also provided a new experience of waiting for the release 

of new albums and searching for music from favorite artists as a commodity to be purchased and 

taken home. The careful selection of LPs in downtown stores formed a central part of the 

memory of many interviewees. LPs provided liner notes to read about the musicians and view 

the song lyrics, the ability to memorize the lyrics sung by iconic crooners and ranchera divas 

such as Pedro Infante and Lucha Reyes, and enjoy the music whenever an individual chose in the 

privacy of their own home. The experience of selecting music to purchase also had a certain 

ritual element to it. Fred Martinez recalled that his mother would look at every album in stock 

before selecting one or two to take home.226 

 Among these emerging technologies, Spanish-language radio earned its place in Tucson’s 

Mexican community. Jacinto Orozco (1897-1971), originally from Zacatecas, Mexico, moved to 

Tucson in 1938 with a background in community radio, a product of Mexico’s national radio 

initiative. He initiated Tucson’s first Spanish-language radio programming that same year, albeit 

initially for only one hour a week, and on an otherwise English-language station. Prior to 

Orozco’s Hora Mexicana on KVOA radio, Spanish-speaking families contented themselves with 

English-language programming or tuned strong receivers to the Spanish-language radio 

broadcasts emanating from Naco, Sonora.227 Trained in the robust Mexican radio industry, 

Orozco intrinsically understood the need for a local Spanish-language station, and the power of 

                                                           
226 Author interview with Fred Martinez, May 18, 2016. 
227 Lalo Guerrero, 42. 
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radio for creating, building, and affirming community. He announced events, anniversaries, 

births, and deaths on his station, read song requests online, and provided a space for local 

musicians and groups to broadcast their talents.228  

  The presence of Spanish-language radio unified the city musically in new and unique 

ways. People could now hear music played live across a disconnected space – they no longer had 

to be physically co-located to hear a new musician debut on the radio or listen to an established 

musician play a regular show. Radio expanded this cultural soundscape, yet did little to enhance 

its visibility.229 While people across the city could choose to tune into Spanish-language radio 

stations, they could also choose to avoid those bandwidths, which was the case for the majority 

of white English-speaking denizens of Tucson who could not understand the programming. 

Nonetheless, for the community that tuned in, Spanish-language radio programming became 

every bit as important for community cohesion as live music. From a one-hour show, Orozco 

expanded to a three-hour show that started at 4:00 in the morning, broadcasting for the mine 

workers who would be up and preparing to work at that time. Orozco would then report to his 

daily job at the railroad before returning for three hours of afternoon programming dedicated to 

the children who had come home from school. More than one Tuconsense has recalled that house 

after house would tune into Don Jacinto’s show when it was on air, such that a person could 

walk down the barrio streets and not miss a moment of the program, hearing a continual stream 

of the broadcast as it floated through the doors and windows of house after house.230  

                                                           
228 Ernesto Portillo, Jr., “Remembering Radio’s Don Jacinto,” The Arizona Daily Star, Dec. 20, 2003, Business 

Insights: Essentials. Web access January 22, 2017. Document number GALE A112113802. 
229 Tong Soon Lee, “Technology and the Production of Islamic Space: The Call to Prayer in Singapore.” 

Ethnomusicology, 1999;43(1):86-100. 
230 This anecdote emerged in Barrio Stories, a local theatrical event put on in the summer of 2015 by Borderlands 

Theater, with a script drawn from local oral history interviews through the Mexican American Oral History Project. 
Raquel Rubio Goldsmith also shared this idea in her interview with the author on October 30, 2014, relating a 
story told to her by her husband. Whether the story is real or apocryphal remains uncertain, but it has become 
part of community lore.  
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Orozco played a variety of new and old popular songs between informational broadcasts 

about news and events. Like elsewhere in the U.S. southwest, his repertoire consisted largely of 

the popular music that forged the basis of the música cósmica, which, fueled by the superstar 

status of Mexico City’s radio and film industries, reached its apex just as he began his Tucson 

broadcasts, in the 1930s and 1940s. He also provided a platform for local musicians to advertise 

their wares. Many groups who hoped to make a living playing for restaurants and private parties 

made their start on La Hora Mexicana.231  

By the 1950s, Orozco had taken over the management of a 24-hour Spanish-language 

radio station, KXEW, named after the national XEW radio station in Mexico City. Rather than 

serving as a unidirectional voice of news, music, and opinions over the radio, Don Jacinto 

understood the radio as the voice of the community manifest through his program. He 

maintained an informal relationship with his listening audience. People felt comfortable calling 

in to talk to him on air or announce their own events, concerns, and requests to the broader 

community. He supported up-and-coming musicians, who appeared regularly on his station. The 

recognition and publicity that arose from playing on Don Jacinto’s show generally brought with 

it requests for playing engagements from the listening audience. Orozco brought the community 

together in an even broader way than weddings and quinceañeras. His broadcasts stitched the 

community together with his public, live programming, but also with the invisible thread of his 

airwaves that enveloped the streets of Tucson. Don Jacinto helped generate a new and wider 

cultural soundscape, an acoustic space that Spanish-speaking Tucsonenses tuned into and 

participated in on a daily basis.  

                                                           
231 Guerrero, 46-47, mentions his start on Orozco’s KVOA program. Los Hermanos Pérez also credit Orozco with 

promoting their music locally in Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a 
musical horn of plenty,” Arizona Daily Star, July 31, 1987. Otero, La Calle also talks of Orozco’s role in promoting 
local music, 201n68.   
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Sensitive to the importance of a community soundscape, Orozco created visible and 

audible public performances whenever possible. When feasible, Don Orozco took his show out 

to the streets for festivals and community events. At times, he would broadcast his show from 

public locations downtown, such as the back of a flatbed truck in front of Jerry Lee Ho’s market 

on South Meyer Street, where shoppers could stop and listen.232 His public radio displays did not 

always involve live broadcasting.  He also brought national events to life for the people of 

Tucson. His first foray into taking the radio into the streets came in 1939, his second year on the 

Tucson radio scene, when Los Carlistas played on Major Bowes Amateur Hour.233 Don Orozco 

set up speakers along Congress and Meyer streets and tuned his receiver to the New York 

station. His radio listeners came together and cheered as strains of la música cósmica from 

Tucson’s own Los Carlistas filled the downtown streets.  

On the air and in person, Don Jacinto Orozco maintained an informal, approachable 

presence. Lalo Guerrero recalls a ritual of dumping Orozco, in an all-white suit, into the Santa 

Cruz River during the hot June celebration of the Día de San Juan. Every year Orozco would set 

up his equipment to broadcast festive music and live coverage of the day’s happenings from 

alongside the riverbank. The Día de San Juan involved a celebratory rejection of formalities, 

meaning anyone wearing formal clothing faced the prospect of being pushed into the muddy, 

churning, monsoon-fed river. Year after year, Don Jacinto wore his white suit to the festival. 

Every year in kind, the boys and young men of Tucson would gleefully enact his punishment.234  

 Events like these, in which music played a central role in the celebratory atmosphere, 

provided the place and space for la música cósmica to knit memories, identity, and community 

                                                           
232 Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a musical horn of plenty,” Arizona 
Daily Star, July 31, 1987. 
233 Cite Goyo news article…  
234 Guerrero, My life and music, 27. 
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together. The profound significance that popular Mexican music held for Tucson’s community, 

whether through LP recordings, radio broadcasts, live performances, or autonomous 

participation, provided a sense of continuity and solidary, but it also forged a path of contestation 

and divergence. Lalo Guerrero and Los Carlistas showed how musicians walked the line 

between playing traditional, conservative música cósmica, and forging new exploratory paths 

and genres. Guerrero displayed both a precocious interest in exploring new musical forms and a 

prolific ability to write lyrics and melodies. As a teenager in the late 1920s he would sneak to a 

back window of a tavern on South Meyer called the Beehive, a bar that catered primarily to 

Tucson’s black population. The jazz and early blues that emerged from the window captivated 

Guerrero, and he worked to incorporate some of the new sounds and syncopations into his own 

repertoire. Well-versed in la música cósmica, yet growing up in Tucson where he navigated 

between English-language, Anglo culture and the musical requests of his Mexican community, 

he wanted to express this amalgamation of identity and community, this hybrid and multifaceted 

reality through music, incorporating all aspects of Tucson’s 1930s musical community in his 

song. 

 Years later, Guerrero expressed frustration that his initial forays into musical creativity 

during the early years of his career met with rejection in both Mexican and Anglo circles.235 Lalo 

wrote new pieces with a blend of English and Spanish lyrics, combining Latin sounds with 

elements of blues and jazz, but he also wrote a number of more traditionally styled Spanish-

language pieces. A few of his original Spanish-language songs entered into the official repertoire 

of la músia cósmica and were recorded by some of the most iconic singers of Mexican music, 

most notably Nunca Jamás and Canción Mexicana (Appendix B, tracks 5 and 6). His Tucson 
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patrons hired Los Carlistas to play popular Mexican songs or to hear Guerrero’s own ballads 

written in a similar style. When Los Carlistas forayed into more creative pieces that incorporated 

elements of blues and jazz, or when Guerrero attempted to blend Spanish and English in the 

lyrics, the audiences of the 1930s did not share their enthusiasm for their blended cultural 

expressions.  

The rejection of Guerrero’s musical creativity in 1930s Tucson speaks to the general 

sentiment of the community of Mexican descent at the time. A community’s relationship with its 

participatory music provides insight into its collective identity. As much as music can reaffirm 

long-standing identities, it can also provide a space to explore new expressions of collective 

identity.236 A musical soundscape envelops the listener in an auditory space that affirms old 

identities or explores new ones. In this regard, a community’s musical preference can indicate 

how open it feels to change and outside influences. In the 1930s and 1940s, in the face of an 

economic depression, targeted scapegoating, forced emigration, and a world war, Tucson’s 

Mexican community hunkered down and sought affirmation and solidarity from its music. The 

local community welcomed and sought out Guerrero’s talent for crooning out songs that recalled 

their linguistic and cultural roots, even newly written renditions that mirrored old styles and 

themes, but otherwise rejected his musical innovation. Los Carlistas, like other professional 

musicians across the southwest, had to respond to market demand to survive. Thus, despite being 

born and bred in urban Tucson, the young men set aside their suspenders and city slacks and 

donned outfits representing Mexican campesinos: white linen pants and shirts, colorful serapes, 

leather huarache sandals, and broad-brimmed sombreros. They took up their guitars and prepared 

a full repertoire of Spanish-language boleros and waltzes, traveling the southwest, playing at 

                                                           
236 Josh Kun, Audiotopia: Music, Race and America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005). 
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small parties and large concerts, and broadcasting a weekly Sunday afternoon program on Don 

Orozco’s station. It took victory in a world war, combined with the social upheaval of the post-

war years, for Tucson and the U.S. southwest to begin to appreciate Lalo Guerrero’s cultural and 

musical innovations.  

Although the Tucson community did not respond to Guerrero’s innovative forms in the 

1930s, Guerrero’s inspiration for this new genre drew from his community’s historical legacy. 

The community in which Guerrero had been born and raised, despite suffering from second-class 

citizenship by Anglo leadership, drew from traditions over a century old, and the knowledge that 

his ancestors had founded the city in which he lived. Community leaders in newspapers, radio, 

and community organizations, which his music brought him in contact with on a regular basis, 

voiced their pride in being Mexican and their sense of belonging to the United States. This early 

wave of proto-Chicano Mexican-American sensitivities, an early echo of the socio-political 

principles from which the Chicano movement emerged, provided Guerrero with a critical eye for 

Mexican, and more broadly, Latino representation in the local and national collective identity 

from an early age. His musical experiences provided him with both the means to observe the 

sociopolitical realities of the Mexican American situation in Tucson, and his creative talent 

allowed him to express Mexican pride through la música cósmica and his own sense of irony 

about his hybrid identity through his emerging musical style (Appendix B, track 7).  

It took profound social upheaval to bring Guerrero’s new music to the popular forefront. 

The war years deeply affected Tucson, as they did cities throughout the United States. An entire 

generation of young men responded to the draft, gutting places of employment and university 

classrooms. The loss of so many active, healthy young men led to the cancellation of a number 
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of classes and programs in U.S. universities, including the University of Arizona’s marching 

band.   

In this, the understanding of music as a gendered expression emerges.  The University of 

Arizona Marching Band simply did not have enough men to perform during the war years, and 

rejected the idea of women playing horns and marching in military style.237 The gendered 

restrictions on music proved more resilient than other change. Although the university marching 

band, seen as a parallel to military dominance and precision, continued to disallow females 

throughout the years of the war, university women took on traditionally male roles in other 

arenas. For the first time in history, students elected a woman to serve as the student body 

President. Women took over family businesses and finances, political seats in City Hall, and 

organized to earn money for war bonds and provide other support to the war effort. 

The war silenced bands who relied on male membership.  It also silenced musical tours. Gas and 

rubber rations severely limited travel, so musical tours stopped, even those of groups whose 

members had not gone to war.238 Musicians, nonetheless, did not stop playing. Non-deployed 

musicians simply stayed local. Soldiers and officers who traveled to war often brought their 

instruments with them when they deployed, although some faced questions if they traveled with 

instruments other than horns of war. United States Rifleman Stuart Canin from New York City 

(B. 1926) related that his commanding officer questioned him when he chose to deploy with his 

violin.239 Trumpets and bugles faced no interrogation as rugged instruments of war, but fragile 

violins attracted attention. Despite his commander’s doubts, Canin entertained his companions 

                                                           
237 David Gornston, “I like girls.” Arizona Music News, IV (3), February 1960. 
238 Lydia Mendoza mentions the effects of the 1940s war rations on her family’s ability to tour in Strachwitz, Lydia 

Mendoza, 147.   
239 “The Rifleman who fiddled for Truman, Churchill, and Stalin,” Deceptive Cadence, National Public Radio, July 17, 

2015. Online transcript available at http://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=423548728, 
accessed June 9, 2016.  
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on many nights in the barracks, and the army soon recognized the value of his superior talent. At 

the end of the war, he was assigned to a military entertainment company and sent to play for 

Churchill, Stalin, and Truman at the Potsdam Conference, as the three world leaders negotiated 

the terms of peace. With this, the gendered understanding of this music extended into concepts of 

dominance and reconciliation.  If trumpets represented male instruments of war and dominance, 

the violin represented reconciliation and peace.   

Decades earlier, Manual Monijo, Jr., a Tucson musician, had also discovered the 

military’s interpretation of instruments of war and peace. Montijo had studied at the New 

England Conservatory of Music in the 1910s. He returned to his hometown in 1914 to establish a 

career as a classical musician and music teacher.240 When the U.S. engaged in World War I, he 

deployed as a trumpeter and became the Assistant Band Leader for the 89th Division of the 340th 

Field Artillary.241 Despite his official charge as a horn player, he brought his violin with him and 

played it in the barracks on the long, cold nights of the campaign. In one compelling story, 

Montijo related how he played his violin for many hours to calm his compatriots in the dark 

cellar of an abandoned German homestead as they sheltered from active shelling raging on the 

surface.242 Like Canin, the army later assigned Montijo to an entertainment company, where he 

played at camps throughout Germany. Still seen as out of place in the battlefield, the gentle 

violin’s presence there served as an instrument of tranquility, peace, and reconciliation.  

Lalo Guerrero’s guitar also served as an instrument of peace and healing. He left Tucson 

during the Second World War as well, but for California rather than the battlefield. He obtained a 

                                                           
240 T. Sheridan: “From Luisa Espinel to Lalo Guerrero: Tucson’s Mexican Musicians before World War II,” Journal of 

Arizona History, xxv (1984), 285–300 
241 Title taken from Manuel Montijo, Jr’s headstone in Holy Hope Cemetary, Tucson, AZ. 
242 T. Sheridan: “From Luisa Espinel to Lalo Guerrero: Tucson’s Mexican Musicians before World War II,” Journal of 

Arizona History, xxv (1984), 285–300 
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job in defense manufacturing, which sheltered him temporarily from the draft. He continued to 

play live music at local nightclubs and record with a variety of artists for Imperial Records in 

Los Angeles. His manufacturing job and recent marriage granted him temporary reprieve from 

the draft, but his neighborhood and work brought him in regular contact with military personnel. 

A USO recruiter heard him play one night and brought him into the circuit, which he did as a 

willing volunteer, participating in concerts for active duty soldiers and singing to injured 

personnel in military hospital wards. Guerrero eventually reported to the draft, but the war ended 

before he deployed.    

The assumption that violins and strings served as instruments of peace, while horns 

represented instruments of war, played into the survival of Mexican music in Tucson as well.  

Loud, marching parades, like that of the Festival de San Agustín, that disrupted Anglo life and 

threatened the order of modernity, faced censorship.  Mexico’s long tradition of walking 

troubadours strumming guitars and singing, faced no such threat. Based mainly on a stringed 

repertoire, Tucson’s solo singers, duets, and trios, played uninhibited in backyard parties and 

outdoor parks, in cathedrals and dance halls. Unlike the marching horns of El Festival de San 

Agustín, these crooning balladeers of la música cósmica faced no interruption.  They continued 

to play and sing in an increasingly Anglicized Tucson, unseen, unheard, and uninterrupted.  

The war affected all Tucson families, but it affected Mexican families in greater 

proportion than Anglo families. Recruiters recorded all soldiers of Mexican decent as racially 

white, making it difficult to determine how many individuals of Mexican descent actually 

participated in the war.243 What we do know is that young men who avoided the draft managed 

                                                           
243 The “Voces” project at University of Texas, Austin, run under the guidance of Dr. Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez. The 

project aimed to identify and record the individuals of Hispanic, Latino, and/or Mexican descent to arrive at a 
better understanding of the number of people of Mexican/Hispanic/Latino descent who participated and their 
experiences. In 2010, the project expanded to cover the Korean and Vietnam wars.  Many estimates of the 
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this by traveling to avoid recruitment, finding private doctors to verify an exclusionary medical 

condition, or taking jobs that excluded them from the draft. These young men generally heralded 

from wealthier, more highly educated families, a class of which few Mexican families belonged 

by the 1940s.  

On the streets of Tucson, older men, younger boys, injured veterans, and women of all 

ages remained to tend to the city and move it forward. While the city and Chamber supported 

and built veteran’s clubs and programming for the returning veterans in Anglo parts of the city, 

City Hall directed no resources to the Mexican community to build similar structures. The 

returning Mexican soldiers, described as white in their draft papers, found themselves racialized 

as brown undesireables again once they returned to Tucson. Despite their service, many 

veteran’s clubs and services did not welcome them into their membership.244 Mexican women 

observed the lack of services for their returning soldiers and formed La Asociación 

Hispanoamericana de Madres y Esposas to fill this void, stepping up during the war years to 

recruit participation in War Bond efforts and veteran support, as well as raise funds for a service 

center for their returning soldiers.245 Between April 15 and May 5 of 1944, the women’s 

organization set up tables to raise funds for a local service center, using music and dance to draw 

crowds for support. On one occasion, they set up a table outside the J.C. Penney department store 

downtown, drawing people in with live music and folkloric dance. On another occasion, they 

included tamales and other food at a community event celebrating Cinco de Mayo, a celebration 

of a Mexican batallion’s victory over the French army in 1862, in la Placita, which stood just a 

                                                           
number of Hispanic participants in World War II rely on last name alone, an imperfect and often inaccurate 
measure of an individual’s ethnic identity.  

244 Rodolfo Acuña, Occupied America: A History of Chicanos, 7th Ed., (Boston: Longman, 2011), 211-212. 
245 Christine Marín, La Asociacion Hispano-Americana de Madres y Esposas: Tucson’s Mexican-American Women in 

World War II, Presented for the 1983/4 Renato Rosaldo Lecture Series: “Focus on Mexican American Women,” 
The Mexican American Studies and Research Center, The University of Arizona , Tucson, AZ. Feb 22, 1984.   
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few blocks west of the department store. The combination of women’s leadership, music, and 

food drew in an enormous crowd and inspired generous donations. In those three weeks alone, 

they raised over $444,000 for a local veteran’s service center. Cementing themselves in the U.S. 

war cause, these women did not stop with these fundraisers. During the course of U.S. 

involvement in the war, these women from Tucson’s Mexican community raised over one 

million dollars in war bonds.246  

Like other organizations and events organized by members of Tucson’s community of 

Mexican descent, La Asociación de Madres y Esposas used music to draw crowds and enliven 

their events. Although they only used music as a fundraiser for a short time, they confirmed the 

central role of this music in the community and added to the city’s downtown soundscape, the 

public presentation of its living Mexican culture. They also formed part of a rare and novel 

period in which Mexican women produced the music heard in public. Prior to the war, and again 

afterward, performing la música cósmica pertained almost exclusively to the realm of men.247 

Women sang, but as trained female vocalist accompanied by male trios or mariachi groups, 

always accompanied by male escorts. Women rarely formed part of the instrumental section of a 

group or served as band managers. They even more rarely sang or played as a solo act. The few 

who did made notable contributions to the role of women in the world Mexican popular music, 

such as Lydia Mendoza and Rita Vargas, both U.S. born singers of canción mexicana who 

cautiously and skillfully pushed at the gender boundaries.248 Female vocalists who stepped 

                                                           
246 Interview with Christin Marín, “Arizona Latina Trailblazers: Stories of Courage, Hope, and Determination,” 
Latino Perspectives TV. Available on YouTube, LPTV channel. Accessed online July 7, 2017. 
https://youtu.be/V7Q8Tz1QX4Q.  

247 Deborah Vargas, "Rita's Pants: The Charro Traje and Trans-sensuality," Women and Performance. 20(1), 2010: 3-
14. Mendoza, My life in Music. 

248 Vargas, “Rita’s Pants, Mendoza, My life in Music, Deborah Vargas, “Borderland Bolerista: The Licentious Lyricism 
of Chelo Silva,” Feminist Studies. 2008: 34(1/2):173-197; Manuel Peña, The Mexican American Orquestra: Music, 
Culture, and the Dialectic of Conflict, (Austin, University of Texas Press: 1999), 152-154. 
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outside of rigid gendered spaces walked a fine line between being interpreted as a respectable 

woman or condemned as inappropriate.249 Singers like Chelo Silva (1922-1988), a popular 

bolero singer from Brownsville, Texas, enjoyed staying out to socialize and drink with her 

musicians after performing, but struggled with a reputation of impropriety as a result.250 Lydia 

Mendoza, who sang her renditions of la música cósmia accompanied only by herself on her 

twelve-string guitar, carefully crafted her public image as that of a matronly figure. As a mother, 

Mendoza could sing and play to the agricultural workers as an unaccompanied woman, but she 

made an explicit point to schedule her tours around her daughters’ school schedules, and to avoid 

the bars and taverns many in her working audience appreciated. Mendoza’s playbills of the 

1940s and 1950s display a modestly dressed woman in long, maternal dresses. These stood in 

contrast to many of her contemporaries, who used thir feminine allure in their publicity images. 

One particularly striking playbill announced a variety show in Phoenix, Arizona in January of 

1956. Among the performers, both Lydia Mendoza (1916-2007) and Gloria Ríos (1928-2002) 

appear as headliners. Their promotional photos grace the playbill. Mendoza stands in a floor-

length, Mexican folkloric style dress, her hands resting gently on her guitar. Ríos wears a body 

suit that resembles a one-piece bathing suit. Her arms and shoulders are bare, as are her long, full 

legs, which appear elongated by her high heels. She stands in profile, accentuating her curvy 

figure. Although Mendoza began singing at age twelve, she avoided overtly sexualized 

promotional imagery throughout her career. She never appeared in skirts shorter than midcalf or 

tops that revealed her shoulders. By the 1940s, she presented herself as matronly in promotional 

materials and on stage. In the Mexican musical sphere, women tended to play the role of 

                                                           
249 Vargas, “Rita’s Pants,” and Maria Herrera-Sobek, The Mexican Corrido: A Feminist Analysis, (Bloomington, 
University of Indiana Press, 1990), xiii-xix. Peña, Orquestra, 152-154. 

250 Deborah Vargas, “Borderland Bolerista: The Licentious Lyricism of Chelo Silva.” Feminist Studies. 2008: 34(1/2): 
173-197. 
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scantily-dressed tantalizing young artist or sequin-clad dominating diva, both roles that 

demanded male accompaniment.251 Mendoza, in contrast, took the stage as a motherly figure to 

her audience, playing songs requested by her audience, singing la madre patria to them. Young 

women and divas needed accompaniment, but in the role of mother, Mendoza challenged this 

gendered space, commanding the stage as a solo singer. 

World War II created an opening for the transformation of these gendered musical 

spaces, just as it did in the realms of education and work, where women took up new leadership 

positions and headed to the factories to fill vacant manufacturing jobs. In this environment, La 

Asociación de las Madres y Esposas stepped up to earn funds for programs and community 

centers for their sons and husbands when the government would not. In this, la música cósmica 

played a small, but important role, not only of attracting people to their table to purchase war 

bonds, but also in maintaining a public display of the community’s musical heritage. The music 

and dance of la Asociación de las Madres y Esposas, the sounds of KVOA, and later KXEW, 

radio emanating from homes and broadcast sites, the Spanish-language banter in the stores and 

throughout the neighborhood streets formed part of the overall downtown soundscape that 

created the cultural space in which Tucson’s Mexicanos lived before, during, and after the war.  

After the war, the young men returned to Tucson and attempted to reintegrate themselves 

into city life. Music again flooded the bars and cantinas frequented by men in the evenings, and 

the invigorated economy provided them with work and money to spend. Musical technology 

continued to evolve, providing new opportunities for people who were not musicians themselves 

to make a living in technical fields that provided music for clients. Technologies like LP record 

                                                           
251 Vargas, “Rita’s pants.” 
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players, amplifiers, microphones, and jukeboxes needed attention if they were to meet 

community demand.  

Fernando “Zipper” Zepeda, Nando Zepeda’s father, joined this generation of young men 

who found a livelihood through music in 1940s Tucson. Before leaving for Army service, he had 

managed jukeboxes which he positioned in bars and taverns in the barrios. He traveled to 

different venues to change out musical selections, replace damaged disks, and empty the cash 

drawers. The Zepeda residence was one of the few in Tucson to have a basement. The coolness 

of a room below ground proved better for storing and protecting the vinyl disks Zepeda rotated in 

and out of the music machines. Young Nando enjoyed going to work with his father in the 

afternoons, before the evening crowds entered the taverns and began drawing music from the 

machines. Here, Nando saw how the ethnic Mexican neighborhoods drew racial lines within 

their own boundaries. There were a few bars Zipper would not allow Nando to enter, even during 

the quiet afternoons. The Beehive, the same blues and jazz bar that inspired Lalo Guerrero a 

decade prior, was one of these. On one occasions, Zipper showed Nando a razor he carried with 

him when he worked. He had found it behind the jukebox at the Beehive and determined it 

would be wise to carry it with him as he worked. When Nando asked what the blades were for, 

his father responded, “they use them to cut each other.” With this graphic image in mind, Nando 

became suddenly and palpably aware of deep racial divides, fueled by economic duress, alcohol, 

and interpersonal rivalries, that permeated some locations on Tucson’s streets. That same dark 

bar on South Meyer Street whose back window held such allure for Lalo in the 1920s and 30s, 

was off-limits for a young Nando in the 1940s. The Mexican sector of downtown hosted Nando’s 

cathedral, his Catholic school, parks, grocery stores, panederías and a movie theater. It also 

hosted economically and racially charged divisions, violence, and conflict.  
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Lalo Guerrero, too, had noted the differences of race and class, of color and texture, of 

language and custom in his hometown. He wanted to express these differences, to experiment 

with them, to call them out and make light of them. Although his desire to express what he had 

seen and experienced during his Tucson childhood meet with resistance before World War II, 

when the soldiers returned, they had been exposed to a much broader world, and many now 

wanted to hear new, experimental sounds. Lalo was more than ready to catch and capitalize on 

this change, as were many of Tucson’s young men. They returned to Tucson, opened dance 

clubs, and joined together in bands, ushering in a jubilant era of big band, jazz, and swing. Three 

of these young veterans, Adolfo Loustaunau, Ramón Siqueiros, and Benjamin Jacobs, culled 

resources and opened the Casino Ballroom in the neighborhood streets south of downtown in 

1947. The Casino Ballroom held 1200 people and boasted the largest spring-board dance floor in 

southern Arizona, making it the principal location for large private events such as weddings, 

quinceañeras, and fundraisers. The ballroom catered to any number of bands, musicians, and 

community members who needed an event space, but la música cósmica remained a mainstay. A 

handful of regular bands provided the majority of the live music hired out for private events. 

They played in the style preferred by the organizers of the private event – country, norteño, rock, 

mariachi, tríos, jazz and swing bands, but these bands, ready to cater to the Tucson community, 

all came prepared to play a full array of songs in English and Spanish, including popular and 

iconic selections from Mexico. The ballroom also hosted touring music groups, and as the largest 

venue within Tucson’s non-Anglo sector, hosted iconic greats that could not yet play in the 

northeastern section of town.252 Among many others, Fats Domino, Tito Puente, and James 
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Brown all played to capacity crowds at El Casino, years before they received invitations to play 

in other, more Anglo, sections of the city.  

Lalo Guerrero also returned to play in El Casino Ballroom during the 1940s and 50s, 

playing sell-out concerts of his hybrid, parodic, bilingual style. After facing rejection in the 

1930s, his hometown audience had learned to appreciate his creative blending of culture and 

identity. He related the Mexican condition in the 1940s U.S. southwest like no other singer of his 

time. He was willing to invert the racial dynamics of U.S. folk culture so that people could 

recognize the hypocrisy in excluding some of the most elemental populations in the United 

States.253 Ironically, Guerrero exposed the hypocrisy while simultaneously living it, such as his 

invitation by Frances Gillmor to sing at the Tucson Folkloric festival.254 During the 1950s, 

Frances Gillmor, a faculty member of the University of Arizona, began her a pioneering career 

as a folk anthropologist of the Southwest. Her rich collection includes oral histories of Native 

American and pioneering settlers from all racial and ethnic lines. As part of her goal to teach a 

greater understanding and respect of the diverse cultures living in and around Tucson, she 

organized a folklore festival in downtown Tucson, featuring music, dance, storytelling, and food 

from the various cultural groups residing in the desert valley. In the early 1950s she invited Lalo 

Guerrero to play in the festival, recognizing him as an important voice from Tucson’s Mexican 

community. Professor Gillmor’s role in recognizing and celebrating these marginalized 

community voices places her as one of the most progressive cultural scholars of her time.  

                                                           
253 Such as “Pancho Lopez,” 1955, a parody on Davy Crockett. 
254 Cordeiro, 144-145 – as an Anglo-organized and directed folk festival, Cordeiro included this in his dissertation. 
Even here, Lalo Guerrero is not mentioned by name; only that troubadors sang as part of the celebration of 
folklife. In contrast, Cordeiro mentioned Symphony orchestras and marching bands by name and lists the music 
they played. 
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Gillmor’s folk festival granted Guerrero an audience with Anglo Tucson, one that earned 

him a small note in Cordeiro’s dissertation.255 Nonetheless, participation in a folk festival still 

categorized him as an ethnic other, a folk curiosity rather than a central voice stemming from the 

core of Tucson’s collective identity. By the 1950s, Guerrero had sold many thousands of albums, 

appeared in movies and headlined some of the finest clubs in Los Angeles, including places 

frequented by Hollywood superstars like Frank Sinatra.256 In the 1960s, Guerrero would break 

out and purchase his own Los Angeles nightclub, which he named “Lalo’s.” In the process, he 

would become one of the most unique and iconic musicians of the twentieth century.  

Despite his already appreciable success in the 1950s, mid-century Anglo Tucson viewed 

him as little more than a cultural curiosity. He laughingly and lovingly called out the hypocrisies 

of his home country, one that put him at the avant-garde of Mexican American culture and a 

venue-filling hero in his home neighborhood, but rendered him a folk curiosity when the Anglo 

community from his hometown came to hear him sing. Calling out these cultural conflicts in his 

music, he also played with language like no other singer of his time. He voiced the hybridity he 

had experienced in his Tucson childhood, one now felt and recognized more broadly by Mexican 

Americans across the nation. Mexicans in the United States faced rejection by both the United 

States and Mexico,257 but by switching glibly between Spanish, English, Spanglish and Calo, the 

border dialect of the rebellious Pachuco youth,258 Lalo sang in a kind of language his audience 

responded to deeply, lyrics that resonated with their own cultural experience and soundscape. In 

                                                           
255 Cordeiro, 144-145 
256 Ibid. 
257 Carlos Monsiváis, “Cantinflas and Tin Tan: Mexico’s Greatest Comedians,” in Mexico’s Cinema: A Century of Film 

and Filmmakers, ed. Joanne Hershfield and David R. Maciel (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources Books, 1999), 
49-79; Octavio Paz, “El Pachuco y Otros Extremos, El Laberinto de la Soledad, Edición de Enrico Mario Santi, 
(Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, S.A., 1993) 143-163; Guerrero, 118. 

258 For more on Calo and Pachuco culture in Tucson, see Laura Cummings Pachucas and Pachucos in Tucson: 
Situated Border Lives, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2009) 
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this new hybrid music, Lalo at last brought in the jazz and blues roots he had longed to 

incorporate. Rejected in the insecure 1930s, by the robust 1940s and 50s, his fans greeted his 

cultural experimentation with welcome enthusiasm.  

 Guerrero was welcomed to the barrios as a hero in the post-war era not only because of 

his business success, but also because the musical tastes of Tucson’s Mexican community had 

changed. The immense popularity of other groups experimenting with new sounds demonstrates 

this, such as the music of the young Hermanitos Pérez (known later as Los Hermanos Pérez), 

who began playing together as an acoustic trio in the early 1950s. Brothers from a musical 

family, Los Hermanitos developed a distinct style of vocal harmonizing that they applied to their 

entire repertoire, which included popular English-language songs from the U.S., but also a robust 

repertoire of música cósmica, such as displayed in their sole LP album, Nostalgia (Appendix B, 

track 8). Like Guerrero, the Pérez brothers could play across cultures and languages, although 

initially they played almost exclusively for audiences in non-Anglo Tucson.  They performed 

regularly for Don Orozco’s radio program, becoming a particular favorite for his live street 

broadcasts.259 Their popularity on the airwaves and their prowess in English-language harmonies 

earned them a spot in Anglo Tucson as well. The Anglo Tucson in community in general began 

to hear more music from the local Mexican community.  In one example from the mid-1950s, 

Los Hermanos Pérez and Lalo Guerrero joined Bob Hope on stage for a concert at the University 

of Arizona.260 In this concert, musicians from Tucson’s Mexican musical scene played for a 

largely Anglo audience, albeit both Lalo Guerrero and Hermanos Pérez could both play popular 

English-language music as well, and both could easily move between very traditional-sounding 

                                                           
259 Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a musical horn of plenty,” AZ Daily 
Star, July 31, 1987. 

260 Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a musical horn of plenty,” AZ Daily 
Star, July 31, 1987 
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Mexican melodies and hybrid versions of the same songs infused with stylistic influences from 

U.S. music. Both Lalo Guerrero and Los Hermanos Pérez gained success because of their ability 

to adjust and adapt for a broad range of border audiences.  They satisfied the musical requests of 

the older Mexican generations at local parties by playing older Spanish-language classics; as 

well as new popular songs just entering the Mexican music scene. They could both perform 

popular English-language favorites as well.  To all of these, they could choose to remain true to 

the original artist’s style, or they could add doo-wop harmonies, boogie-woogie beats, and 

sounds from the emerging genre of rock and roll.  In all of these abilities, these musicians from a 

blended, border city voiced the experience of their hybrid existence.   

The Pérez brothers, Lalo Guerrero, Manuel Montijo, and other popular musicians who 

found success in Tucson recognized intrinsically that developing and playing new musical 

sounds did not require a rejection of the old. Guerrero’s work particularly exemplified this. As he 

sought to explore musical hybridity, he continued to play and record songs from his repertoire of 

música cósmica throughout his career.261 Furthermore, he not only sang música cósmica, but he 

wrote and recorded a heartfelt ode to the music that had nurtured his early career and served as 

the mainstay for so many events in Tucson and throughout the southwest. In the early 1940s, 

Lalo recorded “La canción mexicana,” at a studio in Los Angeles, part of a number of recordings 

he left to see if artists or labels would pick them up. He heard nothing about “La canción 

mexicana” until he turned the radio on a few years later and heard the song emanating from the 

voice of Lucha Reyes, one of the most popular and iconic ranchera singers of the 1940s 

(Appendix B, track 6). A number of iconic artists eventually recorded “La canción mexicana.” In 

Tucson, the song entered the local repertoire of repeated requests, not only because of its local 
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author, but because it sang of the centrality of la música cósmica in the lives of the Mexican 

community. 

Lalo’s ode to “La canción mexicana” served as an open homage to the power and 

purpose of la música cósmica and its significance to people who identify culturally as Mexican, 

whether they live in Mexico or elsewhere. The fact that a U.S.-born singer living outside of 

Mexico wrote the song further confirms the observations made by Lydia Mendoza and Los 

Alegres de Terán, that Mexican song held a particular importance to Mexicans living outside of 

Mexico. It comes as no surprise that the person who wrote the most well-known and explicit 

homage to the genre lived outside of Mexico, in the United States. Although the majority of 

pieces included in the genre of canción mexicana emerged from Mexican writers living in 

Mexico,262 a few examples traveled the other direction – from Mexican-descent individuals 

living abroad whose work then became part of the national repertoire. Guerrero’s sense of 

mexicanidad, his solid assurance of his Mexican identity from his childhood in the streets of 

Tucson, and his understanding of the central role this music played in his home community 

inspired him to record this sentiment in a song. Others responded to this sentiment, both within 

and beyond Mexico’s boundaries, and it became part of the national repertoire, sung by some of 

the country’s most iconic singers. The diversity built into the regional styles that celebrated 

Mexico’s raza cósmica allowed Guerrero’s music from beyond the country’s northern border to 

become part of the body of Mexican song. 

Guerrero’s expression of Mexican identity raises the question: where and what is the 

Mexico of which he sang? Who can claim this mexicanidad? Mexican identity refers to both a 

                                                           
262 For U.S. and European influence on Mexican music in the 1960s, see Eric Zolov, Refried Elvis. For more general 

comments on cross-border musical flow, see Ignacio Corona and Alejandro L. Madrid, Eds., Potnational Musical 
Identities: Cultural Production, Distribution, and Consumption in a Globalized Scenario, (Lanham, Boulder, New 
York: Lexington Books, 2008).  
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citizenship status and an ethnic identity, and the two interact and intersect with complicated, 

overlapping ties. Both Lalo Guerrero and Lydia Mendoza, already accomplished musicians in the 

U.S., faced rejection when they traveled to Mexico City to perform. Greeted as a hero in northern 

Chihuahua, Mexico City patrons gave Mendoza a tepid reception.263 The Mexico City managers 

and audience most likely expected a performance by a singing diva accompanied by her male 

entourage, not a self-made woman who sewed her own outfits and accompanied herself on her 

guitar. Although her recordings sold well in Mexico,264 when she appeared in person, Mexico 

City audiences did not appreciate her solo act, her border Spanish and border style, a robust, 

glittering Tex-Mex blend of china poblana and charro styles.  

Other performers from northern Mexico like German “Tin Tan” Valdez from Ciudad 

Juárez and Eulalio “Piporro” Gonzalez from Monterrey faced similar struggles to gain 

acceptance in Mexico City.265 The cultural rift between northern and central Mexico gaped so 

wide in the 1940s and 50s that film audiences in Mexico City could not understand the humor in 

Piporro’s early Norteño movies.266 Particularly during the first half of the twentieth century, 

popular expressions in film and literature from Mexico City displayed northern culture as 

                                                           
263 Lydia Mendoza performed at the Teatro Iris Esperanza in Mexico City for two weeks in March of 1958.  She 
headlined the first week, but by the second week, she had been relegated to a non-headlining role.  This 
contrasted to another singer who headlined both weeks, indicating she did not provide the performance the 
theater manager expected, and they no longer wished to announce her as a primary attraction to the theater 
during her second week.  The trajectory of these announcements appear in the periodical Novedades, published in 
Mexico City, in March of 1958 from Friday, March 7, 1958 (p. 9) through Saturday, March 15, 1958 (p. 10).  As a 
side note, the creators of the advertisement for the Teatro Iris Esperanza spelled Lydia Mendoza’s first name as 
“Lidia.”   
264 Chris Strachwitz and James Nicolopulos, Lydia Mendoza: A Family Autobiography, (Houston: Arte Público Press, 
1993) provide her full discography.  Mexican recording studios both in Mexico and the U.S. continued to invite her 
to sing and record throughout her career to meet market demand. 
265 Juan Manual Pimienta Ramirez, Del Periquillo al Pericazo: Ensayos Sobre Literatura y Cultura Mexicana, (Ciudad 

Juárez: Universidad Autónoma de Cd. Juárez, 2006). 
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suspect, diluted, and overly influenced by its proximity to the United States.267 These same 

sources treated mexicanos who had crossed the borders and returned to Mexico as cultural 

traitors whose contact with U.S. culture had irreparably altered them.268 Lalo’s experience living 

in Mexico City indicated that, despite his family’s understanding of themselves as mexicanos 

who could choose to move to the Mexican capital, the root of their Mexican identity existed in 

Tucson, not Mexico City. 

The Mexican identity of the Guerrero family and others along the U.S.-Mexico border 

stemmed not from a sense of Mexican citizenship, but instead from a sense of being persons-of-

Mexican-descent fully incorporated into the United States, a non-Anglo in an Anglo nation. 

Mexican cultural identity and national citizenship do not necessarily coincide, despite originating 

from the same cultural and historical roots. As the population of people of Mexican descent rose 

in the United States, entire generations of people identified as Mexican without ever having 

visited Mexico. In the United States, anti-brown and anti-Mexican rhetoric inspired many of 

these people to draw strength from their robust Mexican culture. Isabel García related how her 

own experience facing anti-Mexican rhetoric in Tucson led her to cling tighter to her Mexican 

identity.269 Anglo racism devalued her because of the color of her skin, excluded her from the 

benefits of the Anglo society, and labeled her as permanently and irreparably Mexican, going so 

far as punishing her in school for expressing her language and culture. She responded by 

rejecting those Anglo values and turning more solidly to her Mexican roots, recognizing that she 
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existed in a kind of liminal space between these two identities. Being born in Mexico granted 

individuals to take their mexicanidad for granted; being born of Mexican descent in the United 

States comes with no such guarantee. Thus, individuals of Mexican descent in the United States 

sought ways to affirm their mexicanidad by acting it out in individual and collective ways. 

Celebrating national holidays, preparing and consuming recipes passed down the generations, 

and playing, singing, and dancing to Mexican music all served as means to assert and perform 

Mexican identity, both as individuals and as people drawing strength from their collective 

community.  

In Tucson as in Mexico, an individual’s sense of mexicanidad drew from ideas as diverse 

as the community itself. Each person’s individual relationship with the city of Tucson, their 

understanding of themselves within the broader community, meant they interpreted their 

relationship with the concept of mexicanidad differently. For Lalo Guerrero, who grew up in the 

barrio streets, this Mexicanness involved hybridity, including linguistic fluidity and wordplay. 

For Nando Zepeda, whose livelihood stemmed from the U.S. military, who faced rejection by 

Chicano groups, and who had learned to distrust some barrio residents, this Mexicanness took on 

a different form. Both Lalo and Nando drew a sense of identity from music, and found 

themselves transported by it. They both expressed a love of and respect for la música cósmica, 

and they both surrounded themselves by it. They both understood themselves to be Mexican, a 

mexicanidad firmly and deeply rooted in a southwestern U.S. city, an identity that within itself 

spoke off division and conflict. Meant to unify a divided nation in early twentieth century 

Mexico, la música cósmica drew together its complicated and divided diaspora outside of its 

national borders.270 

                                                           
270 The importance of identity-affirming or -expressing music to diaspora communities has been broadly studied. 
See Mark Slobin, “The Destiny of ‘Diaspora’ in Ethnomusicology,” in The Cultural Study of Music, A Critical 
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By the 1950s, a broader cultural revolution transformed the music world, one in which 

Tucson’s musical sound played an intricate part. While Lalo Guerrero continued to expand his 

career in Los Angeles, Nando Zepeda served as an active duty officer in Puerto Rico, one of the 

few soldiers in his unit that spoke Spanish. His language skills came in handy, not necessarily 

during his workday on base, but during his free time when the men could head off base. Nando 

could communicate easily with the local bartenders, servers, and women, and enjoyed the social 

advantages his linguistic ability gave him on the island. Despite Nando’s success in the military, 

and the camaraderie with the men in his company, the stories he related of this time highlight his 

differences from the older soldiers. He faced racial tensions if he left the base with white women, 

and he recalled how spending time in the sun sent his skin into a deep, dark brownness that 

sometimes led people to misread his ethnic and racial background. Further solidifying his sense 

of cultural otherness, Zepeda heard only English radio from the United States while on base. 

Working in close proximity to other soldiers, they tuned to U.S. stations with early rock and roll 

and other popular music of the 1950s. In this environment, Nando vividly recalled the moment 

he heard “La Bamba” over the radio, a song that first debuted on U.S. ratio in 1958. Zepeda 

expressed amazement that a Spanish-language song was playing on a U.S., English-language 

radio station. Of all songs, “La Bamba,” an iconic piece from the repertoire of la música 

cósmica, had been transformed from its original harp-dominant son jarocho roots, into a loud, 

bass-heavy, rock and roll sound (Appendix B, tracks 9 and 10). In addition, Ritchie Valens sung 

in Spanish on English-language radio. The new sound stunned Zepeda and transported him off 

the base. “It took me home,” he recalled.  

                                                           
Introduction., eds M. Clayton, T. Herbert, and R. Middleton, (New York: Routledge, 2003), 96-106; Kachiq Toyolan, 
“The Nation State and its Other: In Lieu of a Preface,” Diaspora (A Journal of Transnational Studies), 1 (1991): 3-7; 
and Su Zheng, Claiming Diaspora: Music, Transnationalism, and Cultural Politics in Asian/Chinese America, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2010).  
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That a young boy from a Mexican-descent family in California named Richard 

Valenzuela could shorten his name to Ritchie Valens, hybridize a new rock and roll sound with 

Latin rhythm and Spanish lyrics, and transport Tucson-born Fernando Zepeda “home” from his 

base on Puerto Rico speaks volumes about the common cultural identity experienced by Mexican 

descent individuals in Tucson and across the United States. Tucson musicians continued to ride 

the leading edge of this wave. Los Hermanitos Pérez disbanded in 1956 when the brothers joined 

the military, but they did not fully retire from music. Later that same year, two brothers from the 

Pérez family played an impromptu performance for a group of U.S. soldiers stationed in a U.S. 

service nightclub in West Germany.271 By chance, Frankie and Freddie Pérez were both in 

Wiesbaden. Hoping for a chance to play in front of an audience, Frankie borrowed an Air Force 

shirt to match his brother, and headed out to a servicemen’s club where a local headliner usually 

played. Before long, they had managed to make their way onto the stage. Rather than performing 

one or two songs and bowing out, the brothers closed out the night to a roaring crowd, much to 

the chagrin of the regular band.  

After closing, the brothers found themselves standing outside the club doors on a cold 

winter night, surrounded by an appreciative crowd, signing autographs into the wee hours of the 

morning. “It was snowing. We were standing out there signing autographs and laughing about 

it,” recalled Freddie. “We couldn’t figure out why they were going so crazy.”272 

Why did the crowd go so crazy? What was it about Frankie and Freddie’s home-grown 

Tucson sound that lit up the night at a servicemen’s club an ocean away from home? The young 

men played well and sang with noteworthy harmony. They had enjoyed years of popularity in 

                                                           
271 Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a musical horn of plenty,” AZ Daily 

Star, July 31, 1987.  
272 Arizeder Urreiztieta, “Home-grown hot stuff: Regrouped Los Hermanos Perez a musical horn of plenty,” AZ Daily 

Star, July 31, 1987. 
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music-hungry Tucson, and had many years of experience as performers. But perhaps the 

response to their music went deeper than that. For the few hours that they played, these young 

men took their hybrid musical style – well trained in the Tucson barrios, with Latin rhythms, 

beautiful harmonies, and popular songs in both English and Spanish, and transformed the 

German bar into a U.S. soundscape. Riding on the cultural edge of rock and roll in the 1950s, 

blending it with blues and Latin roots, the music of the Pérez brothers called up a sense of 

community and identity that the audience, so far from their own homes, appreciated.  

From the 1930s through the 1950s, while Anglo planners attempted to craft Tucson as an 

Anglo-only city and place Mexican people and culture as belonging sixty miles to the south, Lalo 

Guerrero, Manuel Montijo, Los Hermanos Pérez, and countless other musicians built a musical 

fortress around their community and shared their talents both nationally and globally. Essentially 

invisible to Tucson’s Anglo community, Mexican music continued to draw people together for 

important functions, resonate through the city’s invisible radio waves, and ride the avant-garde 

of an evolving national identity, one that involved a new and more diverse cultural expression. 

By the 1940s, Lalo Guerrero had reached legendary status, enough to warrant the theft of his 

guitar and inspire stories about it in the trenches of war half-a-world away. This mexicanidad 

also incorporated a diverse body of people. Lalo Guerrero, Nando Zepeda and the Pérez Brothers 

came from different backgrounds and chose different paths in life, but they all remembered and 

appreciated la canción mexicana. As the decades progressed, new musical innovations would 

sweep Tucson and the United States. The celebration or rejection of these musicians and musical 

styles revealed deep divides not only between the Anglo and non-Anglo community in Tucson, 

but within the community of Mexican-descent as well.  
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In the 1950s, the Civil Rights movement gained some important initial victories in the 

south. By the 1960s it had taken hold across the country, and the musical expression of Tucson’s 

Mexican community continued to serve as both a lifeline and a place for the negotiation of and 

experimentation with cultural identity. The next chapter explores this vibrant and vital period in 

Tucson’s history. If the 1890s served to baptize Tucson’s Mexican American community as one 

of survival and resistance, creating spaces for practicing culture, and preserving a counterhistory 

narrative, the 1960s would serve as a catalyst that would reinforce and confirm this resistance 

identity, both through the stability of its traditions and in its creative invention. This resistance 

identity held the key to survival, but also the potential for asserting harmful divisions. 

Ultimately, the city’s Mexican community created a deeply felt and carefully constructed 

cultural response to the continued push to marginalize and erase them from Tucson’s collective 

identity, a response that was largely musical in nature.  
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Chapter 5: Mexicanidad en el Pueblo Viejo I: The ties that bind 

 

 

They say there are four places every 

Tucsonense will inevitably end up:  

Mi Nidito, Pat’s Chili Dogs, El Casino 

Ballroom, and last stop is, Carrillo’s 

Mortuary! 

 

-Fred Martinez, Manager, El Casino Ballroom, 273 

 

In 1991, a fierce summer storm tore the roof off the Casino Ballroom. The building had 

continually served as the largest location for local festivities and events since its inception in 

1947. Its operations had continued, uninterrupted, despite tragedy in the Loustaunau family, new 

ownership by the Latin American Social Club (LASC) board, and a major relocation project that 

greatly affected much of the community it served. The fire department condemned the building 

in 1991 because the Board at that time provided no immediate timeline for repair and reopening.   

Insurance had paid for damage expenses to the ballroom, but despite continued questioning by 

LASC members such as the Martinez’, Amparano’s and others, the existing board made no move 

to repair the building. The pre-storm board members were then replaced by Butch and Fred 

Martinez, Frank and Vice Amparano, Jesus Gastelum, Lee Smith, Pete Muniz, Henry Martinez 

and Ed Lopez in early 1992. In taking the helm of the LASC, this new group discovered that they 

had not just inherited a condemned El Casino Ballroom but also a $200,000 debt. The past board 

never accounted for insurance payout of $85,000, nor why bills had remained unpaid even before 

the storm shut the ECB down. Thus began nine years of continual struggle -- physical, 

emotional, and financial, to rebuild the tradition and history of one of Tucson’s iconic 

landmarks. 

                                                           
273 Author interview with Fred Martinez, May 18, 2016, Tucson, Arizona. 
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The previous LASC board members had clearly made an error when calculating the value 

of the building. They did not recognize that the years of memories, music, and family milestones 

that resided within the familiar and beloved walls of the Casino Ballroom held more value than 

any monetary calculation the board could perform. Butch and Fred Martinez instinctively 

understood this, and, with the help of others, took up the task of repairing the damage and 

opening the ballroom again, even though they did not have the funding and did not know how 

long it would take to complete. Fred Martinez felt driven by a sense of duty to the community he 

had served since his own youth, when he would earn a few dollars helping his dad set up and 

break down ballroom events. He had worked nearly every weekend in the ballroom from 1968 

onward, hosting weddings and quinceañeras, and concerts of musical greats like Fats Domino, 

Tito Puente, and Lalo Guerrero. In his long years behind the scenes, he had watched generations 

of families come through. The value of the Casino ballroom lay in this, not in any revenue it 

might generate. When it became clear that the board would take no action to reopen the club, 

Fred worked with his aging father to establish new board leadership, take charge of the club’s 

finances, and spearhead the restoration efforts. He rallied help to tear down and rebuild the 

beloved dance hall by hand. He organized fundraisers, recruited workers, and managed the 

restoration and rebuilding of the club. A new crew of LASC board members worked slowly and 

diligently, requesting financial support from Tucson’s community of Mexican-descent, local 

organizations, and city leadership. They accepted manual labor from anyone who could provide 

it. It took nine long, painstaking years, but in the year 2000, Martinez and his board reopened the 

ballroom doors.  

 Fred Martinez represented one name in a long line of Tucson leaders, teachers, and 

individuals who understood the value of providing places and spaces to play, perform, and dance 
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as a community. He and others took it upon themselves to ensure the survival of the places, 

spaces, and musicians to keep Tucson’s musical legacy alive. From the 1960s onward, a number 

of community leaders turned to la música cósmica as a specific, planned response to social, 

political, or economic woes. Teachers who worked with K-12 students turned to music at a 

number of times and places across the city, attempting to encourage and inspire their students in 

a school system that did not respect them or value their cultural heritage. A number of teachers 

across Tucson, some, but not all, of Mexican descent themselves, understood the importance of 

valuing Mexican cultural expression, and the intrinsic musicality of the Tucson community 

provided the perfect tool. On multiple occasions, independent of one another, local teachers 

organized music groups that focused on teaching and performing live music in Spanish, 

particularly popular and iconic songs from Mexico. These groups also provided opportunities for 

the students to travel for cultural ambassadorship and exchange. In a variety of places and times 

in the 1960s and early 1970s, teachers turned to music to inspire, reach, and teach their students 

of Mexican descent.  

Father Charles Rourke, who worked with high school boys at the All Saints Catholic 

Church in South Tucson, began the first and most celebrated of these youth music groups in the 

early 1960s. Rourke believed mariachi music would provide his students with the cultural 

affirmation otherwise missing from their daily academic experiences. Trained in jazz piano, 

Rourke first heard mariachi music on LP records owned by another priest, Father Arsenio 

Carrillo. Rourke found the mariachi sound intriguing, and immediately wanted to hear more. He 

borrowed Carrillo’s LP collection and sounded out the music himself on the piano, then prepared 

simple arrangements for beginning guitar. He then brought in a few students to learn the guitar 

parts to accompany his piano. This initial group grew, and Rourke added additional instruments 
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to complete the full mariachi sound. In 1964 he founded Los Changuitos Feos, an all-male youth 

mariachi group that soon attracted national attention, appearing on a national CBS broadcast as 

early as 1967. Los Changuitos adhered to a standard of excellence that sustained every 

performance. Rourke maintained rigorous standards of discipline, dedication, and behavior. To 

remain in the group the young men needed to practice diligently, keep their uniforms clean and 

precise, and behave with appropriate decorum when performing. Los Changuitos played many 

events throughout Tucson, and father Rourke soon began to charge patrons a fee for the group’s 

musical service. Rourke used the funds earned to pay for instruments, travel expenses, uniforms, 

and equipment, and, in an unprecedented move, to establish a college scholarship fund for 

graduating members. The economic value of la música cósmica in Tucson had helped families 

and business owners through economic depression and WWII, and now it served to provide 

college funding for students of a demographic that historically had not advanced to higher 

education.  

The discipline and professionalism with which Los Changuitos performed garnered 

results. Within a few years of their formation, they received the first of many annual invitations 

to fly to Disneyland aboard the official Mickey Mouse airliner to play in the California theme 

park. In 1967, the national CBS documentary aired as “The Mission and the Mariachi,” and in 

January 1969 Los Changuitos traveled to Washington, D.C. to play at President Nixon’s 

inauguration. While Anglo newspapers and music scholars still paid little attention to Mexican 

music in Tucson, Los Changuitos Feos reaped great success.274 The effect on the young men of 

playing music from the Mexican heritage with such precision and skill, and receiving such a 

positive response from mainstream U.S. organizations such as CBS, Disneyland, and the White 

                                                           
274 Joseph A. Cordeiro, A Century of Musical Development in Tucson, Arizona 1867-1967, (Ph.D. Diss. The University 
of Arizona, 1968). 
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House, transformed the Mexican culture from which they heralded from a burden and an 

embarrassment to a source of pride and a practical means toward educational advancement. Most 

importantly, the young men of Los Changuitos learned to value themselves as individuals based 

on a cultural model distinctly different from the Anglo model that dominated the school 

curriculum and society in general, a model that viewed people of Mexican-descent as second-

class citizens.  

Los Changuitos Feos emerged as the first formal youth mariachi group in the United 

States. At the same time, the innovation itself emerged in response to a level of social distress. 

By focusing on preserving Spanish-language, Mexican culture and traditions, the youth mariachi 

movement represented another turn inward for Tucson’s community of Mexican descent, 

echoing the musical conservatism of the 1930s. Fred Ronstadt, Lalo Guerrero, and now Los 

Changuitos Feos, all represented musical firsts on a national level that emerged from Tucson’s 

prolific musical community. Perhaps not coincidentally, some of the most prolific and ground-

breaking musical innovations to emerge from Tucson’s Mexican community occurred during 

peak times of economic, political, and social duress. Ronstadt’s Club Filarmónico became the 

most well-known Mexican-majority band in the U.S. southwest, emerging during the economic 

recession and associated anti-immigrant and anti-Mexican sentiment of the 1890s. The Club’s 

first southwest tour in 1894 resulted from their invitation to play at the first national conference 

of the Alianza Hispanoamericana in Los Angeles, a mutual aid organization born directly from 

anti-Mexican sentiment and Tucson’s economic and demographic transformation. Lalo 

Guerrero’s fame began during the recovery period of the 1930s – not only did he receive funding 

to play on the national stage as part of a city plan to increase tourism, but his band met with high 

demand on Tucson radio programs and live events, particularly their traditional songs from 
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Mexico. And Los Changuitos Feos emerged during the mid-1960s, another low period for 

Tucson’s Mexican community, particularly in terms of informational resources that provided 

communication and cohesion to the community. The Spanish-language newspaper and radio 

options Tucsonans had enjoyed from the 1890s through the mid-1950s reached their lowest 

circulation and broadcast point by the late 1950s.275 The Spanish-language newspaper El 

Tucsonenses ceased circulating in the 1920s. Carlos Velasco’s El Fronterizo closed in 1957, and 

no other circular replaced it.276 Don Jacinto Orozco, the charismatic center of community radio 

and television from the late 1930s through the 1950s had retired. Television sets now resided in 

many Tucson homes, but Spanish-language television hardly existed before the 1980s, with the 

exception of Henry and Tony Villegas’ Saturday morning kids show.277 A handful of telenovelas 

provided the remaining Spanish-language options, airing only during late night and early 

morning hours, out of the way of prime time programming on the otherwise English-language 

networks.278 Taken together, by the early 1960s, Tucson’s Mexican community suffered from a 

dearth of resources that had previously provided them with strength and a sense of unity. In an 

era when Spanish-speaking youth faced corporal punishment for speaking their native language 

at school, and textbooks presented history from an Anglo perspective that did not value 

contributions from non-Anglo peoples, school-age children of Mexican-descent began to 

internalize the message of their second-class citizenship. Los Changuitos Feos formed from the 

                                                           
275 Tom Sheridan provides a list of Spanish-language newspapers and their circulation dates in Los Tucsonenses, 
203. 
276 Thomas E. Sheridan lists the circulation dates of Tucson’s Spanish-language newspapers in Los Tucsonenses: The 
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277 Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 201, n68. 
278 Norma González, I am my language: Discourses of women & children in the borderlands, (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 2001), 152. 
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instinctual need for a Mexican cultural expression independent of the critical eye of Anglo 

Tucson to lift individual spirits and generate community cohesion. 

The intrinsic musicality of Tucson’s Mexican community inspired others groups to arise 

independently across the city in response to concerns similar to those that had plagued Rourke. 

Elementary teacher Mercedes Guerrero started a folkloric dance group at Government Heights 

Elementary School (now Hollinger K-8 school, located south of Tucson´s downtown) in the 

early 1960s, a group that performed mainly for the school and their families.279 Other groups, 

particularly in the older grades, traveled and performed more broadly. Pueblo High School’s 

music program included an all-boys group called Los Payadores de Pueblo, a stringed group that 

initially harmonized to their guitars, guitarrónes, vihuelas, and requintos before adding a harp in 

1968. The term Payador, more commonly used in the southern region of South America, refers 

to a musical style where a singer improvises verses with guitar accompaniment.280 South 

American payadores also competed against one another in verse improvisation, passing verses 

back and forth in an attempt to determine the funniest, most creative, and quick-witted 

competitor. Although musicians in Brazil, Argentina, and Chile used the term payador, the 

practice of competitive verse improvisation also ran through northern Mexico and into the U.S. 

southwest, where people more commonly competed in improvised décimas, or lyrical songs 

divided into rhyming ten-line stanzas, in a musical competition known as a topada.281 Perhaps 

the original music director chose the name Payadores del Pueblo for its alliterative effect more 

                                                           
279 Carmen Duarte, “Young Dancers are driven by feeling of duty,” The Arizona Daily Star, Section H “Neighbors” 
Thursday, June 4, 1981 
280 A. K, Carballo & Carballo. (2011). Payador. In M. Ihrie, & S. A. Oropesa (Eds.), World literature in Spanish: an 
encyclopedia. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO. Retrieved from 
http://ezproxy.library.arizona.edu/login?url=http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/abcspanishlit/paya
dor/0?institutionId=6437. Accessed on July 7, 2017. 
281 Yvette Jiménez de Báez, “La Fiesta de la ‘topada’ y la migración al Norte (Una tradición de la Sierra Gorda 
mexicana y de áreas cirunvencinas,” Revista de Literaturas Populares, Año VII, No. 2, (Julio-Diciembre de 2008), 
347-375.  
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than to reflect on Mexican musical styles or traditions. Or perhaps they selected the name 

because of the common themes of which payadores played. During peace time, these musicians 

played songs focusing on happiness and comforting, quotidian themes, whereas in times of 

conflict they sang themes of patriotism and freedom. In 1960s Tucson, the group could select 

from either of these themes in the broad repertoire of popular Mexican songs, and either way 

provide a spiritual boost for the musicians and audience.  

Los Payadores de Pueblo also had the opportunity to travel. In 1969 the group left on 

Christmas day for a weeklong trip to Guadalajara, Mexico, where they gave nightly concerts, 

performed on the city’s Radio Ocatlán and joined the professional harp trio Las Arpas de Oro on 

Televisión Tapatía.282 While there, the group purchased a new harp and ordered charro uniforms 

to replace their previous performance wear (Figure 4).  

Figure 4 

 
Los Payadores de Pueblo, January, 1969, displaying their new harp 

after traveling to Guadalajara. The newly-ordered Charro uniforms 

had not yet arrived when this photo was taken. 
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The details of the 1969 trip appeared in a newly established bilingual newspaper El 

Pueblo, but the excursion marked the group’s third visit to Guadalajara.283 In addition to 

performing, they also visited cultural sites like the Basilica de Zapopan, the Governor’s Palace, 

the Cathedral in the city’s center, the mariachi-filled restaurants of Tlaquepaque, and Ajijic, 

returning with broad exposure to Guadalajara’s music, history, and culture. Like Los Changuitos 

Feos, Los Payadores played in Tucson and around Arizona, and participated in competitions and 

community events. Also like Los Changuitos, Los Payadores charged for their musical services. 

Payadores Director Carlos Beals followed Father Rourke’s example and applied funds earned 

from the gigs toward a college scholarship for each graduating group member. In all, 

participating in Los Payadores provided a linguistically and culturally enriching experience for 

the young men of Pueblo High. For students from families of Mexican heritage, the experience 

brought greater understanding, and affirmation of their family’s and community’s culture and 

identity into an otherwise hostile school system. For any students not of Mexican descent, the 

experience provided broader cultural knowledge of the Mexican culture on both sides of the 

border.  

The power in groups like Los Changuitos and los Payadores lie in converting Mexican 

music from something subject to marginalization and disrespect, to something presented with 

pride and excellence, that contained intrinsic social and economic value, and that provided an 

educational path forward for its young musicians. This process took time. The initial task of 

convincing young Mexican-American men to play mariachi music in charro gear met with some 

resistance, in part due to the gendered interpretation of this music style in Tucson. Father Rourke 

recalled that the first group of Changuitos initially expressed that they found the music silly and 
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the clothing feminine.284 Ralph Hinton, an early Changuito alumnus, went on to start Mariachi 

Juvenil out of the San Xavier mission just south of Tucson in the early 1970s. Hinton also noted 

that his musicians worried at first about the music being effeminate, but noted how things had 

change by the 1980s. In a 1981 interview he related, “Ten years ago, boys shunned the idea of 

being mariachis because they considered it a threat to their masculinity. They didn’t want to be 

labeled ‘sissies.’ The opposite is true today. Playing in the group provides pride and prestige. 

Thus, interest is thriving.”285  

Viewing mariachi music as feminine drew attention to a wide gap in how U.S. and 

Mexican cultures viewed masculinity, as well as how much these young men had assimilated the 

U.S. understanding of Mexican musical expression as effeminate. Mexican ranchera films 

lauded the masculine mariachi ideal: handsome, bound by honor and duty, and often conflicted – 

torn between his honor, his love of country, his patria, or the woman he loved.286 The lyrics sung 

by mariachi singers heralded from a male perspective, while even the performance of mariachi 

preserved a rigid patriarchal framework. With a few notable exceptions, playing as an 

instrumentalist in a mariachi group was nearly exclusively the domain of men.287 Women who 

remained within their gendered place joined mariachi groups as vocalists. These women took on 

a diva role, celebrated as a musical queen under the protection of the troupe of men 

accompanying her.288 The performance highlighted the beauty and uniqueness of the woman 

singer. Women wore full, decorative costumes that stood out in bright contrast to the 

                                                           
284 Dan Buckley article on Mariachi miracle. 
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monochrome charro suits of the male accompaniment, and sang powerful, lilting melodies that 

showcased the singer’s vocal range, strength, and talent.  

By 1981, Hinton reflects that students saw singing and playing in a mariachi group as an 

act of high value and esteem. This transition came about as part of a decades-long process. 

Mexican cinema helped some. Comedias rancheras and other dramatic Mexican films featured 

mariachi masculinity in its finest form, showing how iconic male figures like Javier Solís, Jorge 

Negrete, and Pedro Infante could be unquestionably powerful, handsomely male, while singing 

songs of love and longing, and wearing suits bearing vivid, floral embroidery and broad-

brimmed, embroidered charro hats. Pedro Infante served as a prime example of this in the movie 

Cuidado con el Amor (1954).  In one scene, Infante’s character, “Salvador,” sits awkwardly with 

a young woman, “Ana,” played by Elsa Aguirre. Family friends Salvador calls “tíos” prod him 

on to speak to the young woman, but he is voiceless before Ana until the tíos ask a mariachi to 

play “Cien años.”  Salvador takes over the singing partway through the song, surprising and 

captivating Ana by his musical ability.  Camera closeups highlight his face, his expression, and 

the lavishly embroidered sombrero of his Charro outfit. He is the only one in the room dressed in 

charro gear, including the mariachi members themselves, but the adornment and heartfelt 

singing only serve to empower and highlight his strength of character, his desirability, and his 

masculinity.  

In addition to these masculine images from Mexican movies and popular culture, early 

mariachi groups consisted only of male musicians, and instructors demanded strict discipline and 

focus to play and perform. The positive reception the young musicians received in response to 

their performances, the seriousness embedded in the program by the instructors, the high quality 

of the uniforms, and the economic benefits of participating in a mariachi group, all contributed to 
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evolving the perception of Tucson’s young men regarding their perception of these groups as 

representations of an acceptable masculinity.  

At a time when Tucson students faced punishment for speaking Spanish on public school 

grounds, and while textbooks excluded Mexican contributions to U.S. history and society, 

musicians in Los Changuitos, Los Payadores, and Ralph Hinton’s Mariachi Juvenil sang songs 

in Spanish, learned of Mexican history and culture through the teaching of the music, and 

traveled as cultural ambassadors and participants in international cultural exchanges. These 

music programs provided tangible and intangible benefits for their musicians, and attracted little 

to no scrutiny from Anglo Tucson. Seen as extracurricular, optional music classes independent 

from the school’s core curriculum, and viewed as a non-dominant, emasculated form of musical 

expression, state legislators, district officials and local parents held no objection to the linguistic 

and cultural components of the mariachi groups, nor the places and spaces in which they played. 

While the young musicians learned to take pride in their music and understand their mariachi 

performances as masculine ventures that instilled pride in their community, their Anglo 

counterparts experienced no such evolution in their perception of this musical style, at least not 

in the 1950s and 1960s, continuing to view the music and costumes as subordinate and 

effeminate. The embroidery and decorative bangles of the charro outfits, the open admissions of 

love and longing, and the soft, romantic keys of the most emotive songs continued to clash with 

the concept of masculinity admired in the United States.289 Not only did the uniforms and the 

expression of the music appear feminine, but the instrumentation, built largely on stringed 

instruments, also suggested passivity.  

                                                           
289 Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-
1917 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995) 
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Oddly and somewhat ironically, the interpretation of these musical forms as passive and 

feminine provided Tucson’s música cósmica with its enduring capacity, protecting it from 

scrutiny and interference. The devaluation of this music had a dual effect in Tucson: on the one 

hand, the music faced exclusion from Tucson’s collective cultural identity and therefore did not 

combat the perceived voicelessness of the Mexican-descent community; on the other hand, the 

music found places and places to survive and thrive. Singing Mexican popular music resulted in 

an assertion of masculine prowess based on a national Mexican patriarchal ideal that faced 

interpretation as feminine and unworthy of notice by the dominant U.S. society. Tucson’s age-

old duets, trios, solo singers, and by the 1960s, their new mariachi talent, all sang songs of a 

mexicanidad viewed by outsiders as devalued and feminine. Yet by singing these songs, they 

sang of a madre patria, interpreting the songs, femininity, masculinity, and culture on their own 

terms, turning the Anglo-driven devaluation and feminization of Mexican culture on its head and 

infusing it with their own understanding of masculinity, honor, and pride. 

The original mariachi troupes in Mexico consisted primarily of stringed instruments.  

Trumpets did not join mariachi groups until years later. Mariachi groups began adding trumpets 

after the XEW radio station manager in Mexico City insisted on the station band incorporating 

the horns for a clearer sound over the airwaves. Soon, mariachis throughout Mexico began 

incorporating trumpets into their bands. Tucson experienced a similar transition. Although the 

city’s first adult mariachi group, an all-male group called Mariachi Los Tucsonenses, showed 

only strings in a photograph from the 1950s (figure 5), and los Payadores de Pueblo used only 

strings, Los Changuitos Feos and Mariachi Juvenil incorporated trumpets from the beginning. 
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Figure 5 

 
Mariachi Tucsonense, 1950s 

 

By the 1960s, Mariachi groups in Mexico and Tucson regularly incorporated trumpets. In 

youth mariachi, nonetheless, this took some time to implement. The strength and breath control 

required to produce a quality trumpet sound demanded that only older, more advanced students 

play the instrument, a process that took four years, according to Mariachi Juvenil director Ralph 

Hinton.290 Alfredo Valenzuela indicated that, for practical purposes regarding ease of playing, 

teaching of music theory, and physical maturity, his students always began on the guitar.291 

Valenzuela also insisted all students learn guitar first because a musician could sing and play on 

the guitar simultaneously, and guitars could produce chord, rhythm and melody.  All of this 

meant a single guitarist could provide a full performance just with their instrument and voice. 

The guitar, more than the other instruments of the mariachi, allowed a musician to perform 

freely, fully, and independently. After learning the basics of guitar for one or more years, 

                                                           
290 Mark Turner, “A Mariachi Dream: Young musicians make it come true for their Anglo founder and director” 
Aizona Daily Star July 16, 1981, page number unknown (from James Officer collection in Arizona Historical Society). 
291 Interview with author, September 12, 2013. 
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students moved on to vihuela, violin, or bajo sexto before finally advancing to the trumpet. The 

trumpet represented the greatest physical challenge for younger musicians, with the need for 

strong facial muscles and breath control.  In contrast, younger students faced fewer physical 

obstacles while mastering the strumming, fingering, and bowing action of the strings.  

The youth mariachi groups grew in numbers in the 1960s and 1970s, but they still 

represented only a small portion of the música cósmica performed in the city. The intricate 

costuming and scheduling limitations of school-age groups affected the places and spaces these 

groups could play, relegating them to special occasions. The trumpets of the youth mariachi 

groups also dictated the times and locations they would play. Restaurants and smaller private 

parties often preferred the intimate, quieter nature of stringed instruments. Solo performers, 

duets, and trios continued to rely heavily on the guitar and its numerous variants because of their 

flexibility and prowess as instruments that could provide a full backup with only a much smaller 

ensemble. For this reason, a number of wedding bands and other professional or semi-

professional performance groups did not use trumpets at all. Los Hermanos Pérez and José 

Fierro, among others, relied solely on strings to accompany their voices. Lalo Guerrero and his 

bands all used strings through the 1930s and the early 1940s. When musicians like Guerrero and 

Goyo Escalante began incorporating horns into their bands, they did so as part of the evolution 

into big band music, with stationary, staged bands playing for a dancing crowd in a large hall. 

They incorporated elements of blues and jazz, with its syncopated and staccato horn sounds, 

musical forms that originated in the United States and energized the post-World-War II dance 

halls. Raúl Aguirre reflected on Tucson’s big band era of the 1940s and 50s, opining that the 

incorporation of trumpets into the swing bands of the 1940s served to prepare Tucson’s 
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musicians for the addition of trumpets into mariachi groups, and the increasing popularity of 

trumpet-heavy Tejano and Norteño groups in the 1950s and 60s. 

The addition of the trumpet to many mariachi groups continued to reinforce the gendered 

understanding of the mariachi as a male enterprise. In the 1960s, the thought of incorporating 

female students into school bands had surfaced throughout Arizona, causing great consternation 

for music teachers who rejected the idea. David Gornston, an active music educator in Arizona 

and prolific writer of primers for trumpet, cornet, saxophone, guitar, as well as other instruments, 

published a scathing piece regarding the addition of high school girls to band programs in an 

opinion pieces tellingly titled “I like girls.”292 Gornston explicitly discussed the masculine and 

military conceptions behind trumpets, defining a band as “a dynamic, stirring, virile, musical 

organization” and continuing with the assertion that “A girl behind a trumpet, trombone, or bass 

drum does not, should not, and thank goodness cannot – produce a masculine performance.” 

Gornston applied the maintenance of musical gender roles to the stability of society as a whole, 

affirming that it was “…dangerous for our society to eliminate the idea of the fastidious, gentile, 

discriminating female,” and that “bands are military in nature,” and should not admit women 

(figure 6). 

  

                                                           
292 David Gornston, “I like girls,” Arizona Music News, Vol iv, No 3, February 1960. 
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Figure 6 

 
This undated photo donated to the Arizona Historical Society in 

1972 by María Soza González demonstrates the regimented, 

military, gendered nature of the Tucson High School marching 

band, underscoring Gornston’s perspective of marching bands as 

virile, masculine, military institutions.   

 

 While young women, in spite of the negative reaction of people like Gornston, did begin 

to emerge in greater numbers as horn players in general band programs throughout the 1960s and 

1970s, the question of whether female students should learn to play the trumpet in youth 

mariachi programs would not emerge for a few more years. The Arizona Daily Star reported in 

1987 that a group called Mariachi Nuevo became the first to admit young women to its ranks, 

listing four high school women as violin players that year.293 In July of 1981 Ralph Hinton’s 

Mariachi Juvenil also included a single young girl, nine-year-old Michelle Flores. The presence 

of young women in Tucson’s performing mariachi groups, unheard of in the 1960s, became 

increasingly common by the 1980s. Yet other gendered aspects of instrument choice remained 

deeply ingrained in the mariachi programs. In a 2013 interview, Alfredo Valenuela puzzled over 

the gendered organization of the instrumentalists. All of his students learned guitar first, then 

moved on to other strings before they could play the trumpet. In Valenzuela’s view, this musical 

                                                           
293 The Arizona Daily Star, April 24, 1987  
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evolution represented time, experience, and maturity. Yet, he acknowledged, few Davis 

elementary girls chose to learn the trumpet. He insisted that neither he nor the instructors tracked 

the children to certain instruments for any reason, including gender. And yet, the students sorted 

themselves out based on social cues that drove them to select one instrument over another.  

The addition of trumpets to youth mariachi programs added to their volume and visibility. 

As youth mariachi groups increased in popularity, they performed regularly and publicly for an 

increasing number of holidays in Tucson, such as Christmas, the Fourth of July, and Mexican 

Independence celebrations on the 15th and 16th of September. They celebrated Tucson’s August 

20th birthday, as well as playing for other events by invitation of the mayor or other city 

leadership. Among these groups, Los Changuitos emerged as the most visible, audible, and 

portable representation of Tucson’s Mexican musical heritage since Los Carlistas. Fortunately 

for Tucson youth, school-age mariachi groups did not trigger the same concern for city leaders as 

did the loud and enduring Festival de San Agustín. This remained true in spite of the increasing 

number of mariachi programs, their increased use of trumpets, and the proliferation in their 

visibility as school groups received increasing numbers of invitations to play in events across the 

city.  This continued tolerance of this growing musical form may have stemmed from two 

separate factors: first, that the music came from children lessened its interpretation as any kind of 

social or cultural threat to Anglo Tucson.  Secondly, the study music in general began to take a 

place as a pastime with little value beyond aesthetics. The post-World-War-II era focused on 

economic growth and infrastructure development, and music programs faced budget cuts and 

curricular marginalization. This became increasingly true as the U.S. entered the period of the 

Cold War, continued military engagement in Korea and Vietman, and became engaged in 

beating the USSR into space. Music educators lamented the overall loss of music in school 
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curriculums, where the subject had increasingly become an elective or removed from the 

curriculum entirely.294 Even in Tucson schools with strongly integrated music curricula, the 

choice to join a mariachi groups fell into the category of after school or elective choices, and 

depended largely on the group’s ability to self-fund.  

As the public schools attempted to convert hearts, minds, and tongues into English-

speaking, Anglophilic youth, and as marching bands reigned supreme in music curriculum as 

displays of masculinity and school pride, the Mexican-based music programs that emerged as 

extracurricular activities continued without interruption. Their resilience had to do partly with 

their relative invisibility to Anglo society, partly due to their ability to self-fund, and partly due 

to their musical excellence. As time passed, Anglo leaders began to take notice of the youth 

mariachi movement, partly in response to the national popularity of Los Changuitos Feos. Rather 

than face censure, the bright uniforms and musical excellence of Tucson’s youth mariachi groups 

helped them gain popularity among city managers, political leaders, and social elite, who often 

contracted the children to play for public ceremonies and events.295 Alfredo Valenzuela related 

that after thirty years of teaching Las Aguilitas at Davis Elementary School, he could not 

remember sensing resistance or facing questions about the propriety of teaching Mexican music 

and culture to his elementary students. The sight of such musical excellence in a band of children 

whose second- through fifth-grade members rarely surpassed four feet in height, drew joy and 

amazement from a wide variety of audiences. Understood by Anglo Tucson as an educational 

elective and as a niche musical style associated with children and femininity, music teachers 

continued to teach Mexican culture, language, and history to Tucson youth through la música 

                                                           
294 For example, see H.S.M, “Do you have the Answers? Music in the School Curriculum,” Music Educators Journal, 
V 34, N 3 (Jan, 1948), pp. 58-59. Also Paul E. Smith, “Music in the Curriculum,” Music Educators Journal, V46, N4 
(Feb-Mar 1960), 105-106. 
295 Interview with Alfredo Valenzuela, Tucson, Arizona, September 12, 2013. 
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cósmica.  They continued to teach uninterrupted, far under the radar of Anglos concerned with 

the city’s collective cultural identity, despite increasing tensions through the 1960s regarding that 

very question.    

Through ongoing, regular participation in local events and celebrations, these young 

musicians became a part of the cultural framework that upheld Tucson’s Mexican community. 

The very act of wearing the Charro clothing – an economic investment in a uniform of exquisite 

make and design – enveloped the bodies of Tucson youth in fine, high quality, beautiful gear. 

The music physically emerged from their lungs and larynxes, vibrated off trumpeter’s lips, and 

creased the fingers of string players while the instrument bodies sang with the pull of the bow.296 

These youth became the source of a proud, Mexican tradition, one that received standing 

ovations and inspired tears in parents and grandparents. Their instruments and voices formed an 

essential part of commemoration ceremonies and provided the backdrop for audience members 

to sing and dance in a collective experience. Even more than this, these students, with their 

instruments, voices, and uniforms, emerged as something more important than a voice for 

Tucson’s past and memories. They became the embodiment of Mexican song and culture in 

upcoming generations, members of a future that would continue to perform, sing, enjoy, and 

dance to la música cósmica in years to come. The youth played iconic selections from Mexico’s 

repertoire of popular songs: De Colores, Guadalajara, Mi Ranchito, Adelita, Creí que tu vida era 

mía. For some Tucsonans, this music recalled years past, catering to memories of childhoods in 

Mexican hometowns, for others, the music evoked memories from outside of Mexico, wherever 

they had grown up and experienced la música cósmia. For the musicians themselves, their 

physical bodies transformed the music into a vibrant, living culture to play, sing, and enjoy now 

                                                           
296 Helen Thomas, The Body, Dance, and Cultural Theory, (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2003) 
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and in future events. Rather than singing odes to their Mexican identity, they sang their identity, 

performed it, and became it through the act of performing. The music not only helped individuals 

recall and create individual and shared histories, but it provided a glimpse into a collective 

future, one in which these songs would continue to play. 

The cultural framework provided by these performers of la música cósmica became 

critically important from the late 1960s into the 1970s, and the youth programs formed part of 

the response Tucson’s Mexican community launched after the violent upheaval of urban 

renewal. In the 1950s, the United States government announced the availability of funding for 

urban development projects across the United States. The idea was to infuse investment into the 

creation of buildings, parks, neighborhoods, and other infrastructure to renovate run-down areas 

of cities and transform them into attractive, productive, modern metropolises.297 Throughout the 

United States, these urbanization projects exacerbated racial tensions as city planners condemned 

non-white working class neighborhoods as slums, then sent in federally-funded bulldozers to 

raze them to the ground.298 In cities across the United States, urban renewal projects resulted in 

displacement of entire communities, major social upheaval, and flagrant violations of civil rights 

targeted largely against people of color.  In Tucson, the push for urban renewal also emerged as 

part of the decades-old clash between the city’s two separate collective identities, with members 

of both groups believing they had the legitimate right to determine Tucson’s present and future. 

The downtown streets became the axis of this debate, the central space where the two separate 

worldviews collided.  

                                                           
297 Eric Avila and Mark Rose, “Race, Culture, Politics, and Urban Renewal,” Journal of Urban History, 2009;35(3): 
335-47. 
298 Juan Gomez-Novy and Stefanes Polyzoides, “A tale of two cities: The failed urban renewal of downtown Tucson 
in the twentieth century,” Journal of the Southwest, Spring-Summer 2003, 87-90. 
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The Federal Government awarded the City of Tucson’s Urban Renewal Office, opened in 

1958, funds to renovate the downtown area and build the Tucson Convention Center. This new 

complex would house new office buildings, a large conference and event space, theaters for 

music and other performances, and large expanses of parking spaces to accommodate the crowds 

the city planners hoped to lure to the renovated downtown.299 In order to erect this monument to 

Tucson’s future, the city needed to relieve the land of its occupants – approximately thirty city 

blocks containing homes, businesses, parks, and the old cathedral, all part of the historical, 

multicultural, mostly Mexican, community. On the streets where Mexican Tucson had built their 

cathedral, central plaza, businesses, and homes,300 urban planners saw slums and dilapidated 

buildings, or infringements on strict suburban zoning regulations, when they saw anything at 

all.301 The downtown barrio represented a cultural landscape for the people who lived there, one 

infused with deep memories and a community’s collective identity. One Tucson resident 

described how her grandfather, one of the only Tucsonenses with the training and skills to build 

and roof towers using a harness system, laid the bricks and plastered the towers of the original 

cathedral.302 The work involved many dangerous, fatiguing hours of difficult maneuvering. The 

family told and retold the stories of their ancestor’s contribution to the towers, granting them a 

sense of place in the community and an organic connection to the building itself. When the 

bulldozers tore these buildings down, they quite literally tore down the blood, sweat, and tears of 

                                                           
299 Lydia Otero, La Calle, 21. 
300 The positive associations and memories Mexican Tucsonans hold for their barrios has been discussed by 
Sheridan, p126, Otero, p 20-21, and came up in my interview with Fred Martinez as he recalled days spent 
downtown in his youth (Interview with Fred Martinez, May 18, 2016, Tucson, Arizona). 
301 Juan Gomez-Novy & Stefanes Polyzoides, “A tale of two cities: the failed urban renewal of downtown Tucson in 
the twentieth century,” Journal of the Southwest, Spring-Summer 2003, 92-93. 
302 The University of Arizona Special Collections, “Growing up in Tucson,” Panel Discussion. September 17, 2015. 

Organized by Joseph “Bob” Diaz. Featuring Katya Peterson, Ernesto “Neto” Portillo, Jr., and Lydia Otero. (Original 
publicity materials listed Richard Elías) 
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the people who had built them, as well as living monuments to collective identities built through 

family lore.  

The Office of Urban Renewal justified their actions with a vision of a great cultural 

center that would serve all of Tucson. Edward Nelson, a member of the Citizen’s Committee on 

Urban Renewal, proclaimed that the center would serve the entire Tucson community in addition 

to providing a space for conventions. The community Nelson imagined converging on the new 

event center would be served by “singers, athletes, Boy Scouts, and square dance people… 

community things.” 303 In this, the two collective identities that had historically dominated 

Tucson came to an abrupt and fatal clash: The community Nelson expected to serve in Tucson’s 

most central downtown acreage clearly did not include the Mexican and multicultural 

community that already lived there. Nelson proposed bringing music and dancing to downtown, 

but music already existed there – in the festivals on la placita, in the strolling troubadours during 

the Sunday afternoon promenades, in backyard parties, in the Beehive and other clubs and 

cantinas, in the late-night serenades on the neighborhood streets, on local radio programs, in the 

ballroom of the Alianza Hispanoamericana, in the events of the Latin American Social Club, and 

in the daily routine of the people living their private lives in their family homes. The urban 

development plan would replace these cultural expressions with others deemed acceptable to 

City Hall. In this regard, it is little wonder that the Mexican community launched a cultural 

response to this cultural attack. 

Despite fervent activism against the urban development plan, the bulldozing of 

downtown Tucson began in 1967. On November 8, 1971, the Tucson Convention Center opened 

its doors with its inaugural concert. If any doubt remained regarding the cultural claim over that 
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space, Arizona Governor Jack Williams announced in the opening ceremonies that the TCC 

belonged to “the people” and that it represented “tomorrow.” To underscore which people and 

whose tomorrow Governor Williams meant, the inaugural events included a concert and an Ice 

Capades extravaganza decorated in liberal quantities of red, white, and blue. “The Star Spangled 

Banner” opened the concert, ending with “76 Trombones” from The Music Man and an encore of 

“Stars and Stripes Forever.”304 Tucson’s city center, in contrast to four years earlier, now boasted 

sleek, cement thoroughfares, clean-lined buildings, spoke English, and celebrated U.S. Anglo 

culture. In November 1971, the cultural remodeling of both the geographic landscape and the 

cultural soundscape of Tucson’s downtown was complete.  

The authors of the Regional Plan meant to draw business and tourism to Tucson, but 

destroying the businesses and homes that fueled the city center had a net negative effect on the 

entire downtown area.305 For decades after the TCC opened, the streets of downtown Tucson 

remained quiet, dark, and deserted. Without the foot traffic of the evicted barrios, the remaining 

department stores, markets, and other businesses shuttered up and closed down or moved away 

from the downtown. Tucson, in essence, became a city without a downtown.306 The convention 

center complex brought in large events and concerts as planned, but even the hotels surrounding 

the center struggled to remain open without a thriving downtown to draw regular traffic in 

between conventions. Those who opposed the urban renewal project, especially those who had 

suffered personally, referred to the stagnation of downtown Tucson as the curse of the barrio: 

                                                           
304 Micheline Keating, “Ice Capades Show Opens Area as Tucson finds a ‘Family Room,’” Tucson Citizen, November 

10, 1971, 27, as cited in Otero, La Calle, 124-126.  
305 Juan Gomez-Novy & Stefanes Polyzoides, “A tale of two cities: the failed urban renewal of downtown Tucson in 
the twentieth century,” Journal of the Southwest, Spring-Summer 2003. 
306 For an excellent summary of this period and the personal toll it took on families who had lived downtown, see 
Margaret Regan, “There Goes the Neighborhood: The Downfall of Downtown,” Tucson Weekly, Cover story, March 
6, 1997.  
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built on sacred ground taken unwillingly from its occupants, local lore held that the TCC and the 

entire downtown were doomed to fail.307  

 Within the context of civil rights and social justice that swept the nation in the 1960s, the 

destruction of the downtown barrio became part of the historical narrative of Tucson’s 

community of Mexican descent, a narrative built around an identity of marginalization and 

resistance. For some local families whose roots reached back into the late 1800s, and for those 

who identified as part of the same historical trajectory, the strength and sense of purpose behind 

this resistance identity culled inspiration from the voices, experiences, and stories that dated back 

to the 1880s. Shocked, angry, and galvanized, community members responded in a variety of 

ways, including political, social, economic, and cultural. First, they recognized the need to 

appeal at the federal level to protect their historic neighborhoods. They quickly and successfully 

applied for historical status to protect a number of the remaining barrios and buildings from 

further demolition.308 Second, community members became vocally and actively critical of land 

use in central and west Tucson, most notably the vast expanses of land kept green and lush for an 

Anglo-only golf course on west Speedway. The golf course’s long green lawns stretched out 

before the front doors of the houses on the northern edge Barrio Hollywood, meanwhile 

excluding the people who lived behind those doors from enjoying the cool green of the course.309 

In the face of this racially unequal distribution of land, Tucson’s Mexican and Chicano 

communities organized in 1971 to demand acreage for a public park, community center, and 

                                                           
307 Barrio Stories, presented in 2015 and Directed by Marc David Pinate related the story of the curse of the barrio. 
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308 Interview with Raquel Rubio Goldsmith, October 30, 2014, Tucson, Arizona. 
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library to serve the western barrios. The organizers triumphed, and the city opened El Rio 

Neighborhood Center and Joaquín Murrieta Park, public resources that included a swimming 

pool, playgrounds, ball fields, a public library, a large activity center, a weight room, community 

college classrooms, and other resources.  The land allotment for this center wrapped to the north 

and east around the offending golf course, and held the express purpose of serving the residents 

of West Tucson.  

The destruction of the downtown barrio inspired voices to emerge in other ways as well. 

Community members recognized the urgent need to establish a robust media network to serve 

Tucson’s Mexican community. A new generation of newspapers and radio programs flourished 

with the goals of serving the people of Mexican descent and voicing a counterpoint to the city’s 

collective identity that had marginalized them to the point of physical destruction. The 

establishment of these new means of communication resulted in a rebirth and remembering of 

what had been a robust local industry in the past. Chicano youth publications such as Coraje, 

published by the student-run Mexican-American Liberation Committee, called for unity and 

activism in support of a broad spectrum of social justice issues, including rights for workers, 

students, and city residents.310 The title, Coraje, translates into two separate words in English: 

“Courage” and “Anger.” Coraje, then, called for an angry and fearless examination of Mexican 

American, Chicano, and Raza identity, and asked people to take pride in their brown mestizaje, 

in the indigenous heritage that gave them their darker skin and hair, the color that marked them 

as an undesirable “other” in broader U.S. society. Published in low-budget form by Chicano 

student writers and organizers, Coraje circulated machine reproductions of pages filled with 

                                                           
310Although Coraje’s inaugural edition of March, 1969, neglected to define their mission and readership, their 
interests and the population they hope to serve are evident throughout each issue. The April, 1969 issue provides 
a particularly broad range of interests and pursuits.  
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hand-drawn graphics, poems, articles, and opinion pieces, patched together from separate type-

set pieces. The publication called attention to injustices in the workforce and educational system, 

invited donations for food, clothing, and textbooks for struggling families, updated readers on 

town hall and board meetings where members represented the Chicano cause, and announced 

marches, meetings, and other opportunities for activism. The pages of Coraje included poetry, 

essays, and songs expressing Mexican, Raza, and Chicano identity and experiences. The content 

radiated with passion, energy, and enthusiasm for the Mexican-American and Chicano cause. 

The articles also serve as a veritable directory of local Mexican and Mexican-American leaders 

who would emerge in decades to come. Many authors of the articles, poems, and vignettes went 

on to become political representatives, media hosts, university professors, or well-known talents 

in other arenas, remaining in and around Tucson to continue serving the city and their 

community. Through Coraje, the youth organized and promoted the opening of a Mexican 

American/Chicano studies program at the University of Arizona (established in 1971), supported 

programs in bilingual education, and otherwise united the community around political and social 

causes. 

 Another group of media professionals started El Pueblo, a “Progressive, Bilingual 

Weekly Newspaper,” in late 1968, just after the bulldozers first hit the downtown soil. El Pueblo 

operated out of Old Pueblo Publishing Company on south Stone Avenue, under the expertise of a 

professional editorial board that included Oscar García, Ernesto Portillo, Sr., Oscar Araiza, and 

Albert Elías. Less radical and militaristic than Coraje, El Pueblo expressed its desire to serve as 

a voice and communicator for the Tucson’s Mexican American population. El Pueblo’s editorial 

board marketed to a local population that felt pride in its Mexican heritage yet did not embrace 

the political radicalism of the Chicano movement. While the writers of Coraje defined 
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acceptable terms for people of Mexican descent in the United States and vehemently rejected 

labels placed on them by others, the editors of El Pueblo valued unity above naming 

conventions. The inaugural edition of El Pueblo published the following clarification of terms 

and statement of collective identity (Figure 7):  

Figure 7 

 
“I am a Mexican,”  

Inaugural edition of El Pueblo Newspaper, 1968. 

  

This statement suggests the term “Mexican-American” for U.S. residents of Mexican 

descent, meanwhile acknowledging that most people simply use the term “Mexican” when 

identifying themselves. The recommendation of a technical term notwithstanding, the editors 

prioritize heritage and history above all naming conventions, implying the need for unity across 

all people of Mexican descent.   

Finally, the University of Arizona’s School of Journalism also responded to the dearth of 

newspapers in Tucson’s Mexican community. Its School of Journalism began publishing El 

Independiente in the 1970s, a bilingual news publication specifically for the City of South 

Tucson. Journalism students earned course credit while running the newspaper, whose articles 

appeared in either English or Spanish, largely without translation. Unlike El Pueblo or El Coraje, 

the authors of articles in El Independiente usually came from outside South Tucson and the 
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Tucson barrios. The newspaper provided valuable opportunities for University of Arizona 

journalism students to conduct primary research in South Tucson, learning from its residents 

about the community and its challenges, and sharing this in published form. The newspaper’s 

inaugural edition in May of 1976 specified its creation as a means to fill an informational and 

representational void for South Tucson residents, largely of Mexican decent, in the local 

media.311  

All of these newspapers prioritized informing their readership of concerns regarding the 

unequal treatment of Tucson’s citizens of Mexican descent, with the goal of uniting their 

readership through relevant information and dialogue, and inspiring their readers into action to 

improve the community’s situation. El Coraje and El Pueblo, both written and edited by 

members of the Mexican community, voiced pride in their Mexican identity, but demonstrated 

two distinct perspectives on being Mexican in Tucson. Coraje’s Chicano perspective called for 

unity based on brown skin color and a raza identity, that is, a person with indigenous, non-

European roots and heritage. El Pueblo’s editors, equally proud of their non-Anglo heritage, 

focused on historical, cultural, and political traditions rather than on skin color and questions of 

race. El Pueblo included educational material regarding the culture and history of the country of 

Mexico, such as a series of stories on major personalities of the Mexican Revolution.312 Despite 

their strong push to bolster pride and awareness of their non-Anglo cultural and genetic heritage, 

both papers firmly rooted their push for community betterment in the United States. In contrast 

to Carlos Velasco’s editorials in El Fronterizo in the 1890s, neither Coraje nor El Pueblo 

suggested that people of Mexican descent might return to Mexico. Instead, both papers insisted 

fervently on the right of people of Mexican descent to participate fully in the benefits and 
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protections of U.S. society. Also unlike El Fronterizo and El Tucsonense fifty years prior, both 

of which published entirely in Spanish (with exception of a few English-language 

advertisements), Coraje, El Pueblo, and El Independiente all published their pages in bilingual 

formats. The editors rarely presented articles in both languages, they simply published each item 

in either Spanish or English for the readers to interpret what they would. They wrote for a fully 

bilingual readership, one rooted strongly in the United States and fighting for better social, 

political, and economic circumstances.  

Spanish-language radio programming also took on a new direction after 1968, partly due 

to what at least one Tucsonan observed as the personal transformation of Ernesto Portillo 

Villalobos.313 Portillo, born in Parra, Chihuahua, arrived in Tucson in 1954 with experience 

working in radio in Ciudad Juárez, just south of the border from El Paso, Texas. He moved to 

Tucson to accept a job offer at KEVT AM, the city’s first daytime Spanish-language radio 

station.314 In 1963 he moved to a new station, KXEW AM, a 24-hour Spanish-language station 

named after the national radio station broadcast from Mexico City in the 1920s. The naming of 

the station revealed the social conservatism of the Mexican identity held by the station owners 

and by Ernesto Portillo. Many border residents enjoyed their bilingualism, code-switching, and 

word play, building their sense of Chicano or Mexican American identity around this linguistic 

flux. Portillo directed his own work of cultural resistance toward maintaining grammatically 

correct Spanish, insisting that the announcers on KXEW use only complete, grammatically 

correct sentences and play only Spanish-language songs.315 In this, he differed from the Chicano 

activists who often visited his station to promote community events, demonstrations, and 
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fundraisers on the air. Raquel Rubio Goldsmith recalled that Portillo had not particularly 

sympathized with the Chicano activists in the early 1960s, distancing himself from their 

celebration of linguistic and cultural hybridity, resistance activism, and indigenous brownness. 

Nonetheless, he opened his airwaves to them during his community programming, and this 

exposure made a great difference in the ability of these groups to draw attention to their events 

and their cause. An endorsement by Ernesto Portillo mattered greatly to these groups and others 

in Tucson. Raquel Rubio Goldsmith recalled the enormous sway Portillo held over people 

through his radio program: “If he gave a restaurant, organization, or performance a good review, 

people would rush to participate and tickets would sell out. If he mentioned on air that he had not 

enjoyed something, nobody would go.”  

 Portillos’s social conservatism informed his linguistic, political, and musical tastes, and 

remained relatively unchanged until the late 1960s. Like the Chicano activists, Portillo saw 

himself as a defender of Mexican culture and pride in Tucson, and believed the best way to do 

this was to uphold the community through broadcasting la música cósmica, teaching radio 

listeners of Mexican history and culture, and preserving Mexican Spanish in unadulterated form. 

Seeing himself as a central figure providing a cultural, communication, and informational service 

to the local Mexican community, Portillo presided over a variety of musical and informational 

programs on KXEW, granting special respect and preference to songs from the ever-expanding 

cancionero mexicano. Agustín Lara, Pedro Infante, Javier Solís, Lola Beltrán, Lucha Reyes and 

countless other iconic stars singing classic and popular Mexican favorites emanated from his 

station. On May 10, 1968, Portillo presided over a Mother’s Day broadcast honoring Tucson 

mothers and the retired radio host Jacinto Orozco.316 This hour-long special broadcast honored 
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Don Orozco, raised up the mothers and grandmothers of the community living and dead, played 

some of Orozco´s favorite Mexican songs, and interviewed Adela Torres, a community leader 

pushing to save the downtown neighborhoods. In this broadcast, Ms. Torres used her time on air 

to recruit support in saving portions of the downtown barrio from destruction, most notably a 

small square known as La Placita,where festivals and celebrations had taken place since the 

construction of the first Catholic cathedral at its eastern edge. 

 Some perceived a change in Portillo regarding his view of the young Chicanos and their 

movement after 1968, when the evacuation and destruction of the historic barrios began.317 The 

recognition that Tucson’s Urban Planning Committee had willfully destroyed homes, 

neighborhoods, and businesses to replace them with an event center that did not reflect the 

Mexican community shook his conservative mindset and inspired him to grant the Chicano 

activists greater sympathy and respect. The actions of the city also urged Portillo into further 

action, hence his involvement on the editorial board of El Pueblo. Portillo’s insistence on 

grammatically excellent Mexican Spanish remained clear throughout the publication, and the 

inclusion of articles on Mexican history remained consistent with his desire to foment the 

community’s Mexican identity through an understanding of the country of Mexico itself. New to 

Portillo’s stance, nonetheless, was the urgent insistence on progressive human and social rights, 

the overt bilingualism of the publication, and his carefully worded editorial statement on what it 

meant to be Mexican in Tucson. Tucson’s City Planners, in their attempt to reduce the Mexican 

presence in Tucson’s city center, managed to ignite the community rather than destroy it. They 

united Chicanos, Mexican Americans, and Mexicanos across the political, generational, and 

social spectrum in their response to the loss of the historical barrio.  
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In addition to print media and radio programming, Tucson’s musical infrastructure 

expanded beyond the success of Los Changuitos Feos and K-12 school groups after destruction 

of the historical downtown. Bolstered by coverage on the new Spanish-language media, and 

emboldened by the need to publicly share Mexican culture and heritage in Tucson, a number of 

individuals and organizations worked to expand the means through which Tucson celebrated and 

performed its música cósmica in the 1970s. During an educator’s meeting in Guadalajara, 

Mexico, Mercedes Guerrero, already teaching Mexican folkloric dance at Government Heights 

Elementary, met another dance instructor named Angel Hernández. Enthralled by his teaching 

skills and the excellence of his dancers, Guerrero persuaded administrators at Pima Community 

College (PCC) to make an offer to Hernández to teach baile folkórico at the college. Both parties 

accepted, and Hernández joined the PCC faculty in 1971. Soon PCC’s dancers twirled through a 

full range of regional dresses and dance styles at regular performances at the PCC performance 

halls and across Tucson. In 1977, a group of parents convinced him to teach youth dance classes, 

and a year later his Instituto de Folklórico Mexicano put on a performance showcasing the 

talents of one hundred children, dancing to a combination of recorded music and live mariachi 

accompaniment.318 This story demonstrates two phenomena: first, that Tucson harbored a great 

desire for its youth to learn Mexican folkloric dance, enough to bring an instructor into the 

community college and to enlist 100 schoolage dancers from the community in the instructor’s 

first year.  Hernández clearly felt duty-bound to share dancing with Tucson’s youth. He taught 

every child who wanted to learn, regardless of their family’s ability to pay for lessons. He took 

regular trips to Mexico to study regional styles, bringing new dances and costumes back to 

Tucson to teach and share. In 1981 Hernández accepted the Directorship of the Tucson branch of 
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Mexico’s National Institute of Research and Diffusion of Mexican Dance, dedicated to 

promoting authentic Mexican dance. The branch represented the organization’s first foreign 

office and made Hernández the first Mexican cultural minister outside of Mexico.319 

Also in 1971, although unrelated, Alfredo Valenzuela followed a friend from his rural 

home near Willcox to Tucson to accept a third-grade teaching position at Mission View 

Elementary in south Tucson. Now a young man who played a broad repertoire of música 

cósmica on his guitar, Valenzuela arrived in Tucson too late to experience first-hand the struggle 

over the downtown barrio, but he, like Father Rourke, Carlos Baez, and Mercedes Guerrero 

before him, sensed that music could help him connect with his students. He began bringing his 

guitar to school with him to teach his children popular songs like “De Colores” and “Cuatro 

Milpas.” By popular request, he provided guitar lessons during recess and after school. He soon 

developed a small group of third, fourth, and fifth grade guitarristas, all learning to sing and play 

a select repertoire of simple songs in English and in Spanish, songs he arranged himself to match 

the skill level and musical interests of his students.  

A decade after Valenzuela arrived in Tucson, the Tucson Unified School District opened 

a bilingual magnet program at Davis Bilingual Elementary Magnet School, one of a number of 

magnet program options made available to TUSD students in response to a 1973 lawsuit that 

accused Tucson of de facto racial segregation in its school district. The district initiated the 

magnet school program to draw students out of racially homogenous neighborhoods and into 

schools across the city that offered enhanced curriculum in certain subjects or teaching methods. 

The United States had evolved socially since the tense years of the Civil Rights battles, and had 

entered an era where the federal court system backed lawsuits attempting to right the history of 
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racial injustices, and where cultural movements across the country sought out and welcomed 

ethnic expressions and voices representing the cultural diversity of the country. The TUSD 

lawsuit and its resulting desegregation plan formed part of this national movement. Davis 

Bilingual Elementary school, located in historic Barrio Anita on the northern edge of the city’s 

downtown, offered immersion Spanish-language classes, a curriculum focused on social justice, 

and, wanted to establish an elementary level mariachi group. They invited Alfredo Valenzuela to 

join Davis as the music specialist, a position he gladly accepted. Like he had in Mission View, 

Valenzuela began to teach guitar first. He then added violins, vihuela, and bass guitar, and last, 

trumpets, to complete the full mariachi sound. Las Aguilitas de Davis would be one of the 

shortest (in terms of height) formal mariachis in Tucson, but their robust sound, performance 

professionalism, and musical expertise earned Valenzuela numerous awards and accolades over 

the years (Appendix B, track 11).  

Across all of these different teachers, journalists, radio deejays, ballroom managers, 

musicians, and dancers, a common motivator behind their work for the community resided in a 

sense that they each had a musical duty to perform in Tucson, one that mattered urgently in 

connecting with Tucson youth, as well as for cultural continuation and survival. Rather than 

simply providing entertainment for enjoyment, these individuals saw music as something they 

had a responsibility to share and maintain for the good of the community. Mercedes Guerrero 

explicitly expressed this in an interview with the Arizona Daily Star: “Mexico is blessed in folk 

arts. There is so much in the crafts and in the dances. We feel we have a duty to impart this to the 

public.”320 Radio deejays like Jacinto Orozco and Ernesto Portillo felt an obligation to unify, 

communicate, and inform the community, as well as provide them with music and entertainment. 
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Alfredo Valenzuela’s sense of duty emerged in his lifelong dedication to teaching Spanish-

language music to Tucson’s youth of Mexican descent. Angel Hernández also saw his dance 

expertise as a duty, welcoming all students regardless of their ability to pay for classes. 

Non-musical Tucsonans felt a sense of duty to contribute what they could to the musical 

scene as well. Nando Zepeda, after a career in the military and later as a substance abuse 

program administrator and counselor in California, returned to Tucson to enjoy his retirement 

and care for his aging mother.321 Zepeda, his spouse, and his mother resided in a multi-residence 

property with a large and welcoming patio. Always appreciative of the power of music and social 

gatherings, Zepeda made his patio available for community events, fundraisers, and campaigns. 

He welcomed scholarship fundraisers for various Mexican-American community organizations, 

Independence Day celebrations hosted by the Mexican Consulate in Tucson, and other 

celebrations involving music, dance, and food. Appreciative of his good fortune and the 

resources he had, he felt it was his duty to share them with others.  

Throughout Tucson, across the decades, these individuals and others worked diligently to 

ensure their community had access to la música cósmica and places to enjoy it. After the 

destruction of Tucson’s downtown and the places, history, and memory that went with it, the 

community responded quickly, ferociously, and on multiple fronts. The social, cultural, 

linguistic, and historical preservation of Tucson’s Mexican community took on a new urgency. 

Performing and playing music and dance emerged as a powerful tool to bolster a sense of pride 

and self-worth in individuals of Mexican-descent, a tool that involved the regular practice and 

embodiment of culture, generating memories, skills, and cultural patterns to pass on to future 

generations.  
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Fred Martinez represents one of the most compelling stories of duty calling a Tucsonan 

into extraordinary action. After nine years of physical labor, calling on volunteers, fundraising, 

and patching the building back together piece by piece, he finally reopened the Casino Ballroom, 

at least half of the original ballroom, in 2000 just in time for his eldest daughter’s wedding. She 

had postponed the event twice because of construction delays, but insisted her wedding had to 

take place there. She was not the only Tucsonan who felt this way.  When the ballroom 

reopened, it immediately picked up where it left off. Within days, its event calendar filled with 

reservations for quinceañeras, group fundraisers, and other private events. Concerts filled the 

stage on a regular basis. Martinez’s sense of duty to the community did not stop once he opened 

the doors. On Sundays, the LASC opened the ballroom to local groups for free or at a very 

inexpensive rate. Nearly every Sunday evening saw a youth sports team, schools, or other 

organization holding a fundraiser in that space. He also kept ballroom rental rates low to make 

the space available to as many families as possible.  

The importance of this iconic location should not be understated. Isabel García 

remembered her first invitation to an event at the Casino Ballroom with shining eyes: “Everyone 

got to the Casino Ballroom at one time or another. Once you received an invitation to an event 

there, you knew you were really somebody.” Others clearly agreed. During the interview with 

this author in May, 2015, Fred excused himself to answer the phone and reserve the ballroom for 

an upcoming quinceañera. The date of the party? June, 2019. The family wanted to be certain 

they could host this meaningful event in the location that meant most to them and their family, a 

location whose stage and dance floor had been uniting Tucsonans since 1947.  
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Chapter 6: Mexicanidad en el Pueblo Viejo II: de caminos y barreras 

Año sesenta y nueve--en los  

barrios de Tucson 

Se juntaron los Chicanos, de 

la nueva generación. 

Orgullo y honra es la fuerza 

que llevan en el corazón.  

Viva la Raza y que Viva la Causa 

Arriba los valientes de Tucson! 

 

It was the year of sixty-nine—in the 

neighborhoods of Tucson, 

the Chicanos got together, 

 the new generation. 

Pride and honor are the strengths 

they carry in their hearts. 

Long live the people (raza), long live the cause 

Up with the courageous of Tucson! 

Jesús Bronce, “Los Valientes de Tucson,” 1969 

 

 

Two decades after Nando Zepeda stood in line to begin his first day of Catholic school, 

and just a few blocks to the south, a young Isabel García and her father rolled into the campus of 

the still-new Pueblo High School in an old beat-up jalopy.322 Despite already being an 

experienced activist for workers’ rights on both side of the U.S. Mexican border, and proud of 

the work her Mexican-born father did for the community, the teenage Isabel cringed at the 

thought of the other students hearing the norteño music blasting out of the car windows. She 

turned the volume down as the car approached the high school, bid her dad goodbye and headed 

off into the school grounds. García’s instinct to lower the music did not arise from race- or class-

based sensitivity, as Pueblo High drew students from neighborhoods of largely of working class, 

Mexican-descent backgrounds.323 Rather, Isabel later confessed her embarrassment with norteño 

music’s identification with lesser-assimilated Mexican immigrants, something that clashed with 

the identity the young Chicana wished to portray. García, proud of her brown, Mexican roots, 

wanted to prove that she and the Chicano youth she worked with intrinsically belonged in the 

United States as part of the irrefutable cultural fabric of the country.  
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García shared this anecdote decades later with a mixture of embarrassment and sympathy 

for the circumstances under which her teenage self had operated. During García’s schoolage 

years, students in Tucson public schools still faced punishment for speaking in Spanish on school 

campuses. Teachers and administrators routed students who spoke Spanish into special 

classrooms for English language learners, where the language-heavy content caused them to fall 

behind the subject matter covered by their English-speaking peers. These same administrators 

regularly tracked Mexican-descent students into manual and technical careers rather than 

preparing them for higher education.324 García wished to present herself as fully a member of the 

U.S., able to take advantage of all the educational and occupational benefits available to white, 

Anglo students and citizens. 

 García, like many other Mexican-descent Tucson youth, grew up exposed to multiple 

musical worlds. Her mother, whose family had lived in Tucson for many generations, 

appreciated many kinds of music in both Spanish and English. While García heard norteño and 

other Mexican styles on her Dad’s side, her mother enjoyed Frank Sinatra and other crooners 

from the United States. As García entered high school and college, she swayed to the smooth 

sounds of Motown, raved about the Beatles, and gathered with friends and guitars at events to 

sing protest songs in English and Spanish. These songs and artists all pushed the boundaries of 

language, style, and genre, as well as racial barriers.  The Beatles redefined Rock and Roll, while 

Motown, jazz, and blues musicians pushed racial barriers, joining white musicians on stage, in 

recordings, and on television. García enjoyed music that broke new ground. She admired the 

musicians that stepped across racial boundaries and worked together in albums and 

performances, modeling a more tolerant, accepting, and diverse United States of America.  
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Despite her love of groundbreaking sound, García expressed an unceasing fondness for 

traditional Mexican music. The songs she heard in celebrations, commemorations, and 

restaurants reminded her of family, friends, and times when she saw her culture uplifted, valued, 

and recognized. She never considered herself particularly musical, but after the discrimination 

she experienced in school and Tucson in general, she recognized the presence of Mexican music 

in Tucson as an act of resistance. “It is difficult,” she asserted, “to grow up in an environment 

where your own culture is rejected, where part of your own self is rejected, and all these forces 

are working against it. You know that you, your family, and your friends are good people. It 

makes you want to stand up and show who you are even more, to turn toward the Mexican part 

of you and prove they are wrong. Music help us with this this. It is so important in this – it is 

critically important.”325 

 The idea of turning toward the Mexican part of one’s self as a defense mechanism in the 

face of discrimination inspired much of the community’s push for its own self-expression in 

music and dance. Yet, as the examples of Mexican identity in Coraje and El Pueblo demonstrate, 

Tucsonans arrived at different conclusions regarding the best way to defend their Mexican 

identity, or even what this Mexican identity should look like. While la música cósmica 

undoubtedly brought Tucson closer together and provided its denizens with a sense of pride, 

cohesion, and continuity, each individual responded in his or her own individual way to the 

music, the memories, and the culture it represented.  

The destruction of the downtown barrios, in spite of local protests and political actions, 

instilled a deep sense of urgency among Tucsonans to protect the Mexican-descent community 

against further harm. The fundamental question lay in how best to preserve the traditions and 
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identity of this group of people, all while working with a diverse body of people unified around a 

deep, painful scar – one annealing around the violent acts of physical removal from a cultural 

place and the destruction of that space. In this, community members began to press, in concert 

with civil rights organizations across the United States, for social justice and full acceptance in 

U.S. society as people of color and people of non-Anglo heritage.  

On the one hand, the construction of the TCC forged alliances that had not existed 

previously, and opened some individuals to greater tolerance of different viewpoints within the 

Chicano-Mexican community. Ernesto Portillo had initially kept a political distance from the 

Chicano groups, yet gained new appreciation of their perspective after the destruction of 

downtown.326 Thus, when Raúl Aguirre, a young, enthusiastic radio disc jockey, approached 

Portillo with new ideas regarding the music that the KXEW radio station might play to expand 

its listening audience to a younger, progressive, bilingual audience, the conservative Portillo 

acquiesced.327 Aguirre recounted a conversation he had with Portillo regarding the musical 

content of KXEW radio, which almost exclusively consisted of Spanish-language, Mexican 

music. Aguirre wanted to attract young, new listeners to the station with other musical options. 

He felt there was a place for a different kind of programming to complement Portillo’s 

traditional selections. Portillo granted Aguirre radio time in the late-night weekend hours when 

his regular listeners would most likely not be tuned in. Aguirre established a Chicano radio 

program, full of new bands emerging around the United States at the time – music in English and 

Spanish, from Mexico, South America, New York, and the Caribbean – music that pushed 

boundaries and merged sounds and rhythms in new and exploratory ways. Aguirre himself 

commanded the airwaves with an energetic, insistent voice, applied heavy use of Chicano slang,  
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switching between English and Spanish like lightning, a joyful hybridity of language and music. 

Aguirre’s radio programming celebrated the blending of Mexican culture with other social trends 

that Portillo had been working to keep separate.  

Both Portillo and Aguirre felt a responsibility to the community they served, in 

representing them culturally, musically, and linguistically on the air and in events around the 

city. Portillo’s sense of duty extended to his understanding that the survival and resistance of the 

Mexican community in the U.S. involved preserving linguistic, musical, and cultural traditions in 

an unadulterated manner, whereas others, like Raúl Aguirre and Isabel García, believed in 

molding U.S. society into a new vision that allowed a freedom of expression and an acceptance 

of marginalized and hybrid identities. García studied law and focused on rallying support for 

immigrants to the U.S., while Raúl Aguirre brought new, experimental musical voices to the 

airwaves and to music halls. Always looking for the next innovation, Aguirre debuted new bands 

from across the U.S. on the Tucson airwaves, organized music events and concerts, always 

looking to keep his listeners on the leading edge of musical innovation.   

Aguirre and Portillo disagreed on social, political, and musical opinions, and their 

relationship remained fraught with tensions, but they both felt duty-bound to work for Tucson´s 

Mexican community. They both served as emcees at a number of musical and cultural events 

around Tucson.  As public figures, they guided the community through cultural interpretations 

and presentations of their past, present, and future. Aguirre actively worked to bring groups and 

musicians to town from a variety of genres and perspectives, including initiating the norteño 

festival in 1987.  He, Portillo, and other Tucsonans may have disagreed over what it meant to be 

Mexican in Tucson, but they knew it was important to protect the right to express that identity.  
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The music, venues, and various interpretations provided a dialectic space for these identities to 

be explored and debated.328  

Complicating the tensions between the purist and hybrid definitions of what it meant to 

be of Mexican descent in Tucson, not everyone experienced the same disastrous sense of loss 

from the destruction of the barrios. Fred Martinez maintained a more nuanced perspective about 

the downtown’s transition. Certainly, he experienced a sense of loss. He recalled joyful days of 

his boyhood where he would visit his grandmother’s house, located on South Meyer just blocks 

from the downtown shopping district. When he had a few dollars he would spend the day there, 

sometimes seeing multiple shows at La Plaza Theater to escape the summer heat, other times 

waslking around, enjoying the hum of the busy city streets. The loss of the shopping district and 

the homes saddened him, but he also enjoyed the musical programs that came to the TCC. He 

saw three members of the Beatles perform when it first opened.  He remembered fondly seeing 

Paul McCartney and Wings, and later George Harrison and Ringo Starr on tour, defining 

moments for someone whose life had revolved around the Casino Ballroom and the iconic 

performers who frequented its stage. His admiration of the Beatles went beyond simple fandom; 

as someone who had worked with genre-defining musicians all his life, he heard the Beatles with 

the refined ear of a fine connoisseur. He also recalled heartfelt moments at the new TCC. He 

took his mother to see Elvis Presley there, because the previous time Elvis had visited Tucson, in 

July of 1956, she had been pregnant with Fred.  His father, who disliked Elvis, would not join his 

mother or allow her to go. In taking his mother to see Elvis, Fred helped her realize a long-

deferred dream. The artists Martinez saw at the TCC, and his ability to bring joy to his mother in 
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this new space, assuaged for him some of the pain of the loss of his grandmother’s home and his 

boyhood haunts.  

Martinez’s reaction to the TCC contains another nuance, one that demonstrates the 

complicated nature of change, even change that results in great injustices. In a strange twist, the 

building of the TCC resulted in the salvation of the Casino Ballroom. By the mid-1960s, the 

heyday of the big band era had long since ended, and new technologies and trends changed 

people’s social habits. Many ballrooms had gone into disrepair or closed completely, others 

faced destruction under freeway expansion or urban renewal. In the late 1960s, Adolfo 

Loustaunau was looking to retire and meant to pass the ballroom to his son.  Unfortunately, the 

tragic, untimely death of his son ended those plans.  Loustaunau then wished to sell the ballroom, 

but spent many unsuccessful months seeking a buyer, until 1968, when the Latin American 

Social Club’s (LASC) meeting hall on South Main Street fell victim to urban development. The 

LASC used compensation from the Urban Development Office to purchase the Casino Ballroom 

and take over management of the property. Without this urgent need to find a home for the 

LASC, and without the Urban Renewal funds, the Casino Ballroom might have faded away 

along with Tucson’s other ballrooms. With the closure of so many ballrooms and the destruction 

of the Alianza Hispanoamericana building and its large dance hall, the space and events 

provided by the Casino Ballroom increased in importance for Tucson’s Mexican community. 

Upon purchasing the property, one of the original board members of the Latin American Social 

Club, Raúl “Butch” Martinez, Fred’s father, took up the business of running the ballroom. LASC 

and the ballroom resided on the same property, but effectively functioned as two separate 

entities. As the largest remaining community space that had hosted weddings and other events 

since 1947, Tucsonans turned even more to the ballroom for their concerts and major milestones. 
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After the destruction of downtown, The Casino Ballroom became one of the principle places for 

parties and events, serving as a central musical axis for Tucson’s Mexican community. 

Fred Martinez inherited the management of the Casino Ballroom from his father. The 

younger Martinez recounted how the 1960s and 70s became they heyday of the Casino 

Ballroom.329 It remained the largest venue in Tucson and one of the most reasonably priced for 

private events. It housed regular concerts. From its opening in 1947, it hosted Mexican musical 

giants like Pedro Infante, José Alfredo Jimenez, Pérez Prado, Antonio Aguilar, Lola Beltran and 

Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán; Latino artists like Tito Puente; Tejano and Norteño stars like 

Little Joe, Los Tigres del Norte, Los Freddy’s, as well as U.S. musicians like Los Lobos, Lalo 

Guerrero, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Little Richard, James Brown, Fats Domino, Bobby 

Bland and the Glenn Miller Orchestra. The LASC board also hosted Mother’s and Father’s Day 

dances, Christmas galas, and other events that drew crowds from across the city and the desert 

southwest. The LASC board ran both the club and the ballroom smoothly, recognizing the 

location’s importance in the community. The board members became the center of an enormous 

network of people. They offered benefits to people who paid membership dues, including 

reduced ballroom rental rates, and free admission to three ballroom events per year: Mother’s 

Day, Father’s Day, and Veteran’s Day. These incentives drew a great number of people to the 

LASC: by the early 1970s the club boasted between 600-700 members. Local, state, and federal 

politicians across party lines joined the LASC, relied on the networking opportunities through its 

membership, and used the Casino Ballroom for political events. The Udalls, the DeConcinis, 

Senator Barry Goldwater, and Governor Raul Castro, as well as up-and-coming leaders like Raúl 

Grijalva and Isabel Garcia were among many who came looking for votes and support. While the 
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TCC and downtown area stagnated, the Latin American Social Club and its Casino Ballroom 

provided stability and continued critical connections for a community that had lost its center. 

Thus, for Martinez, Tucson’s physical changes brought a complicated set of 

considerations. The destruction of the barrio left a deep scar in Tucson’s sense of collective 

identity. The pain felt by the Tucsonans affected by urban renewal had palpable effects. Families 

who were already struggling economically did not receive adequate compensation from the city 

under its claim of eminent domain, meaning they took an economic loss in addition to accruing 

moving expenses. This made it difficult for them to establish themselves in comparative housing 

and on equal economic footing upon leaving their barrio homes and businesses. And even 

families who successfully reopened their businesses did so without access to their previous 

market, the close connectedness of the barrios, the tight-knit downtown, and clientele who lived 

within walking distance. Another measurable result of the loss of the downtown barrios involved 

an increase in the death of elders in families that experience displacement, adding even more 

grief to an extremely difficult time.330 This very real physical, economic, and emotional loss left 

a significant portion of Tucsonans with the sense that Tucson’s leaders needed to recognize them 

as legitimate and valuable members of the city’s collective identity. For them, any compromise 

felt like betrayal. From this perspective, even Fred Martinez’s recognition of the benefits the 

Casino Ballroom obtained from urban renewal funds, or his enjoyment of musicians performing 

at the TCC could be viewed as an expression of betrayal.  

In this way, deep and painful frictions developed among and between individuals and 

groups, even as community members unified across political and social perspectives to insure 

their cultural survival. Like coal under pressure, the stress on the Mexican community produced 
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both fissures and diamonds. The diamonds came in the form of a new sense of unity, passion, 

and activism that resulted in creating new parks, protecting historical neighborhoods, 

establishing educational programs, social seminars, radio stations, newspapers, university 

degrees, and community organizations. The fissures, unfortunately, cut deep. Tucson’s Mexican 

community had always been diverse racially, socially, politically, and economically. After the 

destruction of downtown, these differences drove deep wedges between people, and now these 

divides provoked a much greater sense of pain and betrayal.  

These sentiments had a local Tucson axis, but they reflected a larger national trend. 

Zepeda ran into these tensions first-hand upon his return to the United States after serving in 

active duty. Retired from the Air Force, he took advantage of the GI bill to study his bachelor’s 

degree and multiple master’s degrees upon his return to the United States. On his first venture 

onto the campus of Florida State University in the 1960s, he expressed surprise at the level of 

animosity directed toward him from other students of Mexican descent, particularly when, during 

his first semester back, he thought he would honor the Veterans in November by attending class 

in uniform. Having lived outside the United States for many years, he was unprepared for the 

level of anger directed at him that day especially the verbal abuse aimed directly at him, by 

people in his immediate proximity. He recalled an earlier incident when an Air Force instructor 

assigned group projects. Looking around, he approached a group of brown-skinned students 

speaking Spanish, recognizing them as similar to himself. Looking around for a group to join, he 

approached a group of brown-skinned students speaking Spanish. His potential project-mates 

snarled at him stating explicitly that as an officer he could not be “raza,” and told him to find 

another group to work with. He had been aware of the deep divisions that had developed 

between the Chicano movement and uniformed representations of U.S. power such as police, 
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national guard, and military, but he was surprised that the animosity would extend to him, a 

fellow student of Mexican descent. He had always identified as Mexican, and saw the similarities 

between him and other students of Mexican-descent as greater and more important than their 

differences. Besides, he suspected, they had all experienced racial discrimination. Zepeda related 

a number of stories of his encounters with discrimination while he was in the military. He 

considered himself a political conservative, but still believed the Mexican community, whether 

liberal or conservative, formed a single group of people whose common cultural and racial 

background should take precedence over any political differences. In this, and without knowing 

it, he agreed with Ernesto Portillo. 

These memories of Zepeda’s occurred in Florida and Texas, but Tucson also boasted a 

number of Mexican American veterans and military families that clashed politically and socially 

with anti-war, anti-establishment community members. In this environment, music provided a 

dialectic space that allowed these distinct factions to express their individuality. Even through 

these challenging times, La música cosmica played a consistent, unifying, binding role across 

generations, political persuasions, and socioeconomic status. As a Mexican expression that had 

gained a strong foothold prior to the destruction of Tucson´s downtown barrios, older and 

younger generations, political and conservative Mexicanos, all viewed la música cósmica 

positively, but not necessarily for the same reasons. Isabel García viewed it as a joyful, loud 

representation of traditional Mexican culture, an act of resistance and assurance against an 

oppressive environment. Raúl Aguirre supported the youth mariachi programs begun in the 

1960s, viewing them as revolutionary in their ability to pass along linguistic, historical and 

cultural traditions to a new generation of Tucson youth. Social conservatives critical of the 

changing social, linguistic, and political roles of the 1960s found comfort in the familiar Spanish-
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languages lyrics and familiar style of the mariachi and baile folklórico programs. Nando Zepeda 

had not liked la música cósmica as a child, but discovered a great love for it upon his return to 

Tucson later in his life. He had gained a new appreciation for the lyrics, music, and emotional 

expression of the genre. Even as a fan who supported the youth programs, he expressed some 

concern with how others outside Tucson’s community of Mexican descent might view the 

mariachi groups. “We don’t want to become caricatures of ourselves,” he noted. Perhaps his own 

experience of being judged by his uniform led him to worry about how the youth mariachi 

programs in their charro outfits might be viewed by people from outside Tucson and its Mexican 

community.  

In this way, individuals experienced and interpreted Tucson’s música cósmica differently. 

Nonetheless, despite these diverse responses to and understandings of the music, and in spite of 

Zepeda’s reservations about how it might be interpreted by others, la música cósmica continued 

to appear in events that united people across political and social divisions, and formed a regular 

part of life for Tucson’s Mexican community. It emerged in school music groups from 

kindergarten through college, in community mariachi organizations, and in the El Casino 

Ballroom for fundraisers, political events, and family milestones. Through all of this, the sense of 

duty regarding the importance of this form of cultural expression continued to motivate teachers, 

organizers, musicians, and community members to continue, maintain, and expand the city’s 

musical tradition. 

In 1983, Tucson affirmed its dedication to la música cósmica by hosting the First Tucson 

International Mariachi Conference. The city of San Antonio had held the first two international 

mariachi conferences in the United States in 1981 and 1982, but announced their decision not to 

hold another one in 1983. Tucson musicians had actively participated each year, and groups like 
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Los Changuitos Feos, Mariachi Juvenil, Mariachi Cobre, and Mariachi Internacional de las 

Americas (the latter two adult groups had formed from alumni of Tucson youth mariachi 

programs) had won recognition and awards each year. Local Mexican American leaders, among 

them Randy Carrillo, Fred Tarazón, Roberto Ruíz of the Tucson Festival Society, and Ernesto 

Portillo, still seeking ways to strengthen their community, saw this as an opportunity.331 Given 

the city’s dedication to la música cósmica, and the depth of the mariachi music and folkloric 

dance programs, they had little difficulty garnering support to bring the festival to Tucson. In the 

same way that playing mariachi music served to instill pride in Tucson youth, bringing an 

international mariachi conference to Tucson would highlight the cultural strength and beauty of 

Tucson’s homegrown musical traditions. As an additional way to assert the value of Tucson’s 

Mexican population, organizers could show City Hall that the Mexican community could draw 

the large crowds they so desperately desired to the city, not by hiding the Mexican people and 

culture, but by flaunting them. 

The conference organizers proposed to bring the Mariachi Festival to the Tucson 

Community Center, holding it directly above the sacred ground buried under the center’s cement 

foundation. Community frictions still rankled in the 1980s regarding the cultural identity of 

downtown, as evidenced by the contentious installation of a statue of Pancho Villa in the 20 de 

Agosto park, at the northern edge of the TCC campus.332 Mexican President Manuel López 

Portillo had offered the statue as a gift to Arizona’s Governor Bruce Babbitt. Governor Babbitt 

accepted the gift but Phoenicians rejected the idea of having a Mexican war hero installed in 

their city, particularly one who had launched an attack on Columbus, New Mexico and killed a 
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number of its residents on U.S. soil. A number of families in Arizona, including in Tucson itself, 

had lost family members to Villa, either in the states of Northern Mexico or during the Columbus 

raid.  

In spite of Villa’s complicated legacy, Tucson leaders saw an opportunity to fill the 

gaping hole left by the vacancy of Mexican neighborhoods and businesses downtown, and 

proposed Tucson as the site for the statue. City Tucson Director of Operations, Tom Price, 

recognized that Tucson could indeed house the statue, and that there would be local support for 

this to happen. Tucsonans marched and protested both for and against the statue. Tucson’s 

mayor, Lewis Murphy, sided with the anti-Villistas and boycotted the installation ceremony, so 

Governor Babbitt traveled to Tucson for the formal installation ceremony on June 30, 1981. The 

statue showed Villa tightly reigning back his horse, a rearing Siete Leguas, whose neck was 

pulled far back, in apparent protest of Villa’s formidable grip. Villa and Siete Leguas rear up in 

full action in a grove of trees on a rare patch of green desert grass, their backs to the Tucson 

courthouses and public offices, their faces looking out over the Tucson Community Center, as if 

Villa is so stunned by the sight of the TCC campus that he demands Siete Leguas come to a 

sudden and violent stop. The installation of the statue drew a crowd of approximately 1,000 

supporters braving the heat of a June Tucson day. It also drew protestors, including an instructor 

from Pima Community College who vowed to protest every year until the statue’s removal. This 

same instructor called for protestors to join him the following year, but found himself marching 

alone, surrounded instead by a crowd of counter-protestors that supported the presence of the 

statue. The following year, he did not bother to organize.  

 Villa’s statue remained in the heart of downtown, but so did the tensions regarding the 

city’s collective identity. When a number of leaders in Tucson’s Mexican community decided, in 
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1982, to bring the next International Mariachi Conference to Tucson, they did so in an 

environment still struggling over the cultural identity of the city’s downtown. The Tucson 

Festival Society, the organization that initially agreed to host the event also had little to no 

experience organizing such a large endeavor.333 A local foundation that supported mental health 

organizations, the La Frontera Foundation, agreed to step in to finalize the event.  La Frontera 

expected to use the festival as a fundraiser for its nonprofit foundation, and took on the role of 

the primary organizing board and principal beneficiary of event proceeds. Internal frictions and 

organizational challenges nearly led the event to fail before it happened, and resulted in a number 

of narrative accounts regarding who should take credit for the initial organization of the event 

and its various successes and failures. A number of individuals who felt passionate about the 

festival and who became deeply involved in bringing it to Tucson found themselves excluded 

from official accounts of the event planning and participation as a result. Raúl Aguirre shared his 

frustrations as one of these individuals. In a 2015 interview, he described his detailed and fervent 

work to launch the first festival, and disagreed with the details in official accounts regarding 

event participation and leadership. These conflicting narratives speak of the compelling desire 

individuals have to be associated with launching the International Mariachi Conference.  

Tucsonans valued people who made great sacrifices of time, talent, and money to promote the 

public recognition of the Mexican Community.   

Despite the frictions that developed between between organizing groups, community 

members pulled together and launched the first Tucson International Mariachi Conference in 

April of 1983.334  These first organizers held nothing back. The event lasted nearly a week, with 

multiple headliner concerts, the recreation of Mexico City’s Garibaldi Square in an outdoor 
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section of the Tucson Convention Center’s campus, and multiple competitions, showcases, and 

workshops for mariachi students. The guests of honor included no less than ranchera diva Lucha 

Reyes, Mariachi Cobre, now Disney World’s official mariachi, and the kings of Mariachi 

themselves, Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán, from Mexico City, the most recent members of the 

original conjunto that inspired Lázaro Cárdenas to make mariachi Mexico’s official musical 

export.  

According to Raúl Aguirre, festival organizers wanted Tucson’s mariachi festival to 

represent more than just a music festival. In a city where music had served as a lifeline for 

generations, and where new youth mariachi and folklórico programs continued to emerge at an 

increasingly rapid pace, the founders saw this as an opportunity to expand la música cósmica to 

even more youth locally and nationally. Aguirre recalled that this concept met with some failure 

the first year. Conference organizers arranged workshops for the student participants, each led by 

an experienced mariachi musician. Workshop teachers included members of Mariachi Cobre and 

Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán, among others. Given their experience growing up as members of 

Tucson’s youth mariachi scene, musicians from Mariachi Cobre led energetic, enthusiastic, 

student-oriented, youth workshops. On the other hand, the unquestionable talents of the members 

of Mariachi Vargas did not extend to teaching children. The musicians showed up late to the 

workshops or missed them completely. Those who showed up to teach morning sessions 

appeared ragged and tired. The musicians of Mariachi Vargas had not grown up in the U.S. 

public schools, and had not used mariachi as a cultural and social lifeline in the same way as 

Tucson musicians. Instead, they had received training as virtuoso musicians of a proud, iconic 

tradition in Mexico. After playing their contracted performances at the festival, Vargas members 

preferred to spend their evenings enjoying the social, cultural, and refreshment opportunities 
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Tucson had to offer after dark, and in turn led haphazard workshops not well suited for primary 

and secondary school children.335  

Undaunted, festival organizers scrambled to find replacement instructors for orphaned 

workshops, and the learning opportunities continued as planned. To the organizers, these 

workshops meant more than simply a fun musical exercise. “The workshops were 

revolutionary!” affirmed Aguirre, “They were a revolution in education. They were linguistic, 

cultural, historical, they instilled Mexican culture and pride into our youth, and they expanded 

mariachi into new schools and independent youth groups in Tucson and in other cities.”336 The 

conference resulted in an even more expansive blossoming of an already robust tradition of 

youth mariachi groups throughout Tucson – numerous elementary, secondary, and high schools 

expanded mariachi offerings in their school programs, and new community-based mariachi and 

folkloric dance troupes, independent from the public schools, also emerged. In addition, the 

mariachi conference depended on the hard work of hundreds of volunteers who took shifts 

throughout the week. Many of these volunteers returned year after year, eventually becoming 

paid professionals running future conferences. In this way, la música cósmica became a 

community-wide effort, and formed part of the response of Tucson’s community of Mexican 

descent to the destruction of downtown. The mariachi conference and its workshops brought 

community members together to work toward the exhibition and teaching of la música cósmica, 

and successfully filled downtown Tucson and the TCC with musicians, teachers, patrons, and 

fans. In this, the very culture that Anglo planners worked for so many decades to extract from the 

downtown area in order to attract tourists and businesses demonstrated its ability to fill 

downtown hotels, restaurants, businesses, as well as the convention center’s grey cement halls.  
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 In addition to establishing the cultural voice 

of Tucson’s community of Mexican descent as a 

strong and formidable force capable of attracting 

national and international interest, music also 

served as a form of historical storytelling and 

counternarrative in Tucson. Two examples of this 

come from Lalo Guerrero and a young Chicano 

voice, Jesús Bronce, who penned songs that 

functioned as local oral history told through 

traditional musical styles. Lalo Guerrero composed 

“Barrio Viejo” in honor of the old neighborhood he 

knew from his childhood, to the tune of a beautiful, 

sad bolero melody (Appendix B, Track 12). 

Although Guerrero’s childhood home escaped 

destruction, the memories of his youth involved the 

people, businesses, and adventures throughout the 

entire downtown barrio.337 Guerrero lamented the 

loss of the tight-knit community, which he lost 

along with everyone else, even though his 

childhood house still stood. The second song, the 

corrido “Los Valientes de Tucson” by Jesús Bronce (figure 8), also utilized a musical form from 
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Figure 8 

Corrido “Los Valientes de Tucson” 
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mid-nineteenth century, one famous for recording and sharing oral histories.338 Both songs serve 

as monuments to the historical moment of the 1960s, told from the perspective of the Mexican 

and Chicano experience, both providing a compelling and persuasive counternarrative to 

Governor William’s enthusiastic proclamations of the inclusive nature of the new TCC.   

In addition to serving as a means of narrating the community´s history, this music 

provided a means for observations of gendered identities and power structures in Tucson and in 

the music community in general. In the early 1980s, mariachi remained a largely male enterprise. 

Although Lola Beltrán headlined the first International Mariachi Conference in 1982, she and 

other ranchera singers sang in the traditional role of female diva, set apart from and honored by, 

yet accompanied and protected by the male instrumentalists of the mariachi group. Linda 

Ronstadt, granddaughter of Federico Ronstadt and inheritor of the family’s rich musical legacy, 

took a break from her groundbreaking career in rock and roll to record an album with Mariachi 

Vargas de Tecalitlán in 1986. Ronstadt contrasted her experience as a mariachi diva with her 

struggles as a lead female singer in her Rock and Roll career, finding welcome relief in her time 

singing with Mariachi Vargas and Mariachi Cobre.339  

Ronstadt´s experience with music before preparing her Mariachi album had involved 

carving a new path for lead women singers in Rock and Roll.  Ronstadt had left Tucson for 

California in the 1960s to forge a career as one of the first women voices in the genre. Unlike the 

divas of mariachi who garnered great respect from their audiences and the mariachi 

accompaniment, and whose role as diva performers had been clear for decades, Ronstadt 

struggled with band memers who had difficulty accepting a woman lead, managers who expected 
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to manipulate her, and male fans who felt at liberty to try to touch her, talk to her, and otherwise 

approach her.340 Like Lydia Mendoza, Chelo Silva, and other female pioneers, Ronstadt fought 

to earn respect as a professional lead female in a male-dominated industry. After decades of 

battling this struggle, she expressed a great fatigue and a sense of emptiness or loss, and a desire 

to branch out into something different. 

Ronstadt had attended the first Tucson International Mariachi conference in 1983, and 

shortly afterward, some of its organizers approached her about singing in a future festival. 

Ronstadt expressed her desire to learn to perform some of the songs she remembered her father 

and grandfather singing in her childhood, and to sing them in Spanish.  In her quest to explore 

the music of her family’s history, she expressed the desire to record the songs she learned with 

the definitive sound of Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán. To produce this album, the English-

monolingual Ronstadt had to study Spanish, practice its pronunciation, open her voice to the 

broad ranchera register, and master new vocal inflections and techniques (Appendix B, track 

13). She named her resulting album, Canciones de mi Padre, after the small booklet published by 

her aunt Luisa Espinel forty years earlier – the Sonoran songs of the Ronstadt family echoing 

down the generations.  

Ronstadt’s performance in the Tucson International Mariachi conference in 1985, and her 

subsequent mariachi album, received a range of responses from Tucsonans, responses that varied 

depending on how each individual approached questions of identity, race, and class. The 

responses, some positive, some negative, many of them deeply heartfelt, resonated across the 

smoldering scar that cut across the community’s sense of self and desire to protect itself and 

promote its cultural strength, prominence, and quality. The varied local response to Ronstadt’s 
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mariachi performance reflected how responses to performances of la música cósmica could 

elucidate frictions between community members, as much as it could serve to unite the 

community. Some Tucsonans credited Ronstadt’s foray into mariachi music as bringing broad 

enthusiasm and interest to the mariachi festival, drawing national attention to the event and to 

mariachi music in general. Ronstadt fans who knew her from her Tucson childhood, from her 

solo work, or from her days singing with the rock group The Stone Ponies came to hear her sing 

in this new genre. Others met the news with bemusement, wondering why such a successful rock 

star would take such an abrupt diversion from her regular style. Others received Ronstadt with a 

less magnanimous welcome. One conference organizer, when asked about Ronstadt’s mariachi 

performance, scoffed, “She’s not one of us.” Similarly, other community leaders responded with 

a sad shake of their head, noting that Ronstadt had not been in Tucson during the community’s 

most difficult years. This same community leader followed up that comment with a warning 

against confusing nostalgia with the embodiment of a living, active culture.  

Still others interpreted Ronstadt’s turn to mariachi as something more noble: “She did it 

for her father,” one baile folklórico instructor insisted. “His health was failing, and she came 

back to Tucson to perform the music of his childhood in his honor. What sense does it make 

otherwise? Why would she take time from her soaring career to make a mariachi album, if not 

for compelling personal reasons?” Another community member issued a warning against musical 

pigeonholing: “The mariachi festival is a great thing, and Ronstadt’s album was also excellent. 

But we are more than just mariachi.” A more recent immigrant, who moved to Tucson from 

northern Mexico in 2012, voiced only his approval of Ronstadt’s mariachi singing, saying he 

loved her voice and enjoyed her mariachi albums. This same person expressed surprise to learn 

she also performed rock music. He had only ever known her as a mariachi diva.  
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These divergent reactions to Linda Ronstadt’s performance split along Tucson’s painful 

fault lines. Individuals who identified as Chicano activists and who experienced the greatest loss 

from the razing of the downtown barrios resented Ronstadt’s incursion into mariachi music. The 

bitter reception her mariachi music received from this group demonstrate that these are not 

simply reactions of musical taste, but of identities and loyalties to a cultural and ethnic identity. 

Despite the Ronstadt family’s personal history with canción mexicana, Ronstadt’s critics saw 

racism as one of the central elements responsible for the marginalization of the Mexican 

community. In returning to reclaim mariachi roots after forging her way as a white rock’n roll 

queen, Ronstadt reinforced the optional nature of her claim to the ethnic identity inherited by her 

grandfather as a Sonoran son. Unmarked by darker skin, Ronstadt could choose to identify with 

the language and culture passed down the generations from her great-grandmother. She could 

also choose not to identify with them and simply blend into white Anglo culture, avoiding the 

inescapable negative consequences experienced by others of Mexican descent. For this reason, 

many of the Chicano activists who embraced their Mexican roots and emphasized their brown 

indigeneity, expressed bitterness at Ronstadt’s absence during the lost battle for the historic 

barrio.  These individuals saw little reason to celebrate Ronstadt’s foray into the mariachi world.  

 The community members with more welcoming responses did not identify as Chicano. In 

fact, the individuals interviewed here distanced themselves from the Chicano activists, having 

conflicted with them at one time or another because of their more moderate, nuanced, or 

conservative political views. Interviewees who hesitated to call themselves Chicanos often had 

served in the military or came from military families. The political rend torn open by anti-war 

and Social Justice activism placed Chicanos solidly on one side of the political spectrum, often 

unable or unwilling to reconcile with people of Mexican descent who chose to join the military 
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or who supported family members who served in the military. Thus, these more politically 

conservative individuals kept their distance from the Chicano organizations and, as Nando 

Zepeda related of his college experiences, faced rejection by them as well. These more 

conservative members of the Tucson community of Mexican descent did not voice such a strong 

sense of betrayal when Ronstadt sang with Mariachi Vargas and Lola Beltrán.  Ronstadt herself 

stated very personal reasons for exploring her grandfather and father’s music.341  

Whatever Ronstadt’s reasons for exploring and singing mariachi music, the Tucsonans 

who felt the deepest sense of pain and loss from the construction of the TCC, those who claimed 

la música cósmica as a representation of Mexican pride in the face of ethnic and racial prejudice, 

and who built their own sense of purpose around an identity of resistance and cultural protection, 

saw Ronstadt’s turn to mariachi as an incursion from an outsider or worse, the return of a traitor, 

someone who could have stood up for them in a time of great need, but did not. This response 

had little or nothing to do with the quality of her voice and music, and everything to do with the 

identities la música cósmica had come to represent, the community it upheld, and the political 

symbolism of the international mariachi conference as a reclamation of history, language, music, 

and, at least for the duration of the festival, a temporary reclaiming of downtown Tucson’s 

cultural soundscape.  

The Tucson International Mariachi Conference, the implementation of Pancho Villa’s 

statue, the opening of magnet school mariachi and language programs, the establishment of 

nationally registered historic buildings and barrios, and the implementation of a park, library, and 

community center alongside an Anglo-only golf course, all emerged as part of the unified 

activism inspired by the painful destruction of the heart of Tucson’s historical downtown. Of all 

                                                           
341 Debbie Kruger interview with Linda Ronstadt, 17 June, 1998. 
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of these victories, Tucson’s musical prowess rose above them all and made the greatest impact 

on local and national collective identities.  Tucson’s music resonated nationally and 

internationally through the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, inspiring schools and musicians to establish 

youth mariachi groups in cities elsewhere. The power of performing la música cósmica, of 

learning its language, history, and culture, and, when possible, enacting these in full charro gear, 

took root in communities elsewhere who needed a social and cultural boost, and who wanted to 

joyfully proclaim their Mexican heritage.  

In Tucson, the promotion of other kinds of Mexican music continued to expand as well.  

Five years after the First Tucson International Mariachi Conference, Raúl Aguirre initiated the 

first Norteño Music Festival in South Tucson. Tucson also had changed. Not completely or 

perfectly, but its community of Mexican descent had gained a tenuous foothold on the city’s 

collective identity, and had created a major draw for national and international tourists, not by 

hiding its cultural heritage, but by loudly exclaiming its mexicanidad.  A century after the 

mayor’s office silenced the Fiesta de San Agustín, and a decade after razing the entire downtown 

barrio to the ground, the first annual Tucson International Mariachi Conference sounded its first 

set of horns on the hallowed grounds of the TCC. The string players added their vibrant 

harmonies to the mix as they bowed and strummed proudly in their embroidered hats and silver-

laden pants, and with strong, confident voices sang selections from the cancionero mexicano. 

Local newspapers declared the event a resounding success, and the conference became the first 

of an annual tradition that continued for decades to come. In 1983, more than a decade after 

being torn down and scraped away, la música cósmica once again stood up, took a deep breath, 

and resonated through the air and soil of Tucson’s downtown.  
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Chapter 7: Trumpets from the Heart: Cantando la Madre Patria 

 

They tried to bury us.  

They did not know we were seeds. 

 

Mexican Proverb  

   

On a May evening in the spring of 2013, family and friends of Davis Bilingual Magnet 

Elementary School students gathered on the school’s Plaza Valenzuela, a performance space 

built along the back wall of the school.  The Plaza bore the name of Alfredo Valenzuela, the 

intrepid teacher who had brought mariachi to Davis, and whose son now led the music program. 

The elementary student musicians climbed up on stage in front of a painted mural celebrating 

mariachi and folkloric dance and faced the audience. From the stage, they could see across the 

school’s soccer field, the perimeter fencing, and beyond, over the roofs of the one-story stucco 

homes of Barrio Anita just north of Tucson’s downtown. Conversation filled the air. Siblings and 

schoolmates of the musicians shrieked and ran as they climbed on the school’s playground 

equipment while parents staked out chairs and tables and chatted with other families and 

teachers.  

After a microphone and speaker check, beginning guitarristas, ranging in age from five 

to seven years old, sat in two long rows of chairs and plucked out “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star,” 

while soloists from the group took turns at the microphone singing. Twinkle, twinkle and the 

alphabet song rang out for about ten minutes, long enough to give all of the budding musicians a 

chance at the microphone. Then the beginning folkloric dance group made their way onto the 

stage. Long, colorful skirts and black-heeled shoes swayed and tapped to “la bruja,” “la bamba,” 

and “la raspa.” Young boys took center stage with plastic swords, clapping them in rhythmic 

unison to “la machete.” 
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 Into this energetic cacophony, an abuelita and an abuelito made their way gingerly 

across the soccer field and stepped carefully around tables and chairs to find their seats. Having 

just immigrated to Tucson after living a full seven decades in Sonora, Mexico, they had come to 

Davis to hear their granddaughter perform for the first time. Monolingual Spanish speakers, they 

joined a table with their son and daughter-in-law, and greeted parents and children from other 

families, conversing in Spanish while their granddaughter took the stage with the group of 

intermediate violinists. The strains of “Rancho Alegre,” and “Solamente Una Vez” lifted from the 

more advanced violin students. The abuelitos tapped their feet and smiled. Their granddaughter 

shyly took to the microphone and sang in Spanish:  

Una vez nada más  

se entrega el alma,  

con la dulce y total  

renunciación 

 

Y cuando ese milagro realiza 

El prodigo de amarse 

Hay campanas de fiesta 

Que cantan en el corazón 

Only once, and never again, 

Do you give your soul away 

With sweet and complete 

abandonment 

 

And when this miracle becomes 

the bounty of love 

Bells of celebration 

sing in your heart 

 

 

The abuelito seemed pleasantly surprised at the musical selection. “¡Esas son de las 

mías!” (These are my songs!), he exclaimed. After completing her time on stage, the 

granddaughter received great accolades from her abuelitos. Then she ran to joke and play with 

her friends, racing to get pizza and find a place to watch other friends perform.  

The vibrancy of Davis Elementary School’s musical legacy, and its ability to weave the 

musical tastes and personal memories of Sonoran grandparents with those of their six-year-old, 

Tucson-born grandchild, resulted from generations of dedication to and love for la música 

cósmica, and the recognition of this music as a gift and a source of strength for community 

members. More than just a source of joy and a means of creating memories, this music became a 
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formidable tool against anti-Mexican sentiment throughout the twentieth century. The songs of el 

cancionero mexicano, originally collected as a unifying body of music in a time of war, 

transition, and change in Mexico, resonated just as fully in Mexican Tucson as it faced its own 

challenges of identity, love, and loss.  

Somewhat ironically, the same worldview that devalued Mexican music in the eyes of 

Anglo Tucson also contributed to its survival. As a public statement of identity and pride, music 

patrons, teachers, and audiences esteemed masculine, horn-based, militant styles over feminine, 

emotive, string-based music. When Mexican Tucsonans marched through the streets of 

downtown Tucson with horns to celebrate the Festival de San Agustín, they faced censorship 

from City Hall. The string-based trios, duets, and solo musicians who played in parks and plazas 

on Sunday afternoons, who entertained backyard parties, and who filled restaurants, bars, clubs, 

and local businesses on a daily basis met with no such resistance. The interpretation of this music 

as feminine shows how two patriarchal societies can differ so greatly as to completely 

misinterpret the symbols of power and dominance in one another. Seen as effeminate and 

disempowered by Anglo society, la música cósmica served as an embodiment, a living 

enactment, of Mexican culture, history, masculinity, and pride, and of this mestizo, hybrid, 

blended past that served both as the source of the community’s marginalization and of its 

strength and resilience.  

The songs of la música cósmica sung of an imagined identity, a figurative fatherland or 

home, expressed in a way deemed feminine by Anglo America. The concept of la madre patria, 

or the “mother fatherland” arises from this gendered clash of patriarchal representations. 

Women, viewed as weak and emotional creatures, retained a second-class status as citizens in 

public spaces of patriarchal societies, in a great devaluation of a woman’s physical and 
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emotional strength. In the same way, the underappreciation and feminization of la música 

cósmica led Anglo Tucson to overlook its strength and importance to Tucsonans, as well as the 

significance it held beyond Tucson. For a time during the 1960s and 70s, youth of Mexican 

descent had internalized the message that la música cósmica represented feminized, “sissy” 

music. By investing in the tradition and drawing on a long history of dedication and excellence, 

music teachers managed to salvage the music’s reputation and return it to a source of pride that 

did not threaten the masculinity of Tucson’s young men of Mexican descent.  

Despite the ongoing presence of this music in Tucson, not all individuals of Mexican 

descent responded to la música cósmica in the same way. Tucson’s Mexican community 

consisted of a variety of voices, perspectives and opinions divided by political perspective, social 

outlook, military experience, musical preferences, and generation. These individuals responded 

to the music their own distinct ways, but all individuals in this survey came to respect the 

historical trajectory and central role la música cósmica played in maintaining a sense of cohesion 

and pride in the Tucson’s Mexican community.   The interviews collected for this research 

identified a point of conflict between more conservative voices wanting to preserve Mexican 

culture and language and more progressive voices who wanted to experiment with linguistic and 

cultural hybridity.  Individuals on either side of these perspectives differed on what it meant to 

identify as Mexican and how best to preserve one’s Mexican identity and assert one’s civic 

place.  In turn, the musical preferences of these Tucsonans differed often aligned with their 

personal interpretation of their own mexicanidad.  Hence, conservative Ernesto Portillo 

maintained a dedication to the Mexican classics, while progressive Chicano/as Raúl Aguirre and 

Isabel García sought new, hybrid sounds that blended languages and styles into new fusions of 

culture and expression. All of these individuals, nonetheless, came together over la música 
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cósmica on multiple, regular occasions, as part of public civic ceremonies, private weddings and 

celebrations, and as part of the growing youth mariachi movement in the city.  Still, while the 

music formed part of the collective memories and identities of all these Tucsonans of Mexican 

descent, it meant different things to each of them. When Linda Ronstadt, Lalo Guerrero, Isabel 

García, and Alfredo Valenzuela recalled their imagined homeland, their place of social and 

cultural comfort, they came from different places, races, socioeconomic statuses, and political 

beliefs, but deep inside they felt connected to the mexicanidad that drew them to the music and 

made it part of their sense of collective self.  In this, Mexico´s música cósmica, itself a hybrid 

amalgamation of different individual, regional, and stylistic perspectives, formed an ideal 

unifying means of cultural expression.   

This sense of common identity, the happy memories associated with Mexican culture and 

music, continue to hold importance as the battle for Tucson’s identity and its collective future 

evolves. The struggle for Tucson’s broader collective identity has continued well beyond the end 

of the twentieth century. Between 2010 and 2012, Tucson Unified School District attracted 

national attention for its bitter, divisive debate over the inclusion of a curriculum program 

dedicated to teaching the history and experience of the Mexican population in the United States. 

Mexican-descent students then made up approximately 60% of the TUSD’s student body, and 

the district struggled with low performance and high attrition.342 The MAS program, developed 

in concert with education researchers at the nearby University of Arizona, showed impressive 

results. The pilot year of the program worked with seventeen students who had dropped out of 

high school.  After participating in the MAS curriculum, all seventeen of the pilot study students 

graduated from high school and recorded standardized assessment scores that exceeded the state 

                                                           
342 Cammarota, Julio and Agustine Romero. Raza Studies: The Public Option for Educational Revolution. Tucson: The 

University of Arizona Press, 2014. 
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average.343 The program’s success relied on teaching critical thinking skills and historical 

counter-narratives that highlighted the experiences of non-Anglos in U.S. history. These aspects 

of the program engaged students who had otherwise felt alienated by the school system, in a 

manner that echoed how Charles Rourke’s students responded to his music program fifty years 

prior. Nonetheless, unlike Rourke’s music program, these curricular aspects of the program 

raised concern with the State Superintendent of Public Schools, Tom Horne. After a riveting 

2006 presentation at Tucson High School by civil rights leader Dolores Huerta, Horne paid 

closer attention to how TUSD high schools taught Mexican and Latino history. Concerned by the 

books used in the MAS curriculum and the high number of Mexican-descent students taking the 

classes, he proposed a bill to the state legislature that passed in 2010. The new law gave the State 

Superintendent of Schools the power to discontinue any curriculum that did any one of three 

things: 1) promoted the overthrow of the U.S. government, 2) promoted resentment toward a 

race or class of people, and 3) was designed primarily for pupils of one ethnic group or to 

advocate ethnic solidarity. Teachers, administrators, and students protested that the MAS courses 

did none of these accusations, and that the program should continue because it continued to 

improve the academic achievement of its students. Horne remained unconvinced.  

Horn’s term ended in January 2011, when he took over as Arizona’s Attorney General. 

The new State Superintendent, John Huppenthal, carried out the terms of the new law. 

Huppenthal immediately declared the MAS classes illegal based on the Arizona Revised Statues 

and threatened to cut $17 million in state funding from the district if it did not cancel the 

program immediately. Unable to afford a $17 million cut, the district board voted to close the 

classes under intense and heated protests. In a very public display, teachers and administrators 

                                                           
343 Cammarota and Romero, Raza Studies.  
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adhering to the closure physically packed up and removed books titles banned by Huppenthal, 

titles that included Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo Freire, Occupied America by Rodolfo 

Acuña, and Chicano! The History of the Mexican American Civil Rights Movement by F. Arturo 

Rosales. Teachers organized to protest the constitutionality of the state law. Students staged 

walk-outs and chained themselves to the district administrative offices, and police presence 

became a regular sight at the monthly district board meetings, with officers escorting students 

and elders from district board meetings in handcuffs.  

Seen as the cancellation of a single program that offered a handful courses for TUSD 

students, the reaction of the community might seem disproportionate to the cause. The district 

had discontinued programs before, inevitably facing criticism from families and teachers who 

particularly benefited from them, but the complaints had not risen to the level of street activisms, 

police presence, and protestor arrests. Those who fought to keep the MAS classes saw the 

closure of this program as more than the cancellation of a few classes; they saw it as another 

attempt to marginalize the Mexican presence in Tucson. To them, it carried the weight of the 

deportations of the 1890s and 1930s; decades of economic, geographic, and political 

marginalization; the 1968 destruction and removal of downtown communities; and it now meant 

outlawing the very history from which this community drew its identity of resistance. The 

students did not fight simply to retain a handful of classes, they formed part of the long, ongoing 

fight for their right to exist, be recognized, and be respected as people of Mexican descent in 

Tucson. Similar motivations led some Tucsonans to spend nine years salvaging a condemned 

dance hall, and others to reject Linda Ronstadt’s mariachi album. Tucsonans who identified 

themselves as members of a resistance community, who understood themselves as the standard-

bearers for a people needing to fight to remain alive and relevant in the city, the Casino Ballroom 
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represented more than a building, Linda Ronstadt’s album was more than a collection of songs, 

and the MAS coursework more than a simple curricular option.  

Journalists have described Arizona as a laboratory of the nation’s future regarding ethnic 

studies and immigration rights.344 The long-time home of the famously anti-immigrant sheriff 

Joe Arpaio of Maricopa County, the state became known for lodging its prisoners outdoors in hot 

desert camps in effeminate pink pajamas; for treating non-violent undocumented immigrants 

with singular severity; and for implementing the first laws in the United States that gave local 

police officers the ability to request federal documents to prove an individual’s legal presence in 

the country. As the first “papers please” state, Arizona earned a national reputation for its anti-

immigrant stance, and faced numerous court battles at the federal level combatting the inherent 

discrimination and anti-Mexican implications of all of these mandates. These legal and cultural 

battles at the federal, state, and local levels harken back to the questions that plagued Tucson 

regarding the music at the Festival de San Agustín, the language and music taught in the public 

schools, and the nature of the buildings and neighborhoods in central downtown. These questions 

all center on a single narrative: Who are we as a people? Who among the residents of Tucson, 

Arizona, and the United States, gets to define our collective identity? As a democratic 

government built by immigrants to the Americas, the concept of the melting pot that would form 

a new, unified people had distinct limits set by the founding fathers and their descendants – 

limits that excluded women and people of non-white, non-Anglo ancestry, regardless of 

citizenship status. These exclusions pervaded society from the most public, centralized level – 

exclusion from voting and attending all-white public schools or all-male medical schools, for 

                                                           
344 David Bacon, “In Arizona, Illegal Immigrants Face Federal Criminal Charges,” The Nation. Immigration Policy 

Feature, October 6, 2008. And Todd Miller, “Arizona, The Anti-Immigrant Laboratory” NACLA Report on the 
Americas, July/August 2010. 3-4. 
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example – to seemingly more mundane details, such as the selection of music in a public 

classroom or the colors of the decorations of a parade. All of these choices and acts of exclusion, 

large or small, served to reinforce the status of non-white citizens, women, and migrants as 

second-class citizens.  

If twentieth-century Arizona has been an experiment in oppressing the culture and people 

of Mexican-descent in the United States, it has ultimately failed. Attempts to minimize Tucson’s 

Mexican downtown devastated but united the community.  Rather than silencing the Mexican 

presence, it served as a catalyst for cultural expression, and the city eventually became a national 

and international mariachi capital – a central hub and distributor of Mexican music and dance. 

Similarly, the ban on ethnic studies and associated texts in Tucson Unified School District drew 

the attention of educators around the country who wanted to establish programs to improve 

student success in their own districts. When MAS educators could no longer teach in their 

Tucson classrooms, they instead traveled the country as consultants to set up similar programs in 

districts in Texas and California.345 In response to the book ban, and particularly the egregious 

manner in which the district removed books from the classrooms in the presence of upset and 

angry students, Mexican American writer, leader, and radio personality Tony Díaz of Houston, 

Texas formed an organization called Librotraficante that started its first multi-state tour in March 

2012, distributing free copies of TUSD’s banned books to communities across Texas and New 

Mexico before making their way to Tucson.346  

                                                           
345 Weston J. Phippen, “How One Law Banning Ethnic Studies Led to its Rise,” The Atlantic, July 19, 2015. Accessed 

June 16, 2017 https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/07/how-one-law-banning-ethnic-studies-
led-to-rise/398885/  

346 Democracy Now, “’El librotraficante’ Tony Diaz Defies Ethnic Studies Book Ban with Caravan to 
Arizona,” March 9, 2012. Accessed online 6/16/2017 
https://www.democracynow.org/2012/3/9/el_libro_traficante_tony_diaz_defies 

https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/07/how-one-law-banning-ethnic-studies-led-to-rise/398885/
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/07/how-one-law-banning-ethnic-studies-led-to-rise/398885/
https://www.democracynow.org/2012/3/9/el_libro_traficante_tony_diaz_defies
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In this way, the more Anglo leaders in Tucson and Arizona attempted to silence the city’s 

Mexican culture, the more it gained strength locally and spread.  While Anglo Tucson 

overlooked its Mexican musical voice, Tucson’s musicians seeped out the seams and emerged 

national leaders, first in Chicano expressions, and later for the evolving nation as a whole. When 

Tucson destroyed its historical buildings and cultural history, the community rose up and 

reasserted a cultural claim over that space with an international festival tied to expanding the 

education of Mexican music, culture, language, and history in youth and adults across the 

country and internationally. The more the state pushed to silence these voices, the more they 

bloomed. In Tucson and across the southwest, Mexican culture has proven its resiliency, one that 

includes marches and protests, but also music, dancing, literature, poems, joy, and a sense of 

humor. It is the music, the stories, the language, and the joy that bring strength, unity, and long-

lasting endurance to the communities that face this struggle. 

The strains of la música cósmica have swept over the southwest desert terrain longer than 

Mexico or the United States have laid claim to the territory. Needing only a guitar and voice, the 

songs of identity and belonging have floated up to the stars on summer nights for over two 

centuries, becoming part of the desert soundscape and the cultural history of the people who 

lived and carved out the place that eventually became Tucson. Journalists named Arizona the 

laboratory of the future because of the implementation of restrictive laws with racial 

consequences, without also mentioning the positive ways in which Arizonans are experimenting 

with future voices and identities. Tucson’s musicians exhibited a unique and profound ability to 

meld and merge musical and linguistic sounds, and express them as unique and vibrant collective 

identities. These expressions not only resonated within Tucson itself, but the music of Lalo 

Guerreo, los Hermanos Pérez, and others traveled well beyond Tucson, becoming part of the 
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nation’s collective voice. Tucson’s cultural expressions also have included much more than 

music. Tucson boasts public murals, folkloric dance studios, hip-hop competitions, poetry slams, 

and corrido contests. All of these expressions promote pride and unity as they voice a shared 

experience of marginalization and resistance. Given the long-time presence of Mexican music in 

the Tucson’s valley, the prolific musicality of Tucsonans, and music’s unique capacity to express 

emotion and create a shared cultural soundscape, Tucson’s música cósmica has earned a 

particularly esteemed place among all of these cultural expressions. This music and the people 

who sing it have a long history in this region. It, and they, deserve to be cherished as a central 

part of our national collective story.  

Back in Davis Bilingual Elementary School’s Plaza Valenzuela, Alfredo Valenzuela 

adjusts microphones for the final show of the evening while his son Jaime, who inherited his role 

as the music director for the Davis mariachi program, escorts the 100+ student musicians on 

stage. Las Aguilitas de Davis, the school’s formal mariachi, hardly fit on the platform with their 

bows, and broad-brimmed charro hats. Their pants, measured earlier in the year on rapidly 

growing children, now expose ankles and socks below their hemlines. The musicians stand at 

careful and quiet attention as the audience welcomes them with applause, their bright red hair 

ribbons and bowties accenting the black and silver of their uniforms.  

Music director Jaime Valenzuela counts aloud to start the musicians, and the sounds of 

“La múcura” (“The Clay Jug”) leap from the stage, relating the lament of a young child who 

complains of having to carry a heavy water jug. Violin bows move in unison, the guitarists strum 

as one, and a young boy plucks a bajo sexto near one end of the stage. The song ends. Suddenly, 

a single, plaintive trumpet surprises the audience from a corner of the soccer field. The young 

boy holds a long vibrato note longer than seemingly possible for his size, and the audience 
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cheers. The musicians on stage respond, and later another trumpeter plays from elsewhere among 

the audience. “El niño perdido” (“The lost child”) has been a favorite of Las Aguilitas for years, 

highlighting the expertise of their trumpeters and drawing the audience into the performance 

itself. After “El niño perdido” comes the energetic rhythm of “El Mariachi Loco,” (“The Crazy 

Mariachi”) which sings of a crazy mariachi player who wants to dance. The group ends with “El 

Cascabel,” “The Bell,” a song that starts small but increases in energy and volume until it lifts up 

the entire Plaza Valenzuela in a frenzy of joyful music. Between lost trumpeters, chiming bells, 

and heavy jugs, abuelitos recall age-old memories and kindergarteners forge new ones. La 

música cósmica continues its daily existence in ways that seem mundane, but that will weave this 

community together for generations to come.  
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Appendix A 

La música cósmica de Tucsón 

This list represents the songs that emerged as I collected interviews. Most of these songs 

originated in Mexico, although some have Caribbean roots or come from the Mexican diaspora.  

I list them here in an attempt to provide a representative sample of the repertoire of la música 

cósmica in twentieth century Tucson. Clearly, seven interviews cannot provide a definitive list 

for an entire city, and a great many songs that have enormous meaning to Tucsonans do not 

appear here.  Nonetheless, this collection provides a sample of the music that meant so much to a 

handful of Tucsonans that their titled emerged easily and naturally as they narrated their musical 

memories.   

 

Adelita  

Allá en el Rancho Grande  

Barrio Viejo 

Bésame mucho 

Canción Mexicana 

Cielito Lindo  

Creí que tu vida era mía 

Cuatro milpas  

Delgadina 

El 24 de Junio, El Mero Día de San Juan  

El Cascabel 

El Jarabe Tapatío 

El Mariachi Loco 

El Niño Perdido 

El Rey 

El Sonorense 

El Toro Viejo  

El Tilingo lindo 

El Tren 

Guadalajara, Guadalajara 

Joaquín Murrieta  

La Bamba 

La Bruja 

La Burrita 

La Cucaracha  

 

 

La Diana 

La Gloria Eres Tú 

La Llorona 

La Marcha de Zacatecas 

La Múcura 

La Raspa 

Las Morenas 

Los Laureles 

Los Machetes 

México Lindo y Querido 

Morir Soñando 

Nunca Jamás 

Ojos Verdes  

Paloma negra 

Perdida 

Rancho Alegre 

Sabor a Mi 

Solamente Una Vez 

Sonora Querida 

Un Pedacito de Cielo 

Valentina 

Venganza 

Viva Chihuahua 

Volver, Volver 
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Appendix B 

 

Soundtrack for Cantando la Madre Patria 

Please refer to the references included throughout the body of the dissertation.  

1) Robert McBride, “Mexican Rhapsody,” 1935 (p. 98) 

2) Carlos Chávez, “Sinfonia India no. 2,” 1935 (p. 98) 

3) Robert McBride, “Panorama de México,” 1957 (p. 99) 

4) Los Carlistas, “Las Morenas,” 1939 (p. 116)* 

5) Lalo Guerrero, “Nunca Jamás,” 2015 release (p. 135) 

6) Lucha Reyes, “La Canción Mexicana,” 1940 (p. 135, 150)  

7) Lalo Guerrero, “Pancho Lopez,”1955 (p. 137)*   

8) Los Hermanos Pérez, “La Gloria Eres Tú,” c 1990 (p. 149)* 

9) Ritchy Valenz, “La Bamba,” 1958 (p. 155) 

10) Tlen Huicani, “La Bamba,” 1988 (p. 155) 

11) Las Aguilitas de Davis, “Guadalajara, Guadalajara,” 2013 (p. 193)*  

12) Lalo Guerrero, “Barrio Viejo,” 2000 (p. 213) 

13) Linda Ronstadt, “Los Laureles,” Canciones de mi Padre, 1989 (p. 215) 

 

All songs with the exception of tracks 4, 7, 8, and 11 have been compiled in a playlist titled “La 

Madre Patria” on Spotify (www.spotify.com).  The playlist was finalized on December 2, 2017 

and can be accessed via the following link:  

https://open.spotify.com/user/21kt7vy7fzjfpmkqeqbih5b6q/playlist/6bHL8uV11aC

3Pk4GydRGZW  

 

*Tracks 4, 7, 8, and 11 are not available on Spotify, but all may be heard on YouTube through an 

internet search as of December 2, 2017, www.youtube.com.  The best recording of Los Hermanos 

Pérez from Tucson located on YouTube in 2017 was a bolero uploaded by user “bagl3” on April 

7, 2012. In this recording, the brothers performed “La Gloria Eres Tú” as part of a live 

performance for Ballet Folklórico Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. 

  

http://www.spotify.com/
https://open.spotify.com/user/21kt7vy7fzjfpmkqeqbih5b6q/playlist/6bHL8uV11aC3Pk4GydRGZW
https://open.spotify.com/user/21kt7vy7fzjfpmkqeqbih5b6q/playlist/6bHL8uV11aC3Pk4GydRGZW
http://www.youtube.com/
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